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Part 1 Overview
1

Background, Purpose and Structure of the Final Report

1.1.1 Background, Purpose and Scope of the Report
The focus for this report is on the transdisciplinary framework of the IB’s Primary Years Programme
(PYP), specifically how the transdisciplinary skills framework can advance deep learning and thinking
for PYP learners aged 3-12 years of age. Using a mixture of theoretical analyses, literature review and
empirical findings from PYP case study schools, the report will address the following research
questions:
•

What is the relationship between deep learning and thinking and, specifically, the role of
thinking in deeper learning? What are the views of PYP case study schools on this question?

•

What kinds of teaching promote skillful thinking and deep learning and how are they best
organized? What are the current practices in PYP case study schools?

•

How are progressions in thinking represented at various levels (in the research literature, in
national curricula)? How are students’ thinking progressions defined in PYP school-based
practice?

The research team recognize that they are not beginning from scratch with regard to interrogating the
PYP curriculum and that they have already submitted a literature review, and an audit and evaluation
of PYP with regard to developing and assessing thinking skills, and made recommendations to the IB
(Swartz & McGuinness, 2014a, 2014b). The data for those previous reports were confined to deskbased research whose purpose was to address: (1) the current state of the art with regard to
identifying important and teachable kinds of thinking, how they can be taught, and how they can be
assessed, primarily through the literature review; and (2) how the three IB programmes aligned with
that picture, based on an audit of IB guidance materials. During that work, An Integrated Research
and Practice Informed Framework for Developing and Assessing Thinking Skills and Related Constructs
(see Appendix 1) was created and recommendations were made to the IB with regard to the position
of teaching and assessing thinking across the three programmes. In summary, we noted how well
placed the PYP transdisciplinary curriculum was to advance students’ thinking skills, and our
recommendations pointed to how IB guidance for the PYP could be strengthened. Specifically, we
noted (1) the need to be more explicit in how thinking is articulated as a curriculum objective; (2) the
need for thinking strategies to be made more explicit, more visible to children, and thus more
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learnable; and (3) the need to help PYP schools and teachers create more specific assessment criteria
and assessment strategies related to thinking.
The current report builds on those previous reports in several ways. First, the research lens is
extended: (1) to examine more closely the relationship between thinking and learning – specifically
the role that thinking plays (or interplays) in creating deep learning, however that is defined, and (2)
to look at how progressions or developmental continua in thinking might be best articulated. As the
project developed we recognized that these were two very different pieces of work. Surprisingly, they
draw on two different research literatures and we had not reviewed the progression literature in the
previous reports to any great extent. For that reason, we are structuring the current report into
several different parts, see below for outline of the structure of the report.
Second, an important limitation of the previous work was the absence of any contact with IB schools
or direct information about what PYP teachers were doing in classrooms, beyond the examples we
had accessed from the IB website. Using a case study methodology, this current research allows us
to collect information directly from PYP schools about the school’s specific approach, beliefs and
practices and includes interviews with PYP co-ordinators and teachers, as well as opportunities to
discuss some video lessons with teachers.

1.2

Distinctive Features of the PYP Transdisciplinary Curriculum related to
learning and thinking

What follows is a brief overview of the distinctive features of the PYP, drawn from the IB’s own
guidance materials. The PYP curriculum framework includes the following essential elements.

Table 1 Essential Elements of the PYP written curriculum
(PYP Making it Happen 2009, p. 10)
Knowledge

Significant, relevant content that we wish the students to explore and know about,
taking into consideration their prior experience and understanding.

Concepts

Powerful ideas, which have relevance to the subject areas but also transcend them,
that students must explore and re-explore in order to develop a coherent, in-depth
understanding.

Skills

Those capabilities that the students need to demonstrate to succeed in a changing,
challenging world, which may be disciplinary or transdisciplinary in nature.

Attitudes

Dispositions that are expressions of fundamental values, beliefs and feelings about
learning, the environment and people.
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Action

Demonstrations of deeper learning in responsible behavior through responsible
action; a manifestation in practice of the other essential elements.

Working with an inquiry pedagogical approach, the PYP curriculum framework is designed to achieve
the learning goals of international-mindedness embedded in the IB Learner Profile – learners as
inquirers, knowledgeable, thinkers, communicators, principled, open-minded, caring, risk-takers,
balanced, and reflective.
Thinking skills is one of five skill-sets within the PYP transdisciplinary skills element and their
description is derived largely from Blooms’ taxonomy with some additional kinds of thinking included
– dialectical thought and metacognition. The other skill-sets are Social Skills, Communication Skills,
Self-Management Skills, and Research Skills.

Table 2 Thinking Skills as part of the PYP Transdisciplinary Skills Framework
(PYP Making it Happen, 2009, p. 21)
PYP Transdisciplinary
Skills

Thinking Skills

Acquisition of
Knowledge

Gaining specific facts, ideas, vocabulary, remembering in a similar
form.

Comprehension

Grasping meaning from learning material; communicating and
interpreting learning.

Application

Making use of previously acquired knowledge in practical or new ways.

Analysis

Taking knowledge or ideas apart; separating into component parts;
seeing relationships; finding unique characteristics.

Synthesis

Combining parts to create wholes; creating, designing, developing and
innovating.

Evaluation

Making judgements or decisions based on chosen criteria; standards
and conditions.

Dialectical thought

Thinking about two or more different points of view at the same time;
understanding those points of view; being able to construct an
argument for each point of view, based on knowledge of the other (s);
realizing that other people can also take one’s own point of view.

Metacognition

Analyzing one’s own and others’ thought processes; thinking about
how one thinks and how one learns.

Importantly, the PYP is characterized as a concept-driven curriculum, with the role of key concepts
being to deepen understanding by having students re-visit the key concepts across units of inquiry,
6
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and across the years, in order to appreciate how they transcend subject boundaries. Key concepts
thus are intended to act as a meta-framework and help to increase conceptual coherence across the
curriculum, both in the programme of inquiries and in subject specific teaching. The key concepts
identified for the PYP are Form, Function, Causation, Change, Connection, Perspective,
Responsibility and Reflection. Key concepts are very well developed in the PYP documentation and
a lot of learning seems to depend on them.

For example, it is claimed that “A concept-driven

curriculum helps the learner to construct meaning through improved critical thinking and the transfer
of knowledge”. These key concepts are exemplified in each of the PYP scope and sequence subject
guides and they are the only transdisciplinary element to be illustrated in this way.
However, the main transdisciplinary thrust of the PYP framework with regard to knowledge is
accomplished through the transdisciplinary themes, central ideas and lines of inquiry within each unit
of inquiry. Six inquiries are completed by the students each year (4 in the early years) and these are
timetabled alongside teaching in specific subjects which follow either the IB scope and sequence or a
nationally or locally prescribed curriculum. The main pedagogical approach – inquiry – is deliberately
intended to create opportunities for thinking and deep learning.

Table 3 The process of inquiry within the PYP curriculum framework
(PYP Making it Happen, 2009, p. 29)
What does an inquiry look like?
Inquiry, interpreted in the broadest sense, is the process initiated by the students or the
teacher that moves the students from their current level of understanding to a new and deeper
level of understanding. This can mean:
•

Exploring, wondering and questioning

•

Experimenting and playing with possibilities

•

Making connections between previous learning and current learning

•

Making predictions and acting purposefully to see what happens

•

Collecting data and reporting findings

•

Clarifying existing ideas and reappraising perceptions of events

•

Deepening understanding through the application of a concept

•

Making and testing theories

•

Researching and seeking information

•

Taking and defending a position

•

Solving problems in a variety of ways
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So, despite the Thinking Skills element being labelled ‘thinking’, there are clearly several other
essential curriculum elements, as well as the pedagogical approach, that are designed to promote
thinking and deep learning. The complexity of this should be borne in mind throughout the report.

1.3

Structure of the Report

The report is structured into five parts.
Part 1, which includes this preliminary section, goes on to position the concepts of deeper learning
and thinking into a wider landscape of educational discussions about the role of 21st century skills in
curriculum design and learning. It introduces the concept of adaptive competence as an important
educational goal for effective learning, rehearses some of the findings from our previous review of the
literature on teaching thinking, and links key ingredients for effective learning with parallel ingredients
for effective thinking, in an effort to understand more fully the relationship between effective learning
and effective thinking.
Part 2 includes an overview of research design, methodology and data collection. Then, the case study
schools are introduced through pen portraits.
Part 3 delves deeper into some of the research questions (Research Questions 1 and 2), examining
more closely the role of thinking in deep learning. In order to bring these discussions closer to
classroom practice, we have used classroom vignettes to make their meaning clearer. The findings
from the Case Studies related to the first two research questions are then reported and considered in
relation to themes from the research literature.
Part 4 focuses on the issue of progression in thinking (Research Question 3).

Some important

distinctions are made between the scale and scope of different types of progression, and examples of
the different types from the research literature and from national curricula are examined. The findings
for the Case Studies related to this research question are then reported.
Finally, Part 5 makes recommendations.
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2

Deeper Learning and Thinking: The Wider Landscape

2.1

Deeper Learning and 2lst century skills

At the beginning of this report we would like to situate the issues raised by the research questions
into the wider and ongoing educational discourses about the nature of learning, deeper learning and
21st century skills.
For many years, what students learn in schools has been critiqued, particularly in developed countries,
as leading only to a superficial understanding of curriculum topics (e.g., Bransford et al., 1999;
Pellegrino & Hilton, 2012). This level of understanding is perhaps sufficient to pass tests or
examinations but not sufficiently robust to be applied beyond the school context in which the learning
occurred. Students’ understanding, it is argued, is fragile, consisting of isolated and overly specific
concepts without sufficient generality. Students can learn to solve problems when they are presented
in predictable ways but not when they are encountered in less predictable and messy real world
environments (e.g., Perkins, 2014).
A general response to this has been to argue for the school curriculum to be broadened to include
what are called 21st century skills as educational goals. Such skill-sets normally encompass both
cognitive and non-cognitive skills – cognitive skills such as critical thinking and creativity, interpersonal
skills such as collaboration and negotiation, as well as more personal skills such as self-management
and

being

capable

of

acting

autonomously

(e.g.,

OECD

Key

Competences

(2005),

https://www.oecd.org/pisa/35070367.pdf; National Research Council Workshop, 2011) Proponents
of this view (which include the current authors) argue that these are the types of learning that will
endure and be helpful to learners in later life and work.

Yet critiques of this approach say that the

traditional goal of schooling is to give students access to established bodies of knowledge and ways of
knowing associated with disciplinary knowledge or school subjects. They argue that mastering these
areas of learning still remains important educational goals even at primary school level.
In the past 10 years, several important research/policy/practice publications have appeared that
attempt to make connections between these contrasting points of view about curriculum priorities
and what is important for school learning. The terms ‘deep learning ‘ (Fullan & Langworthy, 2014),
‘deeper learning ‘(Hubermann et al., 2014; Pellegrino & Hilton, 2012), and initiatives such as New
Pedagogies for Deep Learning (http://npdl.global/) have begun to appear, and even the claim that this
shift in terminology represents a more significant change and a new synthesis between what were
previously considered two opposing approaches (e.g., Bellanca, 2015).
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For example, a Committee of the US National Research Council was charged with Defining Deeper
Learning and 2lst Century Skills, drawing on existing educational and pedagogical research (Pellegrino
& Hilton, 2012). Having reviewed the 21st century skills literature and linking it to what constitutes
growing expertise in a variety of knowledge domains (e.g., typical school subjects such as science,
mathematics and history), they concluded:
“the link between deeper learning and 21st century competencies lies in the classic concept
of transfer— the ability to use prior learning to support new learning or problem-solving in
culturally relevant contexts. We define deeper learning not as a product but as processing —
both within individual minds and through social interactions in a community — and 21st
century competencies as the learning outcomes of this processing in the form of transferable
knowledge and skills that result.” (Chapter 4, p. 74)
The key point in this definition is the recognition of 21st century skills as a potential vehicle for transfer
of learning.
Another portrait of deeper learning has grown from an initiative of the William and Flora Hewlett
Foundation in the US (Hubermann et al., 2014; Bitter et al., 2014). Drawing on a range of research
and interviews with experts, they concluded that deeper learning consists of six dimensions which
have collectively become the focus of a national project to promote deeper learning in schools: These
are:
•

Mastery of core academic content;

•

Critical thinking and problem-solving;

•

Effective communication;

•

Ability to work collaboratively;

•

Learning how to learn;

•

Academic mind-sets.

Chow (2010), the Director of the Education Program at the Foundation, argues that these are “a set
of skills and competences that reinforce one another and together promote rigorous and deeper
learning”. The key point here is that these dimensions focus more on the role of 2lst century skills in
furthering the mastery of core academic content, revealing a question as to the primary goals for
teaching 2lst century skills – for promoting mastery of core curriculum content or toward transfer and
lifelong learning, or both!
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In the following sections we will examine more closely the research conclusions from these two
research traditions - one where learning is the primary focus and the other where thinking is the
primary focus – to see in what ways they complement one another.

2.2

Becoming a More Effective Learner: Perspectives from Research on
Learning

For this section, we rely on the consistent pattern of conclusions to emerge from substantial reviews
of the research literature over the past 15 years. These research reviews have been conducted with
a specific focus on educational practice: the US National Research Council’s How People Learn
(Bransford, Brown & Cocking, 1999) and subsequent related publications, How Students Learn:
History, Mathematics, and Science in the classroom (Donovan & Bransford, 2005); the International
Academy of Education’s How Children Learn (Vosniadou, 2001); and the OECD’s The Nature of
Learning: Using Research to Inspire Practice (Dumont, Istance & Benavides, 2010), particularly the
chapter in that volume by de Corte on Historical Developments in the Understanding of Learning.
These publications do not use the term ‘deep’ learning, preferring the terms ‘effective learning’ or
‘productive’ learning.

Towards the end of this Section 2 we will make comments on these

terminological distinctions.
The conclusions from these research syntheses about what constitutes effective learning draws
extensively on the notion of “adaptive expertise” – an idea which has become very influential in
understanding how flexible (or not) prior learning is in response to new learning challenges. The term
can be traced back to Hatano (1990) who drew a distinction between routine expertise and what he
called ”adaptive expertise”’, when he observed, for example, two types of Japanese sushi experts; one
excels following a fixed recipe, creating wonderful flavours and textures with a specific recipe, while
the other is more flexible and more adaptable to external demands, can improvise and use alternative
ingredients and so on. The idea of adaptive expertise has fed into a more general concept called
”adaptive competence” which is best represented in the OECD’s research synthesis by de Corte and
his colleagues (de Corte, 2010), although the roots of the idea can be traced to the extensive US
National Research Council report, How People Learn (Bransford et al., 1999, p.33). de Corte now
considers that adaptive competence should be considered as the ultimate goal of education. Adaptive
competence is defined as “the ability to apply meaningfully-learned knowledge and skills flexibly and
creatively in new situations” (de Corte, 2010, p 47) as opposed to routine expertise which is comprised
of being able to complete typical school tasks competently but without much understanding. The key
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adjective here is ‘adaptive’, indicating a readiness and an ability to successfully respond to changing
contexts and future learning challenges – what transfer of learning usually implies.
Building on this body of research, de Corte and his colleagues outline the key ingredients of adaptive
competence, see Table 4 taken directly from de Corte (2010, p. 47). Note that acquiring adaptive
competence means learning much more than would be traditionally expected of even well mastered
subject knowledge and subject skills – the well-organised and flexibly accessible domain specific
knowledge referenced in the first row in Table 4. It also means the learners become well practised in
using a repertoire of what are termed heuristics or thinking strategies. While these might first be
encountered and learned in specific contexts, they have the potential to be more generally applicable
across contexts, hence their heuristic value. The other three ingredients recognize the importance of
newer forms of learning – knowledge about how to learn, how to organize and manage oneself as a
learner, underpinned by positive beliefs about oneself as a learner and about the to-be-learned
material. The dynamic integration of these ingredients creates adaptive competence, according to
this view. The picture of learning presented here is in sharp contrast to the more minimalist meanings
of learning-as-remembering, or even learning-as- understanding, that are often portrayed in earlier
theories of learning.
De Corte also argues that to become an effective learner, learners should be made explicitly aware of
these components as educational goals, and that learning environments and classroom practices
should be designed to achieve them (de Corte & Masui, 2004). We will have more to say about how
to do this in later sections of the report.

Table 4 Key Ingredients of Adaptive Competence (verbatim from de Corte, 2010, p 47)
Well organised and Well-organised and flexibly accessible domain-specific knowledge bases
flexible knowledge involving the facts, symbols, concepts and rules that constitute the
contents of a subject-matter field(s) or any to-be-learned material.
Heuristic methods

Heuristic methods, i.e., search strategies for problem analysis and
transformation (e.g. , decomposing a problem into sub-goals, making a
graphic representation of a problem) which do not guarantee but
significantly increase the probability of finding the correct solution through
a systematic approach to the task.

Metacognitive
knowledge

Meta-cognitive knowledge, involving, on the one hand, knowledge about
one’s cognitive functioning or ‘meta-cognitive knowledge” (e.g., believing
that one’s cognitive potential can be developed through learning and
effort); and, on the other hand, knowledge about one’s motivation and
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emotions that can be actively used to improve learning (e.g. ,becoming
aware of one’s fear of failure in mathematics).
Self-regulatory
skills

Self-regulatory skills, regulating one’s cognitive processes/activities
(“meta-cognitive skills” or “cognitive self-regulation”, e.g. ,planning and
monitoring one’s problem-solving processes); and skills regulating one’s
volitional processes/activities (“motivational self-regulation”, e.g.,
maintaining attention and motivation to solve a given problem).

Positive beliefs

Positive beliefs about oneself as a learner in general and in a particular
subject (or contexts), about the classroom or other context in which
learning takes place, and about the more specific content within the
domain, or any to-be-learned material.

2.3

Becoming a More Effective Thinker: Perspectives from Research on
Teaching Thinking

For this section we will draw primarily on the analysis and conclusions from our previous review of the
research/practice literature on developing and assessing thinking (Swartz and McGuinness, 2014a
Report Part 1, all references to Sections below refer to this report). Although several theoretical
perspectives were identified in the literature, there is agreement that at least these three ingredients
are important for effective thinking and thus should become explicit teaching objectives for any
thinking curriculum:
Important Thinking Skills: The first key ingredient is to identify important thinking processes or
thinking skills and explicitly make these the objectives for instruction (Section 2.1).

While

acknowledging the dominant influence of Bloom’s taxonomy of educational objectives (and more
recent modifications), we argued that it was not sufficient just to name different kinds/types of
thinking (e.g., analysis, evaluation, prediction), important though they are. Helping students to
become more effective thinkers demands that they get to know more about what it means, not just
to analyse, but to analyse more skillfully (Section 2.3). We pointed to Swartz and colleagues’ models
of skillful thinking as useful guides for helping students to do this. For example, how to use guiding
questions to prompt students to think more skillfully about parts and wholes: What is the whole
object? What are the parts of the object? What would happen if the part was missing? What is the
function of the part? What is the relationship between the parts and the whole, how do they work
together (See Section 4.2)? We also argued that the types of thinking described in Bloom’s taxonomy
need to be expanded to include important types of ‘thinking-for-action’ such as problem-solving and
decision-making (Section 2.2 and Appendix I in this Report). Creating thinking maps with students,
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and using thinking organizers such as graphic organizers and thinking routines that highlight the
mental moves needed for more skillful thinking have lots of advantages for classroom teachers,
making thinking more visible, more teachable and thus more assessable (Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4).
Thinking Dispositions: Recognizing that simply having the ability to think is not sufficient for effective
thinking, the literature points to the importance of a range of other learner attributes or dispositions
to support thinking, ensuring that a person has the ‘will to think well’ in addition to the ‘skill’. In How
We Think (1933), after advocating that we teach students strategies for what he called “reflective
thinking” (in 21st century terms, critical thinking), John Dewey said “You can teach students how to
think reflectively, but if they don’t care about doing this, they won’t”. Examples of such dispositions
include being open-minded, wanting to seek out the truth, seeking clarity, respecting alternative
perspectives, being curious, being adventurous in thinking, persevering and so on.

Various

frameworks for thinking dispositions and how teachers might go about cultivating them are outlined
(Sections 2.5 and 4.7).
Metacognitive Thinking: Becoming an effective thinker involves exerting some degree of strategic
control over one’s own thinking, involving a range of so-called metacognitive skills (Section 2.4). This
means effective thinkers need to have some knowledge about thinking and thinking strategies, be
aware of their own thinking, as well as having the ability to plan and adjust their thinking in the face
of new challenges. Being able to do this on a regular basis without external prompting from others
means that these metacognitive processes have been internalised and effective thinking thus
becomes self-regulating (Section 4.5.2). Achieving this level of metacognitive thinking is very
important in promoting the likely transfer of previously successful thinking skills and strategies to new
situations (Section 4.5.3). There is a growing body of evidence that demonstrate the power of
metacognitive strategies for learning in general and for teaching thinking (Section 2.4).
As well as pointing to the importance of these key ingredients as curriculum objectives, the review
pointed to the importance of adopting certain classroom practices that would help to realise the these
objectives – strategies for making thinking more visible in the classroom, the importance of dialogue
and talking about thinking, collaborative thinking, how to adopt a metacognitive perspective in the
classroom, how to teach for transfer, and generally how to create the classroom conditions to foster
a culture of thinking (Section 4, Principles and Practices for Teaching Thinking).
Table 5 presents an overview of the final position articulated in the previous reports about teaching
thinking.
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Table 5 Key Ingredients for Teaching Effective Thinking
(adapted from Swartz and McGuinness, 2014a)
Thinking Objectives
Thinking Skills

Teaching
Principles

Practices

Advance deep thinking
challenges through infusing
thinking into curricular topics
and units.

Design lessons, units and
inquiries that explicitly focus on
thinking as an objective.
Give students something
challenging to think about, more
than routine tasks.

Make thinking organizers
explicit.

Teach explicit thinking
organizers/strategies in the
classroom, graphic organizers,
thinking routines.
Prompt the students to make the
thinking that results from their
use visible and public.

Engage students in
collaborative thinking to
ensure joint meaning making,
interaction, and dialogue.

Use collaborative groups, arrange
the classroom to facilitate
interaction, develop a thinking
language, support sustained
dialogue about thinking.

Thinking Dispositions

Cultivate thinking dispositions
and habits of mind.

Make explicit the behaviors
associated with thinking
dispositions.
Create classroom norms and
expectations about
thoughtfulness and the habitual
use of thinking strategies.

Metacognitive
Thinking

Prompt students to adopt a
strong metacognitive
perspective.

Teach students explicit strategies
to plan, monitor and evaluate
their thinking skills and thinking
dispositions.
Give students time to do this.
Explicitly teach to facilitate the
transfer of learned thinking
procedures to other curricular
and non-curricular contexts.

Teach for transfer of the
skillful thinking

Culture of Thinking

Generalize the approach from
thinking classrooms across all
grades in the school.

Prioritize teachers’ professional
development and teachers’
planning time.
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2.4

Connecting Effective Learning and Effective Thinking: Key Ingredients

Table 6 shows the relationship between the key ingredients for effective learning, summarised by the
Adaptive Competence Model, and the key ingredients for effective thinking arising from the previous
literature review on developing thinking by Swartz and McGuinness – a Thinking-Based Learning
Model. There is strong agreement between the two sets of ingredients, and certainly no suggestion
of either/or.

Table 6 Connecting Research-Informed Models
of Effective Learning and Effective Thinking
Effective Learning
Adaptive Competence Model
(de Corte and others)

Effective Thinking
Thinking-Based Learning Model
(Swartz and McGuinness )

Well organised flexible knowledge

Infusion –Thinking infused into curricular topics

Heuristics

Thinking processes/ skills

Metacognitive knowledge
Self-regulatory skill

Metacognitive thinking and self-regulation

Positive beliefs

Thinking dispositions
Culture of thinking

While the Adaptive Competence Model has articulated building flexible knowledge structures –
perhaps not surprising because of the emphasis in that literature on learning school subjects – the
Thinking Model provides more detail about a range of thinking skills (heuristics), especially with regard
to teaching approaches. Both models recognise the importance of metacognitive knowledge,
metacognitive thinking, and self-regulation as components of effective learning and thinking, and their
potential role in facilitating transfer of prior learning (of any kind, including thinking) to new
situations. Both models acknowledge that other psychosocial learner attributes (dispositional,
motivational, volitional) also play an important role in becoming an effective learner and thinker,
although they are characterized slightly differently – in terms of positive beliefs in the Adaptive
Competence Model, and in terms of dispositions in the Thinking-Based Learning Model, which also
looks more to the social contexts in which learning takes place through the idea of a thinking culture.
Returning to the first research question about the relationship between deep/deeper learning and
thinking, the conclusions from the research literature indicate that deeper learning includes the
16
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capacity to use the complex set of 21lst century skills as outlined in Table 6 and conversely, being
competent in the use of those skills implies a deeper form of learning. We shall return to this
relationship in Section 5 and analyze it more closely.
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Part 2 Research Methodology
3 Research Questions, Design and Methodology
3.1

Research Questions and General Approach

Essentially the research questions were categorized into those that were addressed through deskbased research (e.g., further literature review, interrogation of concepts, re-examination of PYP
curriculum materials, etc.) and those that were pursued through the empirical research with PYP
schools and teachers, as outlined in Table 7.

Table 7 Overview of Research Questions
Q

Research Questions: Desk-based

Research Questions: School-based

1

What is the relationship between learning and thinking and, specifically, the role of thinking in
deeper learning?
How might thinking be described in relationship to How do PYP schools define the terms and
learning and understanding from a research describe / define the relationship
perspective?
between thinking and learning?
How might we best define thinking (learning/
understanding) described as ‘deep’? How can we
demystify the term ‘deep’ and make it more
meaningful (and manageable) to teachers?

2

What kinds of teaching promote skillful thinking and deep learning and how is it best organised?
What kinds of teaching promote deep thinking /
understanding?
How can teaching that stimulates students’
development of deep thinking skills be structured?
What are some of the effective teaching strategies’
that encourage and support the development of
deep thinking skills?

3

How specific are PYP schools with
articulating thinking objectives?
What devices do PYP schools use to
articulate these objectives? What are the
hooks they use to position them in the
transdisciplinary PYP framework?
What is the current practice in PYP
schools in promoting thinking and deep
learning?

How are progressions in thinking represented at various levels - in research literature, in
national curricula?
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How are students’ thinking progressions defined in How are students’ thinking progressions
the research literature?
defined in PYP school-based practice?
How are thinking progressions represented in current
national /school-based primary (elementary)
curricular in various contexts across the globe?

3.2 Strategic Decisions on Research Design and Methods
At the outset of the project, several strategic decisions were made about the general research
approach.
•

That a case study methodology would be adopted rather than, for example, a survey method.
It was recognized that rich up-close information about individual cases would best yield the
depth of information needed to address the research questions.

•

While interviews with key school personnel would form the primary research data, these data
would be collected electronically through Skype or similar software. It was not possible to
make face-to-face visits to the case study schools within the limits of the budget or timeline,
and electronic collection of data seemed most cost effective.

•

That, where possible, lesson videos would be included as the basis for interviews with PYP
teachers in order to focus those interviews as close as possible to teaching practices in the
classroom. This decision presented both ethical and logistical challenges as the project
proceeded.

•

That the case studies would be conducted in schools where the language of instruction was
English. As the majority of IB schools teach through English, this did not prove to be a
significant source of bias in recruiting schools, though it will be borne in mind when
interpreting the findings.

3.3 Case Study Approach
It is important to note that a case study approach is a research methodology, designed primarily to
probe deeply into single cases or collections of cases, with the purpose of creating rich data sets – the
primary focus of which is to illuminate crucial issues rather than to permit generalisations about
common practice. Thus, case study methodology cannot provide a quantitative summary of PYP
classroom practices with regard to teaching thinking and assessing thinking and related questions
about deep learning and thinking. For this study, the principle of maximum variation between cases
was adopted as an approach to the selection of cases.
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An important question that is usually posed with regards to case study methodology is the
identification of what the unit (or case) is in the study. For the purposes of this research the unit was
considered at two levels: at the level of the school, and at the level of the individual teacher. At the
school level, the case was informed by contextual school information, interviews with key personnel,
stimulated recall interviews with the video lessons (see below), and other relevant
artefacts/documents forwarded by members of the school to the research team. For the teacher level,
the focus was on the individual teacher’s pedagogical beliefs and actions with regard to
teaching/assessing thinking, and the primary source of evidence was from the videos and stimulated
recall interviews (see below). In research design terminology, this method is called an embedded
multiple case study design (Yin, 2014). Table 8 gives an overview of the types of information that will
be sought from each school, the source of the information and the method of collecting the data.

Table 8 Overview of Data Collection
Type of information

Contextual information about
the school, some biographical
information about teacher
qualifications, and experience

Curriculum design; general
school approach to teaching
thinking; views on the
relationship between thinking
and learning; assessment and
progression in thinking

Classroom practice, focus on
how thinking is taught in the
context of a specific inquiry,
inquiry planning, pedagogical
thinking, classroom practices,
assessment and progression in
thinking

Source of information

Method of collecting data

School principal, website,
teachers

Questionnaire, largely factual
information, background
teacher questionnaires re
their own qualifications and
some factual information
about the classes that they
teach

PYP curriculum co-ordinator

On-line interview, plus
additional documents
forwarded electronically
(e.g., inquiry planners,
rubrics, and other artefacts)

Two /three teachers per school
to cover a range of classes,
including early years if relevant

Video of classroom practice
(to be completed by the
teacher and forwarded to the
research team)
Stimulated recall interview to
probe pedagogical thinking
Example of inquiry and
lesson plan that was the
basis for the stimulated
recall interview
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Examples of students’ work

We have some examples of students’ work – but not at the
level of detail that was originally planned, so this component of
the data collection will not be part of the formal analysis

As can be seen from the table, a three layered-approach to data collection was adopted, shifting from
general school-level information (from the principal and/or PYP curriculum co-ordinator) through
richer data collected from videos of teachers’ classroom practice, plus interviews, and then finally to
examples of students’ work. Unfortunately, although we have some examples of student work, we
were not able to collect sufficient numbers to allow for meaningful interpretation across schools.

3.4

Ethical Approval

The research proposal was ethically scrutinized and approved by an independent ethics review
organization, Chesapeake IRB, who provides such services for multi-center United States projects
(Protocol Number PRO00014254), see Appendix 6.2 for ethics documentation. The main ethical issues
raised by the project were consent – from the School Principals, from the participating teachers from
each school, and from the parents of the children in the classes who were video-recorded. The other
main issue was confidentiality of the participants. The names of the case schools, teachers and
children are known only to the research team and will not be identified in this report or in any
conference presentations or publications connected with the project. It should be noted that the
recorded videos will be viewed only by the research team and will not be used for other purposes
(e.g., conference presentations, training). If the case study schools themselves wish to identify their
participation in the project to any other audience, they are free to do so.

3.5

Identifying and Recruiting the Case Study Schools

There are 1226 PYP schools across the world available for sampling and they are distributed across
IBO defined geographical regions in the following way: The Americas (including Canada, USA, Central
America and South America), 651 schools; Africa, Europe, Middle East; 245 schools; Asia/Pacific
(including Far East, Australia, New Zealand), 330 (numbers taken from IB Annual Review for 2014).
For the case study, the intention was to select NINE schools, three from each region. A purposive
sampling strategy was adopted to maximise the likely variation between the schools. The inclusion
criteria for selected schools were the following: (1) distributed across the three IB geographical areas;
(2) teaching through the medium of English (most IB schools have English as the medium of
instruction); (3) privately funded as well as state funded and the plan was to include 5 privately funded
schools and 4 state funded); (4) PYP experienced schools (more than 10 years as an accredited
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programme vs relatively new to PYP schools (less than 10 years as an accredited programme; (5)
inclusion of at least three schools who teach early years, 3-5 year olds (not all PYP schools teach this
younger age group); (6) within the above criteria, the intention was to identify at least two schools
who we know to have a SPECIFIC interest in teaching thinking, beyond the general expectation of the
PYP programme (to maximise variation). These school details are readily available from the IB Find a
School website http://www.ibo.org/en/programmes/find-an-ib-school/.
Following these criteria, 27 schools were randomly selected from the IB World Schools website –
anticipating that not all schools would be willing to participate. School principals were approached
through email with an introductory letter, inviting participation and explaining what was involved in
the project. It quickly became clear that this approach was not going to yield sufficient numbers of
schools within the timeframe. Sometimes school principals and/or PYP co-ordinators were willing to
participate but the perceived workload involved, especially with regard to forwarding the video
lessons and the associated ethics requirements (parental opt-in for each child in the video), proved a
barrier to participation. Thus, the number of schools randomly selected and approached was
increased substantially, involving delays in progressing the data collection. In the long run, seven
schools agreed to participate for at least some aspect of the data collection. The sample schools are
distributed over three IB geographical areas (two schools in the Americas, including South America;
three schools in Asia Pacific, and two schools in Africa, Europe and Middle East). Four sample schools
are privately funded and three are state funded. Three schools teach early years, and schools range
in the length of time they have been teaching the PYP. Two of these schools were approached
specifically because of their known experience in teaching thinking. So, despite the challenges, the
sample does adequately meet the initial selection criteria. The research team wish to acknowledge
the generous and enthusiastic co-operation that they received from these schools both in terms of
the substantive research data but also for their patience as the technical challenges of collecting the
data electronically were addressed.
Table 9 summarises the main characteristics of the case study schools. Rather than just numbering
the schools (e.g., School 1, School 2), each participating school has been given the name of a flower
as a pseudonym (e.g., Daffodil School, Sunflower School) and the teachers in the schools have been
given new names, where the initial letter of the name is the same as the initial letter of the school
name, for example, Dorothy, Diana and Della teach at Daffodil School, Sophie teaches at Sunflower
school and so on. This method will help the reader to keep track of references to the same school or
the same teachers throughout the reporting stage
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Table 9 Characteristics of Case Study Schools, with Pseudonyms
School Name

Interviews with

Region

Funding

Following a
national or

Selection
method
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state
curriculum
Daffodil School

Dorothy PYP coordinator
Teachers (with video
lessons):
Diana Age group 3-4 years

Africa,
Europe
and the
Middle
East

Private

No

Approached
because of
previously
known specific
interest in
teaching
thinking

Americas

Private

Yes, but with
minimal

Approached
because of
previously
known specific
interest in
teaching
thinking

Della Age group 6-7 years
Lotus School

Laura PYP coordinator
Teachers (with video
lessons):

requirements

Lynda Age group 4-5 years
Lottie Age group 6-7 years
Lucy Age group 9-10 years
Louise Age group 10-11
years
Sunflower
School

Sophie PYP coordinator

Americas

Public

Yes

Random

Tulip School

Teresa PYP coordinator

Asia-Pacific

Private

No

Random

Teachers (with video
lessons):
Tracey Age group 6-7
years
Trisha Age group 10-11
years
Orchid School

Oliver PYP Coordinator

Asia Pacific

Public

Yes

Random

Magnolia
School

Michelle PYP coordinator

Africa,
Europe
and the
Middle
East

Private

No

Random

Asia Pacific

Public

No

Random

Teachers (with video
lessons):
Mollie Age group 6-7
years
Martine Age group 10-11
years

Carnation
School

Carla PYP coordinator
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3.6

Data Collection

All data were submitted electronically through a secure Dropbox dedicated to the project.
For Schools Principals: A pro-forma written questionnaire collected contextual information about the
schools, see Appendix C.
For PYP Co-ordinators: A pro-forma questionnaire collected biographical details from the PYP coordinators, and details of their qualifications, experience and professional development, see Appendix
C.
Semi-structured interviews (approximately 60 minutes) were conducted through on-line video using
Skype. The interviews were recorded using additional recording software, called Snagit. Coordinators
were given a preview of the general questions a few days before the interviews. The preview
questions were:
•

What is involved in being a PYP co-ordinator?

•

What are your general views about how thinking develops in the PYP curriculum?

•

How does the transdisciplinary skills framework get linked into planning the inquiries? More
specifically, how does thinking skills get linked in?

•

Does your school have expectations about how the students’ thinking should develop over
time (over a year, across the primary school years?)

•

Does the school have an approach to the assessment of the PYP transdisciplinary skills?
Specifically, how do you approach the assessment of the thinking skills elements?

The full interview protocol and how the interview questions relate to the research questions is in
Appendix D. Questions were not followed rigidly and when specific issues emerged they were
followed up with additional questions. Also, any further clarifications were sought through email.
Interviews were transcribed verbatim and the transcripts formed the primary dataset for the
subsequent analyses and interpretation. Co-ordinators also forwarded examples of any planning
documents, assessment rubrics or children’s work that were relevant to the interview questions.
Seven PYP coordinators’ interviews were completed.
For Classroom Teachers: A pro-forma questionnaire collected biographical details from the teachers,
and details of their qualifications, experience and professional development, Appendix C.
Examples of relevant PYP inquiry unit planners or similar planning documents that were relevant to
the video lesson were forwarded to the research team by the teachers.
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A two part interview was conducted online through Skype and recorded using Snagit.
The first part of the interview consisted of general questions, and a preview of the questions were
sent to the teachers a few days before the interview.
•

How do you plan an inquiry? How do you relate the PYP transdisciplinary skills framework to
an inquiry - we are particularly interested in the thinking skills that are in that framework?

•

What teaching methods do you use to help students improve their learning, particularly to
help them improve their thinking skills?

•

What is your general approach to assessment and to finding out if/how the children’s learning
is improving?

•

What kinds of responses do you expect from the children in your classroom that would
reassure you that they are thinking well – or at least beginning to improve ………..?

The full interview protocol and how the interview questions relate to the research questions is in
Appendix D.
Video Lessons: Teachers were asked to video record a lesson from one of their on-going PYP inquiries
during their normal teaching duties (30-40 minutes), and then forward the video to the research team.
The lesson videos were viewed by one member of the research team (the interviewer) and segments
were identified for the interview discussion. The video was then viewed jointly by the interviewer
and teacher during their on-line video interview. Reflections from teachers were elicited on different
aspects of their recorded interactions with students as they were watching the video. This data
collection method is called a stimulated recall interview (Calderhead, 1981; Lyle, 2003). It is
particularly useful for probing ‘teachers thinking and pedagogical decision-making ’
The questions, while viewing the video followed the style recommended for stimulated recall
interviewing, included ones such as:
•

Tell me what you were trying to achieve in this part of the lesson?

•

What were you noticing about the students?

•

How were the students responding?

•

Did any student reactions cause you to act differently than you had planned?

•

Do you remember what were you thinking in this moment?
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However, during this stage of the interview much of the teacher questioning related to events that
were specific to a lesson.
The recorded teacher interviews were transcribed verbatim and the transcripts formed the basis for
the data analysis and interpretation while the video lessons provided the specific context.

3.7

Analytical Approach

Consistent with case study methodology on triangulation, several sources of information were
available in order to build a picture of how thinking and deep learning was defined by PYP schools
(Research Question 1), how teaching thinking in PYP classrooms was approached and practiced
(Research Question 2) and how learning progressions for thinking were defined and handled (Research
Question 3). As well as the contextual information about the school, and the co-ordinators’ and
teachers’ biographical data, the main source of data was the verbatim transcripts from the on-line
interviews. Other sources of written data such as the inquiry planners and any other written
documents (e.g., rubrics) were used to create a rich picture of how the case study school approached
thinking skills in the PYP curriculum.
Each member of the research team familiarised themselves with the interview transcripts and related
case study materials. Codes were identified related to the specific questions on how links were made
between thinking and learning, the use of specific thinking approaches and the reasons why, the role
of inquiry and the use of PYP planner, classroom practices (triangulated through video lessons),
assessment practices and views/practices on progression. Data were summarised for each case study
at the level of school, mainly through the PYP coordinator interviews, and then at the level of the
individual classroom teachers (through the interviews, inquiry planners and video lessons).
Overarching themes were then identified at the level of the case study. Cross-case study descriptions
and comparisons were then made in relation to the research questions. Finally, case study school
approaches were evaluated in the light of key ingredients identified as important for promoting for
both effective thinking and effective learning
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4

Pen Portraits of the Case Study Schools

This section introduces the reader to each case study school. Each school is briefly described, together
with the amount of data from the school that was available for analysis and interpretation.

The

school’s main approach to teaching thinking and related issues is also factually described. Efforts have
been made to maintain the anonymity of each school, through the use of pseudonyms, and limited
information about location.

4.1 Daffodil School
The school was approached to participate because of previously known interest and activity in
teaching thinking. This is a private international school, located in the IB region of Africa, Europe and
the Middle East. The enrolment is 270 children, from mainly professional, business and international
backgrounds, with diverse mother tongues. The school is not obliged to follow a national curriculum.
It offers the three core IB programmes and has great depth of experience with the PYP from 3-12 year
olds. Interviews were conducted with the PYP co-ordinator and with two teachers about their video
lessons. Substantial additional material was forwarded about the school’s approach to the PYP, and
the teachers forwarded their lesson planners and other supporting materials about their lessons. A
distinctive feature was that the school follows a genuinely child-led inquiry approach. This was
illustrated in the video lessons that were forwarded to the research team, where the children were
observed working in groups on their own inquiries. The school has adopted the Harvard Project Zero
approach to teaching thinking, drawing extensively on the ideas and resources from Cultures of
Thinking, Teaching for Understanding, and Making Thinking Visible. Extensive professional learning
opportunities related to this approach are annually available for the teachers in the school.

4.2

Lotus School

The school was approached to participate because of previously known interest and activity in
teaching thinking. This is a private international school, located in the IB region of the Americas. The
enrolment is 900 children, coming from a mixture of professional, business and international
backgrounds. The dominant mother tongue is a Latin language and the language of instruction is
bilingual. The national curriculum requirements are minimal. The school offers the three core IB
programmes as well as the careers-related programme.

While it has a long history with IB

programmes, the involvement with PYP is more recent, within the past 5 or 6 years, and includes
children from 3-12 years of age. Interviews were conducted with the PYP co-ordinator and with four
teachers about their video lessons. The teaching observed in the videos was a mixture of teacher-led
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activities and student-led group work. The PYP coordinator has a long history of professional
involvement with the Harvard Project Zero approach to teaching thinking, Cultures of Thinking,
Teaching for Understanding, and Making Thinking Visible. More recently, the school has extended its
approach to include Thinking-Based Learning, from the Centre for Teaching Thinking in Boston. The
school is working to integrate these varied approaches, which also include elements of Philosophy for
Children and Habits of Mind. Extensive professional learning is available to the teachers through
workshops and coaching opportunities.

4.3

Sunflower School

The school responded to the open call to participate in the project. This is a public school located in
the IB region of the Americas. The enrolment is 560 students, coming from mixed cultural, socioeconomic and linguistic backgrounds. The dominant mother tongue is English. The school hosts a
special needs unit for deaf and hard-of-hearing for their geographical area. The national curriculum
requirements are extensive, with external assessment demands. The school has been teaching the
PYP programme for the past 5 or 6 years but it does not extend to 3-5 year olds. It does not offer any
other IB programme. Only the PYP coordinator was available for interview because of time constraints
on the teachers during that period of the year. However, additional relevant information was
forwarded to the research team about the school’s approach to teaching thinking. The school
explained that the key concepts in the PYP curriculum are their main approach to teaching thinking,
including the use of Bloom’s taxonomy. More specifically, they draw on a range of resources such as
graphic organizers and commercially available materials such as Thinking Maps. For annual teacher
observations, they use an externally designed evaluation instrument that includes indicators of
pedagogical strategies for teaching thinking, including such things as teachers’ questioning skills, and
if/how they promote thinking and problem-solving skills with their children in the classroom. They
have a strong social and emotional learning programme that incorporates the IB Learner Profile
Attributes and the PYP Attitudes.

4.4

Tulip School

The school responded to the open call to participate in the project. It is a private international school
located in the Asia-Pacific IB geographical region. The enrolment is 200 students, coming from diverse
cultural, linguistic and mostly from affluent backgrounds, although they preserve a small number of
places for children from more deprived backgrounds. There are no national curriculum requirements
but they do make comparisons to national and international benchmarks for maths and language
development. The school teaches the IB Diploma Programme as well as the PYP from 3-12 years old
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for the past 7 years. Interviews were conducted with the PYP co-ordinator and with two teachers
about their video lessons. Substantial additional material was forwarded about the school approach
to the PYP, and the teachers forwarded their lesson planners and other supporting materials about
their lessons. The teaching observed in the videos was a mixture of teacher-led activities and studentled group work. The school explained that it was drawn to the PYP because of the concept-driven
nature of the curriculum and the inquiry methodology as a means for promoting children’s thinking.
A range of tools were mentioned to help them with their thinking skills work – de Bono’s Hats, Bloom’s
Taxonomy, graphic organizers, mind-maps, prior-knowledge assessments, etc. Specific mention was
made of Kath Murdoch’s approach to inquiry.

The school also has a special focus on building

leadership qualities in their students. Teachers participate in a range of professional learning activities
both locally and in regional cluster groups. They mentioned the pressures of staff turnover and the
need to constantly renew professional development.

4.5

Orchid School

The school responded to the open call to participate in the project. It is located in the Asia-Pacific IB
geographical region. The enrolment is 780 students, coming from a mid-high socio-economic
background. The dominant mother tongue is English, at about 90%. The school follows a national
curriculum which includes explicit expectations about the development of thinking. The school has
been teaching the PYP for 10 years, but the school does not teach 3-5 year olds. No other IB
programme is taught in the school. Only the PYP coordinator was available for interview because of
time constraints on the teachers during that period of the year. The coordinator explained that
curriculum planning regarding thinking skills was driven mainly by the key concepts and the central
idea, together with a focus on the inquiry methodology, mentioning Kath Murdoch’s approach. The
school does not adopt a specific approach to teaching thinking, drawing on a range of tools and
resources such as thinking templates, reflection questions, and learning intentions. The school is
currently exploring the use of Visible Thinking Routines and Habits of Mind.

4.6

Magnolia School

The school responded to the open call to participate in the project. It is a private international school
located in the IB region of Africa, Europe and the Middle East. The enrolment is 780 students, coming
from mainly high-income backgrounds. There are 170 nationalities represented in the school. While
English is the dominant mother tongue, 15 other mother tongue classes are held in the Junior School.
They are not obliged to follow a national curriculum though they use external benchmarks of various
kinds. The school offers the three IB core programmes and has been teaching the PYP for 12 years,
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including early years. Interviews were conducted with the PYP co-ordinator and with two teachers
about their video lessons. Substantial additional material was forwarded about the school approach
to the PYP, and the teachers forwarded their lesson planners and other supporting materials about
their lessons. The teaching observed in the videos was a mixture of teacher-led activities and studentled group work. The school explained that they did not prioritize thinking skills over any other skillset from the transdisciplinary skills framework. They had prioritized the concept-based curriculum,
mentioning Lyn Erikson’s approach, and believed that the key concepts were the main driver for
developing thinking skills. They also made extensive use of Bloom’s Taxonomy. Some teachers in the
school had completed an online course on Visible Thinking Routines, and there was evidence of their
use in the classroom. A range of professional learning opportunities is available to the teachers in the
school.

4.7

Carnation School

The school responded to the open call to participate in the project. It is a public school located in the
IB region of Asia-Pacific. The school has been opened for only five years and has an enrolment of
1700 students, with over 50 different nationalities represented. Their backgrounds are largely middle
class but with a significant number from low income families. They follow a national curriculum which
includes explicit expectations about how thinking should develop. The school has been teaching the
PYP for just four years, including to 3-5 year olds. No other IB programme is taught in the school. Only
the PYP coordinator could be interviewed because of time constraints on completing the research
project, and she forwarded other relevant documentation to the research team. The PYP coordinator
was a very experienced PYP teacher, having taught the PYP for over 20 years. She explained that, with
such a quick expansion in numbers, her main challenge was to induct new teachers into the PYP
curriculum and the school had invested considerably in having senior teachers in a coaching role across
the school. With regards to developing an approach to teaching, the teachers had examined ideas
about age-related progression in thinking and what that would look like, greatly helped by the thinking
continuum which was available in their state curriculum. With an outside consultant, they are
currently exploring strategies such as Teaching for Understanding, Thinking Routines and Habits of
Mind, but that is at an early stage. An important priority for the school is building leadership capacity.

Part 3

The Role of Thinking in Deep Learning
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5

The Role of Thinking in Deep Learning: Ingredients and
Classroom Approaches

5.1

Introduction

In this section we return to some issues that were raised in Section 2 but we shift focus from the
theory and research to address the second and more practical research question:
What kinds of teaching promote deep learning and how is it best organised in the PYP?
Specifically:
•

What kinds of teaching promote deep thinking / understanding?

•

How can teaching that stimulates students’ development of deep thinking skills be structured?

•

What are some of the effective teaching strategies that encourage and support the
development of deep thinking skills?

Building on the consensus viewpoint achieved in the Section 2 with regard to the key ingredients for
effective learning and the role of effective thinking in this process, we aim now to focus on the
latter, fine tune its details, and ask:
What key teaching processes need to be activated or promoted in the classroom with regard to
thinking in order to progress a learner along this pathway to deep learning?.
Here is a quick review of what we sketched in Section 2. There we draw on the findings primarily from
the learning research tradition. For example, de Corte (2010, 2011/12) identified a basic list of
research-informed processes that are likely to be present in a true or effective learning episode. The
list includes such key processes as: (1) the learning is constructed, (2) the learning is self-regulated,
(3) the learning is situated in a specific context, and (4) effective learning is also collaborative.
Together, this set of ingredients in effective learning is abbreviated as CSSC.
This is consistent with and informed by the set of competencies that make an episode of CSSC happen:
the Adaptive Competence Model. Put together, we get a picture of the mechanisms of what we have
been calling the process of deep learning, yielding deep learning as a product. And this view of learning
as both process and product is well-understood in the learning literature today.
In this section we will build on our previous work and discuss what can be drawn out of the teaching
thinking research tradition as well as the practices of classroom teachers who have translated these
ideas into practice insofar as it relates to the role of thinking in deep learning and as it applies to
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learning in the PYP. Our primary objective is to create a more complete picture of the key classroom
processes to achieve effective learning through effective thinking. We will do this through a brief
analytical commentary for each of the key ingredients of good thinking that we have identified but
especially through using vignettes from classroom practice that vividly illustrate how the processes
can unfold in moment-by-moment interchanges between teachers and students in classrooms.
Here is an extended list of key learning processes, including those identified in the CSSC model, insofar
as they depend on the use of effective thinking activities.
Effective thinking activities contribute to deep learning through ensuring that the learning:
•

Is constructed from relevant prior knowledge and relevant new information ;

•

Includes the products of the use of thinking skills, or, to be more precise, the use of skillful
thinking;

•

Depends on the activation of positive thinking dispositions and positive beliefs about one’s
thinking ability;

•

Grows out of collaborative thinking;

•

Is monitored by metacognitive processes;

•

Is based on self-regulated thinking.

5.2 The Role of Thinking in Constructing an Understanding of Something
There is now a general consensus that learning is a constructive process where connections of some
kind are made between what the learner already knows – prior knowledge – and the to-be-learned
material. And this is likely to be true irrespective of whether instruction is guided, as in more
teacher-led instruction, or more open, as in the case of the PYP inquiry methodologies. The crux is in
the phrase “connections of some kind”.
Let’s think of an example of how knowledge and understanding might be constructed through
connections with prior knowledge. Imagine that we are watching a political celebration of some
kind and trying to relate it to something that we already know. We recognize it as a celebration
because of the behavior of the people involved - applause, smiling faces, joviality, cheers and so on.
Interpreting something we are seeing as a celebration because of the demeanor of the people
involves a simple and straightforward example of constructed understanding. It comes from a
stored knowledge base arising from past experience or past learning. We do this sort of thing every
day of our lives, and it clearly shows how this sort of mental activity is flexible and can adapt to new
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information. We may never have seen a political celebration after an election before, yet we are
able to recognize it, as it has some features in common with what we already know about events
that we have categorized as celebrations.
But suppose we’ve never seen anything like this before – it all looks like strange behavior. We really
don’t have an immediately accessible knowledge base to help us make sense of what we are seeing.
What can we do?
Well, there are some techniques that we learn and often use. For example, we can ask someone what
is happening. Those people are all smiling. They are applauding and cheering when that one person
on the podium says something. What’s going on? Alternatively, if there is not another person around
to ask, we can investigate it, if we really want to find out, and if we have already developed a good
sense of curiosity about things we don’t really understand. So we begin to ask questions about what
is going on: What are they really doing? What is this thing called? Maybe we can go to the internet,
or find some books about what people do when they are really happy, or in what circumstances might
they behave like that in groups and crowds? We are still asking some questions, but now they prompt
an investigation or inquiry, that perhaps we have learned how to do in school. And maybe we find
pictures that are similar to, among other things, political celebrations. Now we can interpret what we
see and, if correct, we have learned something about the world. Notice the “if correct” here. That
should give us a hint that something more is needed if the construction/interpretation we develop is
to come up to our standards as being a correct interpretation of the world. The something more is,
of course, some form of critical thinking.
We have just elaborated the basic idea behind constructed learning:

that knowledge and

understanding are a function not only of becoming aware of something or remembering something,
but connecting an item (an object, event, state of affairs) observed or remembered with other stored
ideas and bits of knowledge. These connections can be derived primarily from past experience and
past learning, and/or they can arise from newly discovered information through investigation or
inquiry, sparked by our own curiosity and by our ability to ask questions on our own or prompted by
others, such as teachers or other learners. The mechanism of these connections is analogical or
relational thinking, enhanced by the way we conceptualize the item.
Let’s think about this in three stages. (1) The first stage is the identification of the item encountered
(through observation, memory). This usually means that the person encountering the new item has
some basic categorical knowledge derived from their school learning such as: “Someone picking fruit”,
“a contested election”, “a suspension bridge”. Construction depends on conceptualizing the item in
a way that enables the learner to search in his or her memory, either prompted or on his/her own, for
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other similar things that fall under the same concept that the learner might know something about.
So the primary condition of construction depends on the to-be-learned item falling into some
categories that the learner already knows something about. (2) The second stage is that the learner
makes this connection, either prompted or on their own. (3) Then, in stage three, the process of
construction is completed when the to-be-learned material ‘inherits’ some of the features of the
stored information that leads to a new interpretation that the learner might not have previously
considered . Here is an example from an upper primary grade school classroom which includes
techniques by the teacher to prompt these three stages.
Vignette #1ª.
Teacher guiding a constructed learning process through the first two stages
In comparing and contrasting two leaders during the American Civil War in the 1860s,
Abraham Lincoln and Frederick Douglass, students usually discover, through prompted
reading, two important similarities about these men when they were children: they taught
themselves how to read and write (Douglass, who was a slave in the South at that time under
great risk because what he did was illegal), and they both “escaped” from the poverty of their
youth through their own initiative. The students also discover that their mothers died when
they were very young. These students are acquiring easy basic knowledge by using a specific
furnished knowledge base that they understand in what they are reading.
This third piece of information – that their mothers died when they were young -- seems
initially to be rather less momentous to these students than the other two pieces of
information. However, when someone reports to the class that they found this similarity
between them, the teacher stops the articulation of similarities and says to the class: “Hmm,
when a person’s mother dies that doesn’t just involve someone’s death and the loss of
someone you used to talk to and play with, a common occurrence at that time. What does
someone lose when they lose a mother?” Students responded with things like “Well, mothers
take care of their kids. That’s what they lose”. The teacher then says: “How do children who
lose their mothers compensate for this. Have you had any experience with this sort of thing?”
Notice the direct guide to think about the past experiences of the students.” Some responses
pay off. One student says: “Oh yes. That happened to a girl who lives down the street. And she
didn’t have a father. So she went to live with her grandmother.” Other students tell similar
stories, mostly about relatives who adopted the child when the father was gone. “What else
do children sometimes do?” One student responded after a few moments of thought. “Oh, I
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knew a boy whose mother died, but who was in a big family, and his father worked a lot. Well
he learned how to take care of himself.” Others remembered something similar.
That’s an example of a teacher guiding students to make a connection between what they are learning
about using basic categories that they have already learned and that might apply to children the age
of Lincoln and Douglass in their early years. This may be something stored in their long term memories
representing their past experience, perhaps with their own mothers. That’s step two of constructing
an understanding of something you are learning about.
Step three is often quick and straightforward, prompted by the teacher saying “So what does that tell
you about Lincoln and Douglass?” Here’s the rest of the Vignette.
Vignette #1b
Teacher guiding a constructed learning process through the third stage
So what do you think about Lincoln and Douglass? Three students said almost the same thing.
From one of them: “Oh. I see. They didn’t have anyone to tell them to learn to read. They both
did this on their own. And they were both born very poor. They must have figured out how to
get jobs, and earn enough money to not be poor anymore.” In fact, as they find out more
about Lincoln and Douglass, they discover that Lincoln went to college, went to Law School,
and became a lawyer, and he did this on his own initiative. And Douglass ran away from the
plantation he was on as a slave and used the complicated resources of the “underground”
railroad to escape to the north where he got himself a job on a newspaper. “So what does all
of this tell you about these two men?” Students mention taking charge of things, perseverance,
determination, able to make plans and follow them, and many others.
That’s a simple and straightforward example of constructing an understanding of something by
connecting it with some stored knowledge a person has. The teacher uses relevant prompting and
extended questions to help students make these connections.

She also relies on the active

involvement of the students to engage and respond to her questions, confirming that the process of
construction is an active process.
Notice, we have not yet called this “learning”. Learning is a success word. And the construction so far
may not be correct, as we commented earlier. Maybe Lincoln’s and Douglass’ mothers were not so
caring, or were abusive. Then what the children constructed would be a misinterpretation. Just
constructing an understanding in this way may not yet yield true learning. We turn now to what that
‘extra’ something might be that will justify the claim that this has yielded real learning.
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5.3 Deep Learning is based on engaging in Processes of Skillful Thinking
Sometimes the word “thinking ‘”is used to focus on the product of thinking (“What were you thinking
that we could do this afternoon?”, “What questions do you have about the trip the family will be
making tomorrow?”). And often words of praise about thinking like “Good thinking!” are offered
about such thinking products. “Thinking”, though, is also used to signify a process. Process responses
are answers to the more colloquial “How did you figure that out?” or “How did you get that answer?”
While answers to both types of questions are important, it is this second meaning -- thinking-asprocess -- that is at the heart of the claim that thinking achieves deep learning. Because of this
teachers need to develop good instructional techniques to prompt students to identify and articulate
what these thinking processes are, and to use and practice them, with the recognition that good
product responses often depend on the use of effective thinking processes.
Elaborating those practices has been the main emphasis of members of the community of concerned
thinkers who have focused on how to do good thinking, characterized as the kind of thinking that can
save us from making mistakes and can lead to truth. While this enterprise really dates back to
Socrates, it was Aristotle who first tried to set down “rules” and strategies for thinking (Aristotle use
of the term “thinking” is usually translated as “reasoning”) that were supposed to help us avoid
drawing incorrect conclusions from what we were thinking about. And while some who have tackled
this question about good thinking – thinking that avoids errors and yields truth – have followed
Aristotle and focused primarily on deductive logic and mathematics, trying to develop strict proof
procedures that students can learn, others have recognized that much of the important thinking that
we do in our lives does not involve deductive proof, is non quantitative, and hence does not revolve
around determining whether arguments are valid, either formally or informally -- the main domain of
logic. These other important contexts involve decision making, problem solving, finding out what
caused something, predicting, sequencing things, ranking them, etc. Even such commonplace types
of thinking like comparing and contrasting fall into this group. The question is: how can we do these
kinds of thinking well so that they lead to ideas and conclusions that we can count on as likely to be
correct. 1

1

As an important aside, the development and use of “the scientific method” is a clear example of this when
the question falls into the domain of the natural sciences, has to do with cause and effect, and there is no clear
answer to as yet. The objective is the same: follow this method faithfully and you will be able to provide an
answer to your question that is well-founded and it would be reasonable to accept.
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Benjamin Bloom is usually credited as the originator who tried to put the kinds of questions that
require different types of careful thinking into broad categories – those, in fact, incorporated into the
set of thinking objectives in the IB. However, in our previous reports we have argued that there is a
need to go beyond Bloom’s type of classification and to draw on more recent traditions that help us
with more specific ways to respond to questions like “What should I do?”, “Is there a less routine and
more creative way of getting the result we need?”, “How does the internet work?’ and “What caused
that plane crash?”. Since the 1950s we find contributions by Edward de Bono, Reuven Feuerstein,
Robert Ennis, and Paul Torrance (see Swartz & McGuinness 2014a, Report 1), trying to answer
questions like these that involve proposing more finely tuned strategies for effective thinking that
align more closely to the ideas we have explored about deep learning, inquiry, and the role of thinking
in validating our ideas as real learning. These all fall into the realm of “heuristic” strategies that play
such an important role in the Adaptive Competence Model from the psychological learning research
literature that we have articulated in Section 2. This is the way that thinking skills – or to be more
precise, “thinking skillfully” – contributes to making the process of learning effective.
The idea here is that, for maximum learning power, the thinking skill activities that contribute should
be rendered into adaptive and flexible strategies that students can learn, adapt, and then, with
practice, self-regulate and internalize. This maps onto what has been the overall picture of the
effective teaching of thinking that we review in our previous report (Swartz and McGuinness, 2014a)
So what is the challenge that this brings to teachers? The challenge for teachers is:
•

to help students develop important challenging questions, the answers to which depend on
the use of skillful thinking;

•

to be more explicit about what is involved in thinking effectively as they work with students
to articulate such plans;

•

to develop and use supporting organizers like written renderings of these strategies,
and the use of special graphic organizers to help students download their thoughts as they
move through a particular thinking strategy; and

•

to provide opportunities for students to share and interact with other students about their
ideas.

These methods will scaffold thinking processes so that students can make more connections as
described above, or can create new connections that prompt them to ask additional questions, to seek
new evidence and so on, as they are advancing their thinking. This approach is articulated as one of
the key ingredients of both the Adaptive Competence Model and the effective thinking model we
articulated in our earlier work. But now we are suggesting that describing plans that we may adopt
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for good thinking in any domain as ‘heuristics’ – as flexible plans that have the same objective but may
vary depending on the specific situations we as thinkers are in – illuminates how to develop workable
thinking plans with our students (Swartz & Perkins, Teaching Thinking, Issues and Approaches, 1989,
Ch. 5; “The Nine Basics of Teaching Thinking”; Swartz, et al, Thinking-Based Learning, 2007). These
heuristics can first be scaffolded into learning activities by the teacher and then, with the scaffolding
gradually removed, they can become internalized through practice by the students who know how to
adapt them to specific circumstances, and then used regularly through the process of self-guidance
and self-regulation in circumstances calling for appropriate types of skillful thinking. Let’s see what
this can mean in classroom terms.
VIGNETTE # 2
Teacher guiding young students through a process of analysis to deepen their learning about
habitats.
A teacher of 6 and 7-year olds wants to start to help her students develop skill at analysis, one
of the types for “higher-order thinking” identified by Benjamin Bloom. She realized, though,
that there are many types of analysis that need to be taught: for example, sequencing,
classification, and comparing/contrasting. But she focused her attention on one aspect of how
analysis is defined in the PYP Thinking Skills framework, as separating a whole thing into
component parts. For example, students often study things that have clear components that
they need to learn about, like the parts of the human body. Quickly she realized that the parts
of speech, the parts of a story, or the parts of the government of their countries, are all other
examples in which students learn about their parts, with the ultimate objective being the
student’s ability to explain how the parts of something work together to enable the whole
object to do what it does.
But in thinking about this she realized that when this happens in classrooms students are
usually only asked what the parts are to check to see if they have learned what the teacher is
teaching them. For her objective about developing skill at analysis, though, naming the parts
is not sufficient. So how can a teacher enable students to answer the more challenging
question, namely, how do the parts work together to enable the whole to do what it does? She
therefore worked with her students to develop a thinking strategy to make parts-whole
thinking more skillful, directed at students being able to answer this kind of question about
how the parts work together as a whole.
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“What is this?” she asked her students as she held up her hand. “Your hand”, many of them
said. “OK. We all know that. Now look at this. What do you see?” She then uses her hand to
pick up a pencil and write something on a piece of paper, then she smooths the fabric of her
dress, and then she points to the clock and says “Look. It is 10:00. We have another 45 minutes
left to this class.” “What do you think I am doing?” Some students describe what she is doing.
She then asks: When you look at my hand doing all of these things what does that make you
wonder? Many students ask: “How does your hand work so that you can do those things?”
But now she says: “So look at it and tell me what the parts are.” Immediately 12 students
raised their hands. She says, “Each of you tell me one part, and don’t repeat what someone
else has said.” “Your thumb” the first student said. She wrote that on the board. “The skin”,
another said, and “Your finger nails” said another. She wrote those. One student said “Your
fingerprints”. She wrote that too. “Good. You’ve noticed these parts, and remembered what
they are called. That’s the usual way teachers check up on what you have learned when you
are studying something important that has parts. But is that enough to answer your question
about how my hand works? “ Students are puzzled, but many say “No”. “So what else would
you want to find out about these parts besides their names?” After a few moments of silence
one student said “Well, why do we have finger nails? I know we can scratch things, but is there
any other reason? What do finger nails do for us?” The teacher said “Let’s hold on to
interesting questions like this for a moment, but let’s make this a question about any part in
general. What I want us to do is to identify the questions in general that we think are important
to ask and answer about any parts of a whole, and I will write them on the board. Then maybe
we can figure out what you want to know about the fingernails and about my hand.” So she
wrote: “What are the parts?”, then under it “What do the parts do?”, and asked: “Anything
else? One student said: “How do these parts connect so that we can do things with our whole
hand? Do all of them connect, some of them for some things, but not others? I am really
curious about that. I wondered that back when you did those things with your hand.” She
summarized this and wrote it. “Anything else?” After some silence a student said: “What will
happen if a part is missing?” She writes that too. “Now let me put these questions in order
and we will try them out. She writes the following on the board in big letters:
FINDING PARTS-WHOLE RELATIONSHIPS SKILLFULLY
•

What is the whole object?

•

What are the parts of the object?

•

Let’s think about each part and ask, what would happen if it was missing?
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•

So what does each part do when it is there?

•

How do all the parts work together so that the object can do what it does?

She comments that question 4 is sometimes asked using the word “function”.
“The reason I wrote this on the board is because we’ve been studying different kinds of habitats
for various animals. I’ve made a picture of one of those habitats, a forest habitat. She then posts
the picture on the wall.” Let’s use skillful parts/whole thinking to figure out how this forest habitat
could have continued to be a home for animals for hundreds and hundreds of years?”
This teacher now has the students work in groups, record their ideas in writing using a special graphic
organizer, and then report back to the class for class discussion and to see if they can combine results.
“That was really good thinking” she said to the class when the activity was completed.
This, we believe, gives us a good model for what a teacher can do with regard to all of the different
kinds of important thinking. It involves the use of a special thinking prompt, called a “Thinking
Routine” (Ritchhart et al., 2011) designed to generate the focus question(s) (“See, Think, and
Wonder”), and then a “Thinking Strategy Map” (Swartz, et al, 2007) to help students learn to use a
special thinking strategy to answer these questions by doing a specific kind of thinking skillfully (Skillful
Parts-Whole Thinking). In this case the application of skillful-parts whole thinking to the curriculum is
in gaining a detailed understanding of how an ecosystem works.

5.4

Regularly Thinking for Deep Learning Depends on Activating Positive
Thinking Dispositions and Positive Beliefs

In How We Think John Dewey (1933) said that students may learn how to think well, and with skill,
but if they don’t care about thinking well they probably won’t. There is general agreement in the
research literature that deep learning goes far beyond the acquisition of bodies of knowledge, no
matter how well constructed, or even the practice of skillful thinking. This is because we don’t
consider someone a deep learner if they don’t practice the techniques that go into deep learning
regularly and when needed. What stands behind this is not a skill but an attitude – they care about
learning and engage in it to “really understand things”, or simply, to “get it right”. These attitudes
are often called “Thinking Dispositions”, after an early article by Robert Ennis (Ennis, 1962) in which
he argued that teaching good thinking needs to involve more than just a cluster of abilities, it needs
to encompass the development of a number of important dispositions that prompt us to do skillful
thinking when we perceive it is needed.
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While some have argued that there are many thinking dispositions that we need to help students
develop (Costa & Kallick, 2014), most mainstream researchers on teaching critical thinking usually
produce a short list of these dispositions as the basic ones, for example: Finding the truth, Being
Understood by Others, Being Open-Minded to Other Points of View, and Being Understood by Others,
(Ennis, 1962, 1987, 1996; Tishman, Jay & Perkins, 1993).
Let’s be careful here. Dispositions are not new and mysterious things that we now have to work with
students to develop. We teach young children how to brush their teeth. But knowing how to do that,
and doing it well, is not our objective. We want students to do it regularly and habitually-- to develop
the habit of doing it. How do we do that? Well, certainly practice is one of the instructional ingredients,
like we get students to do for anything we want them to develop the habit of doing: using the correct
tenses when they use verbs, adding to get correct results, etc. We also try to help them recognize
situations in which these things are called for – are appropriate. Well, that may be a function of varied
practice, maybe more. But we also want to help them realize that doing these things is a good idea –
to want to do them. This introduces an emotive component to the disposition to do these things.
And, of course, our congratulations when they do all of this will contribute to its success, especially
when it is hard.
Thinking dispositions are also dispositions to do specific things well – in this case specific kinds of
thinking. They have been discussed considerably in mainstream literature about teaching thinking
(Tishman, Jay & Perkins, 1993; Ennis, 1962, 1987, 1996). Let’s use the example of skillful parts-whole
thinking. Our objective is to help students learn how to do that so that they can explain how
something operates, but we also want them to do it when they perceive that it is needed – when they
really want to understand something this way – not like a robot, but because they want to get it right.
And it is this desire that is the motivator – the driver -- to do this kind of thinking well. So how do we
teach that?
We also need to mention another important factor identified in the literature on effective learning. If
someone wants to find the truth but believes that he or she can’t, it is likely that they won’t try. So
along with these thinking dispositions, positive beliefs and positive mindsets by students that they can
accomplish good thinking need to be developed. Repeated practice and praise for effort rather than
ability (Dweck, 2006) are often cited as two complementary techniques that can help students develop
these beliefs.
These psycho-social attitudes towards thinking and learning are well represented as objectives in the
PYP curriculum, through the IB Learner Profile as well as through the PYP Attitudes. But how can we
help students develop these special thinking dispositions? In the Vignette below there is an example
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of a teacher trying to help students develop one of the important thinking dispositions, being openminded, one identified throughout the IB curriculum.
Vignette # 3
The students in this 6th grade class have just concluded a decision making activity in which they
have worked together in groups of three to decide the best energy source for their region. They
have brainstormed many options, determined what they need to find out about an option to
decide if it is best for their region (e.g., cost, safety, impact on the environment), compared the
results, and decided which energy source they would recommend. Hence they have followed a
fairly standard strategy for skillful decision making.
At this point in the lesson they have just made their decisions and the teacher has said that she
would like them to write a careful recommendation to the government about this, using a
special thinking-to-writing template that she gave them. But first, she recognizes that not all
groups are recommending the same energy source. So she asks them to work together in
teams of two and explain to each other why they are recommending the energy source their
group thinks is best. She wants them to use the structure they have learned for hearing and
understanding other points of view, and also listen with respect to their partners. But, she
also says, she wants them to be open-minded, an attitude that they have been working on
with regard to other ideas. This involves, she reminds them, listening to others with respect,
being able to explain their point of view, but also being willing to change your minds if they
find that their partners have uncovered information that they have missed and it speaks
convincingly against their choice. She tells them that some people find this very hard and
want to define being open-minded as involving just understanding others’ point of view, yet
always sticking to their own. But she explains that people she considers to be truly openminded are able to accept other points of view themselves if there is good reason. She writes
these characteristics of being open minded on the white board.
After the activity she asks if any of the students have changed their minds based on this
discussion, and some of them say yes. She asks them to explain why to the class. But she
also wants them to discuss whether they think being open minded in this way is a
good thing, and if so why, if not why not.
This teacher has used a simple and straightforward technique to help students develop a specific
attitude or disposition towards their thinking: being open-minded. You see in this vignette the teacher
helping students identify the attitude, explaining why it is a good attitude to develop, and then giving
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the students practice in engaging in the behavior that manifests this attitude, all peppered with
positive reinforcement.

5.5

Deep Learning and Thinking is Metacognitive

As we noted earlier, metacognition, sometimes called ‘thinking about thinking’ in classroom contexts,
is widely recognized as one of the key ingredients for becoming a productive learner. And indeed
monitoring the many processes that go into good learning can well yield learning how to learn in a
more effective way. As a process, thinking about how we are managing the many processes that go
into learning is bound to contribute to effective learning, just as monitoring how we are playing the
violin, or playing tennis, can yield some oversight that is bound to contribute to making us better
violinists or tennis players. But notice here that we are the ones who are monitoring how we are
doing these things, not the teacher. So we count metacognition as a key learner-oriented ingredient
for effective learning. For now, let us consider monitoring our thinking as a sub-class of the kind of
monitoring we do when we are learning how to learn, applying to the processes of thinking we are
describing in this section.
While the term “metacognition” is very broad with regard to the multiplicity of ways that we can think
about things, there is agreement that there are five component processes that represent an effective
strategy to achieve our objectives of monitoring our thinking (Swartz & McGuinness, 2014a, Sections
2.1 and 4.5 for a more extensive treatment). They start by (1) identifying and describing the task, (2)
judging whether the thinking process is working to accomplish what they are trying to accomplish, (3)
either affirming the process for future use, or rejecting it so that they don’t make the same mistake
again, (4) revising the process to make it better if it is causing trouble, and (5) planning how to do it
next time using these revisions so that they do it better. And even though they are monitoring their
own thinking, the teacher often prompts them to discuss their ideas within their groups so that they
may reap the benefits of some of the other students in making the thinking task they are monitoring
work well. When things haven’t gone so well – students got stuck, or found the ingredients of the
thinking process confusing - simple suggestions like taking more time, asking others how to do what
they are doing, to reordering the steps of a strategy they are trying, and replacing one of the steps
with a different one that may get them the same results more easily.
We have deliberately described this in general terms to emphasize that monitoring our thinking
processes, whether they involve trying to respond to the prompts when they use thinking routines, or
determining whether a specific conclusion about the cause of some historical event can be drawn
from the facts that they have collected about the event, is like monitoring and trying to make more
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effective any process we engage in. For example, a football player may monitor how he behaves when
he receives a pass when his team is moving towards the goal. He missed because a player from the
opposite team who was on his right who he didn’t see blocked his kick. What he was doing seemed to
be hindering the goal. How can he change his tactics so that if he watches the players on his right he
doesn’t ignore his left? He thinks if he shifts his body about 30 degrees towards the goal he will be
able to easily see what is on one side – the important side, the side he is kicking towards. Maybe that
will work. So he plans to try it next time he is in the same position. That’s what thinking about thinking
is like.
Teachers sometimes find the concept of metacognition very abstract and a difficult one to make
accessible to students. So it is important that they work with students to create prompting questions
or a plan for skillful metacognitive thinking in the same way as we have suggested for skillful partswhole thinking, skillful problem solving, skillful decision-making and so on. Teachers often make use
of what they call ‘the ladder of metacognition’, which includes questions with an increasing level of
detail, evaluation and planning for next time: What kind of thinking are you doing? How are you doing
it – what steps are you taking? Is this a good way to do this kind of thinking? How will you do it next
time? When the image of a ladder is superimposed on these questions it makes it much more
accessible to their students, even 3, 4, and 5 year olds. Here is a classroom image of this “Ladder of
Metacognition”.
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Figure 1 The Ladder of Metacognition

Vignette # 4
A teacher prompting students to ‘think about their thinking’ in order to improve it
The students in a 5th grade class have just done some project work in which they have worked
on a case study of a town experiencing some pollution of their drinking water due to the
dumping of waste from a paper mill that provides the majority of the paper available for paper
products in the region. They have used a straight forward problem-solving strategy in which
they generate a number of possible solutions, and then consider their consequences, and after
comparing the results solution by solution, they make a recommendation about what they
think the best way to handle this would be. They work in collaborative thinking groups, and
share their results with the whole class to see if the class can agree on a common solution.
They explicitly agree to discuss together in pairs any differences in proposed solutions that they
have come up with, listening to each other with respect and with an open mind and ready to
change their minds if their partner reveals that his/her team uncovered some relevant
information that the first student missed.
This is a somewhat complicated process and the teacher notices that there is not much
agreement in the class. She tells them that this is acceptable – people sometimes disagree –
as long as they can explain why they accept their solution as the best. But she is troubled. So
she asks them to stop thinking about their solutions and think about how they went about this
task – think about the thinking moves that they made. She says “Let’s start at the beginning.
What were we trying to do? What kind of thinking did we all do and how they did it, wanting
to make sure that they are all “on the same page” with the task.
They all acknowledge that they have been trying to do problem solving, and following the
simple strategy outlined above. Then she asks them to discuss with each other whether they
think this way of approaching problem solving worked; did it yield a solution that they had
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some confidence in. This is where most of the students said no. When she asked why she got
a clear response: The groups were working on different problems. For example, one group
took the problem to be: “How can the community get the paper company to stop dumping its
waste where it leeches into the water”. One of their solutions was to fine the company and
close it down. But another group took the problem to be: “How can we keep the paper
company from polluting while at the same time providing adequate paper for the community”,
and another was “How can the community assure that they drink pure water?” Then one of
the students said: “Let’s all start from the same place. Let’s make our first step to agree what
the problem is that we are going to try to solve.” So the class, and the teacher, agreed to
change the problem solving plan and put in a step on defining the problem at the beginning.
The teacher hadn’t realized that this had happened in the class and fully agreed that they
should make this change in the strategy for problem solving to make it work better. And it did!
This is an example of how productive a good episode of metacognitive thinking can be in producing a
more effective strategy for good problem solving. It is a model for any thinking process that students
are trying to do according to a pre-conceived plan.

5.6

Thinking for Deep Learning is Self-Regulating

In the previous vignette, the students were prompted by the teacher’s questions to look back over the
approach they had adopted to solving the problem. But of course, the ultimate aim for deep learning
and thinking is that the student should be able to adopt these metacognitive strategies for selfimprovement automatically and become more independent in exercising these abilities. It is a great
accomplishment when this happens. And when it happens the thinking that the students are doing
becomes “self-regulating”. And of course many of the other strategies that the students use trying to
achieve effective learning need to become self-regulating as well. Then they have not only learned
how to learn effectively, they do this whenever they need to find out something new that they don’t
know about. The capacity for metacognitive thinking is a core process for this kind of self-regulation.
And, of course, the goal of every educator is that their students not only learn this, but that they do it
for the rest of their lives.
So how can teachers bring students to this point? Self-regulated learning - and in particular selfregulated thinking - refers to a process by which students become more adept at managing their own
learning and thinking processes in the pursuit of learning and thinking goals. So let us focus on
thinking. What does self-regulated thinking mean?
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Usually we think of self-regulation simplistically. You are driving your car and someone stops short in
front of you. Nobody tells you want to do. Rather, you reduce your speed and turn your wheel so
that you can go around the other car. Then you go back to your regular driving. Well, that not just a
natural reaction to a sudden problem. It is an accomplishment. When you were learning to drive you
couldn’t do that. You just slammed on the brakes so that your instructor, who was in the front seat,
hit his head on the windshield. No airbags then. But he smiled and said “Let me show you”. And he
did. He set up a mock situation like that one, told you when to push gently on the brakes, and he
guided your hand in turning the wheel at the same time. He told you to practice that in an empty
parking lot by putting a pile of old clothes where the car in front would have been. And you practiced
it, first with him telling you what to do, then just told you about turning the wheel, then nothing
during, but after he said: do you think that you turned your car out too far? You said yes, so he put
some tape on the steering wheel to guide you. Then, after you tried it many more times, you did it
right again and again, and without anyone telling you. That’s how we learn to regulate ourselves.
Transpose this to asking and answering one of the “thinking routines” like “See, Think, and Wonder”.
When? How? There will be teacher guidance first, then you will get it and it will become natural. Or
to developing one of the follow-up strategies to help you answer the question, “I wonder what caused
the Titanic to hit the iceberg?” You’ve learned that question sets your objective: no guessing, I want
to really find out. How? This takes us beyond the use of thinking-routines, which help you lay out
specific ideas and develop important questions. But now you need to answer these questions.
You’ve learned and used a strategy for this that guides you to come up with possibilities (you’ve
learned that these are sometimes called “Hypotheses”). Then you develop a plan for what you will
look for that will give you enough information to be able to say, “Fog was probably not the cause?” or
“High speed and the belief that nothing could sink the Titanic” probably was. Then you search for
facts that will give you enough evidence to say yes, or no, to these possible causes. And you’ve learned
how to decide if the evidence is enough. You have practiced this so now you feel confident that you
can do it and do it well. Then you advance an answer to the question, what is the likely cause of the
Titanic hitting the iceberg... And if someone asks you why, you are prepared to explain all the evidence
that you found. You are guiding yourself in a process that you have learned through previous teacher
guidance and then practice, first with the teacher, then without, until you feel pretty confident that
your response – your conclusion about the Titanic – is first-rate acceptable. You have learned how to
manage the thinking process on your own – to self-manage. That is a key ingredient that can lead you
to more effective learning about what caused something to happen. Self-regulated thinking is a
complex mix of cognitive, emotional and motivational processes.
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Here is a Vignette drawn from the psychological literature about the route to self-regulation by the
students of an effective reading strategy (drawn from Palinscar and Brown, 1984)
Vignette # 5
The teacher is guiding students to self-regulate their reading comprehension
To foster fifth graders’ competence in reading comprehension a teacher decides – in line with
the new standards for language teaching -- to teach four reading strategies: activating prior
knowledge, clarifying difficult words, making a schematic representation of the text, and
formulating the main idea of the text. The teacher’s aim is not only that the students can
execute these strategies but also that they will themselves be able to regulate their use, i.e.,
that they will autonomously and spontaneously apply the strategies whenever appropriate.
In the initial stage of learning a strategy, the teacher models extensively in front of the class
how the strategy works and how it has to be applied. Thereafter, the strategy is practiced in
a discussion format with the whole class using short texts. In this stage, the strategy use is
still mainly regulated by the teacher through asking questions such as “Are there any difficult
words in the text?” but the students who are learning the strategies have to execute the
strategies themselves.
In the next phase the students – now split into small groups of three or four – are given the
opportunity to apply the strategies under the guidance of the teacher. This takes place in the
form of dialogues during which the members in each group take turns in leading the discussion:
the students take responsibility not only for executing but for regulating the strategies. The
teacher remains available to give support and help as far as is necessary, but focuses on
stimulating discussion with questions and prompting the students to reflect on and discuss the
use of the strategy.
Notice how there is an active use of prompted metacognitive strategies as an overlay on this practice:
students are asked constantly to monitor, reflect on, and even make appropriate changes in the way
they are using this strategy themselves. All of these ingredients go into building the competence in
the self-management of learning.
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5.7

Thinking for Deep Learning is Collaborative

In the last 30 years or so there has been a shift in our understanding about the nature of learning away
from the view that learning is an individual activity toward recognizing that learning, at its best, is
social. We learn from others as well as developing ideas ourselves. We learn from teachers, but also
from TV, from newspapers, from our neighbours, etc. This, too, is argued to be an essential
component in effective learning.
There are lots of reasons why a dominant theme in education over the past thirty years has been to
structure the classroom in the primary grades to promote students working together in collaborative
groups. Learning to divide a task for work by a team, promoting active learning, and students listening
to each other as a model for better social interaction outside school are often quoted as main reasons.
This has now become commonplace in many schools, utilizing many techniques promoted by
proponents of collaborative learning in their writings and workshops (see Swartz & McGuinness,
2014a, Section 4.6 for a summary).
But there is a deeper reason connected with the concept of effective learning that we have articulated.
It is simply that real learning needs to aim at not just a monolithic body of knowledge, but everything
important that we, as a society, or as a sub group in society, claim to know about something. This
certainly may make the quest for effective learning relative to grade level and age, but it also makes
it an ongoing process. But more important, that means that we need to acknowledge that what we
think we know about something may be in disagreement with what others think they know. The road
to effective learning may be a bumpy road. We especially need to be careful not to count as learning
only ideas about which there is social consensus, even amongst reliable and honest people. We
suggested earlier that the adjective “effective” as applied to “learning” carries with it a normative
connotation: what we include in learning should not be just guesses but rather items that are
defensibly maintained to be correct or true. If we accept things that are false that does not count as
learning (though, of course, finding out that they are false may well be something that we learn). If
someone thinks that they have learned that Napoleon defeated Wellington at Waterloo they are
wrong, because the consensus is that that battle did not turn out that way. So all learning must be
considered as social in that sense, even including disagreements about what the truth is.
This is where the need for the practice of good thinking comes in. Good thinking needs to be the
determiner of what we accept as true, hence what we have learned.
Perhaps we can best explain this by going back to what we said earlier: We learn things from others,
for example on TV. Well, we need to be extremely careful here. Not everything we hear discussed on
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TV is reliable, and while our neighbours are nice people, sometimes they accept rumours as fact, and
we need to be careful with them too, but in a nice way. We need a filter in the way we learn from
others. So we need to learn to think critically about social learning as with other contexts for learning.
What does this mean in the context of teachers and students in classrooms? From classroom
observations around the world (e.g., Alexander, 2000), we know that the dominant mode of
interaction in classrooms tend to be monologic – that means that most of the classroom talk is
initiated by teachers, with brief answers from students, followed by minimum teacher feedback. This
is sometimes called the IRF – initiation-response-feedback – mode of classroom interaction.

While

this is certainly a form of interaction, it is a minimalist form. Teachers do most of the talking and the
amount of student talk is not sufficient to give teachers many clues about how the students are
thinking, or indeed give the students much opportunity to construct their understandings in the way
we described as being constructed in the section on deep learning. In fact this is a factor that
contributes to students relying on simple memory to give teachers back in tests what they have told
the students so that they will get a good grade. And to make it easy many of these tests are simple
multiple-choice tests. A few pencil strokes is all students need to do to show that they understand
something – not much writing is needed.
So students in more and more classrooms work in cooperative or collaborative groups, usually of
between 2 and 6 students. And the activity of the groups is prompted not only by teacher- led talk
but by a teacher posing questions for the students to try to answer or a challenge by the teacher to
find out about something. Hence, as we remarked, one of the main characteristics of these groups is
that the students are engaged in “active” learning.
But active learning, in this sense, is not the main objective of such group work. Active learning could
happen in regular classrooms that are not divided into groups. For example, a teacher could pepper
the class time with questions or challenges that the students can respond to individually. When
students work from tablets, and not just text books, teachers can pose somewhat complex challenges
that lead students to explore a range of things on their tablets that may not be accessible while they
are sitting at their desks with just their textbooks. Still, while this learning is active, it is not
collaborative.
Rather, while working in groups, students are supposed to work by collaborating in the learning
process as they engage in active learning, e.g., in answering the teacher’s questions, or being
prompted to raise such questions themselves – for example being prompted by teachers using such
prompts as “What do you see, what does that make you think, and what, again, does that make you
wonder” – one of the “Thinking Routines” derived from the project called “Visible Thinking”.
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But we need to be more precise here. “Collaboration” is a very general term. A group of three students
can collaborate, for example, by having one student record what individual members are saying,
another student give a report of what has been recorded, and another student be a moderator in the
sense that he or she needs to make sure that all of the students get a chance to contribute their ideas
to the final product – the report. Indeed, these are key structural components of group work
promoted by many group-work theorists (Johnson & Johnson, 1994).
But working together in this way may not yield much depth of learning on the part of any of the
students. Indeed, in some groups each of the students work on their own to meet the challenge of
the teacher, then the recorder records each of their ideas, and the spokesperson reports this. This
omits a key factor that is often mentioned as one of the objectives of collaborative work, interaction
between the students. But even this term does not capture the key objective of such group work,
which is more than just combining the ideas of the members of the group. Interactive learning implies
that as the student put their ideas together they do more to achieve a deeper learning outcome than
just knowing what each member says. This can take two forms.
The first of these involves the process of dividing a task and having the students each work on a
different component of a larger task. For example, suppose the teacher prompts the students to
explain how an automobile assembly line works in an automobile factory (or suppose that is one of
the things that they all wonder in responding to what they see – a photo or a video of an automobile
assembly line -- by raising questions). Well, maybe one student’s task is to focus on the raw materials
for the manufacture of automobiles: where do they come from and how do they get to the factory.
Another student’s task is to describe how the raw materials are manufactured to become a
component of an automobile, another student finds out how they are put together, and the final
student finds out how the completed automobile gets to the automobile showroom. This could
involve a lot of research about these processes and, when put together, yield an account that no one
student could have accomplished in the time he or she spent on a specific component. And each
student will be learning something from the other students that yields a richer and deeper
understanding than just what he or she has learned about one of the components on the process.
But while this is a common collaborative learning process and it involves some interaction, it is not
the model of collaborative interaction that carries with it the richest type of interactive learning that
we engage in when we think of learning as a social phenomenon. That is where the students may all
be researching the same thing and they come back with different views of what they have been
researching, some of which conflict. Many educators view this as an important way that collaborative
group work can mirror what happens in the “real” world outside the classroom. This is usually
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motivated by the desire to find out what is true and an attitude of - and respect for -- views and
thinking of others. It contrasts with the attitude that what I think is right and while others disagree,
they are wrong, or, “they are entitled to their opinion, and I am to mine, and never the twain shall
meet.” The collaborative ingredient here that is suggested as a counter to this attitude involves both
dialogue, in the sense of talking together, but also dialectic – that is, students challenging each other
with competing ideas through engagement in careful and skillful thinking, especially critical thinking.
The example in this Vignette is a good clear example of this.
Vignette # 6
The students are learning about types of energy needed in our society every day, like electricity,
and the sources of such energy. They explore different sources of information, including the
class text book, about how electricity, for example, is generated through nuclear, or solar,
sources. But then the teacher gives them a challenge: Let’s work together, think about, and
then try to recommend what we think is the best energy source for our region. These students
have already developed, with the teacher, and worked with in their reading and writing in
earlier years, a thinking strategy for skillful decision making. It includes such features as
developing a list of clear options, predicting consequences, both pro and con, of each option,
checking on whether some of these consequences are more important than others and
adjusting their weight, and then comparing the options to recommend the best one based on
these elaborate consequence sets. And when they choose what they think is the best they
need to be prepared to explain why.
Well now they have developed a rich and long list of options through group brainstorming, and
the teacher has commented on these and written them on the board as a class list. The list
includes commonplace options like burning coal and hydroelectric projects, as well as some
creative ideas (lightening, gravity, animal power). Now they must explore the consequences
of each for their communities. So the teacher has broken them into collaborative groups of
four students each, and has randomly assigned options to each, saying to them “It is as
important in your decision-making to find out that an option is not a good one as to find out
that it is the best”. She then asks them to consider what they would want to find out about an
option to determine whether it was a good one for their community. Once again they
brainstorm, clearly drawing from prior knowledge and past experience. They list things like:
cost, availability, effect on the environment, etc. But where can they go from here.
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This teacher models some planning with one of the groups for the whole class to see. She goes
to the group that is working in energy from solar sources and asks them: “How many of you
know how much a solar panel costs?” None of them do. So how can you find out? One student
says, “Go to the internet.” She says, yes, but suppose you didn’t have access to the internet. Is
there some other way?” Another student says: “Well, I suppose that I could look around my
neighbourhood and see if there are any solar panels on the homes of one of my neighbours.
Then I could go and knock on the door”, another student says “I’d look in the yellow pages of
the phone book to see if there is a company that makes them and I would call them”, etc. The
teacher then says, “OK” and she points to student #1, and says “I’m going to give you all a
week to get information about the consequences of your option in the categories you listed,
cost, availability, etc. So you be the internet person”, then to student # 2, “You look for places
that make or sell them”, etc. When you return next week I want you to share what you have
found and try to come up with what the group thinks is the most reliable information about
the consequences.
She then adds some pointers: “Be careful about bias on the part of the people you get your
information from, or simply misinformation. Use the strategy we developed to figure out how
likely it is that each source you get information from is reliable. Remember, that is a key
critical thinking skill and if you say that the information is likely to be reliable you should be
ready to explain why, using the criteria we developed for judging the reliability of a source of
information. So I want you to compare your results from different sources and if there is a
conflict, ask whether the source is reliable, and see if you can reach agreement on how to
respond to the factual questions you raised about energy sources to help you get information
on the basis of which you could decide which you thought the best option was. And remember
– you need to reach agreement, though you may agree that there is disagreement and none
of the sources you consider is really reliable. Maybe one of them will make money if people
believe him, another has been accused of bias before, etc.
Then, you can focus overall on the predictions of consequences of using one energy source or
another, identify the information you have gathered and that you all judge to be reliable, and
compare these options to judge what you think should be the dominant source of energy for
us, and write your results. I will ask for a report from each group that I will want your
spokesperson in each group to write on a large matrix that I will put in the front of the
classroom so that we can all share the results of each group.”
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It is in the spirit of collaboration directed at yielding the best possible reflective synthesis of the
thinking of each member of a group that we find an effort towards interaction and collaborative
thinking most clearly represented. And the role of skillful thinking here is clear and necessary.

5.8 Thinking for Deep Learning Grows Even Deeper in Thinking Classrooms
There is a second important way in which the social nature of learning can be exploited in the interests
of deeper learning and thinking. That is to transition from small group work to making the whole
classroom a community of thinkers and learners. Ritchhart and his colleagues (Ritchhart, Church, &
Morrison, 2011) articulate this vision very well in their book, called Visible Thinking, where they
describe the factors that they consider contribute to creating a culture of thinking in a classroom.
Here are the eight factors: Environment, Routines, Interactions, Language, Modeling, Time,
Expectations, and Opportunities. The idea here is that a combination of structural and environmental
factors need to combine with the teacher engaging in a number of other techniques to initially prompt
student thinking with each other in a classroom (not just within small collaborative groups), and then
guide their collective thinking.
Vignette # 7.1
The teacher and students contribute to a culture of thinking in the classroom
For example, the students may be reading about, and may have seen a video shown by the
teacher about, a newly discovered and almost whole fossilized animal at a large fossil site in
Africa dating back 100,000 years. To prompt some focused thinking the teacher may suggest
that this is an opportunity for the students to think carefully about this fossil, and to facilitate
this she asks them to all focus on a specific thinking prompt, one that is called “See, Think,
and Wonder”. This and others like it have been called “Thinking Routines” (Ritchhart, Church,
and Morrison, 2011); short prompts that draw out specific thoughts of the students. This will
initially structure their thinking focus.
So first, the teacher will ask them to interact, in groups of four, and talk about what each of
them sees when they look at the fossil. She gives them time to discuss what they see,
commonly called Wait Time (as in Assessment for Learning approaches), so that they can
articulate what they think they see. Then the teacher asks each group to share their responses
with the whole class. She writes the variety of responses on the board. They vary from “Bones
of a dead animal” to “A fossil of a monkey from many years ago.”
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Notice how this activity very quickly prompts connections with prior knowledge that the students use
to interpret what they see.
She then asks them to do the same in responding to the second prompt in this triad, “Think”.
“What does all this make you think?” she asks. This time she models what some responses
might be. She says that this makes her think that there were probably many such similar
animals around at this time, not just this one, as well as many other kinds of animals. She says
that she thinks that because of what she already knows about animals living in this time period
- that there were many species. She suggests that they try to continue to connect what they
are seeing with things that they already know about fossils. She makes this explicit by giving
a category description to the fossil, and a challenge: “What does seeing this and knowing that
this is a fossil that dates from 100,000 years ago” make you think?
Again, she gives the students time to think – and discuss – their thoughts in their groups. Once
again, she asks for reports, but this time asks one student to record these on the board. “Now
let’s ask what all of this makes you wonder?” After discussion the students list many questions
now – one main objective of prompting them with this specific thinking routine. And they
discuss them in their groups, report a selection to the class, and a student recorder writes them
on the white board as well so that the students can download them to their iPads. Some of
these questions were: “What caused the death of these animals?”, “Does this fossil show any
changes in this animal compared to similar fossils from earlier periods and later periods?”
“Does this fossil tell us anything about human beings?” “How many other fossils were found
at this site?”
Notice the dynamic here. This is thinking that is going on in the whole classroom, but it is not yet the
classroom thinking together. So while there is already a climate of thinking in the classroom, it is
lodged in the small groups. The reporting is just reporting, with no prompted activity by the teacher
to get the whole classroom interacting.
The teacher now continues.
In each group, why don’t you select one of these questions and see if you can answer it by
searching for information on the internet and using some of the types of skillful thinking
that you have recently learned. For example, if you work on the cause question, make sure
you use the strategy you learned for skillful causal explanation. Develop a list of possible
causes and then see if you can find enough evidence to sort out which possibility is the likely
one. Or if you are working on how this compares to other fossils use the extended version
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of compare and contrast in which you draw conclusions about what you are comparing and
contrasting that you think are justified by the important similarities and differences.
Notice how the teacher has now shifted away from the use of thinking routines to prompt students to
come up with ideas and questions developed out of connections with prior knowledge and experience,
and has prompted them to use strategies for skillful thinking that are designed to lead them to
defensible judgments that reflect the use of critical thinking processes (Swartz, Costa, et al, 2008).
She continues:
“I’m going to ask you to work together in teams, and I will ask each team to work on a
different question. When you have completed your work I will ask each group to report to
the whole class.”
As we interpret this vignette we are struck by how these two thinking techniques can prompt careful
extended thinking in many classrooms yielding well-thought-out ideas, just as we remarked that
teachers shifting to a questioning or challenge style, and accepting responses from individual students,
or, better, collaborative groups, fosters a great willingness for students to expose and share their
ideas. But while these students all have an opportunity to interact in the classroom by asking
questions, we are struck by the absence of any system of structured dialogue, dialectical discussion,
or debate as a necessary ingredient in such classrooms. That is, extended critical thinking has not
been integrated into this classroom activity. How can that be structured into a classroom that has a
base of this kind of culture of thinking as a norm?
Vignette # 7.2
A teacher guides students to engage in dialogical thinking in the classroom
The students in a 5th grade classroom have been watching a video of a real case of cyber
bullying via the internet. A lot of details are given in this case study – about the situation, the
school, the individuals involved, etc. The teacher stops the video short of what the outcome
was and poses the question: if you know who is doing the bullying and it is a friend of yours
what would be the best thing to do? This is a decision-making challenge, and the students
have been practicing skillful decision making in a number of their classes. She says to them:
use the strategy for skillful decision making to think this through. The teacher guides them
to develop a number of options working together in their groups using standard
brainstorming. She records these on the whiteboard. The teacher assigns each group a
different option and gives them the task of figuring out what the pro and con consequences
of each option would likely be based on what is in the video, any relevant background
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knowledge that they have, and any additional information they can find about the school and
the community. Based on this they are to judge whether this option would be a good one
and worth considering seriously. This is a high motivation activity for these students who
know of similar cases of bullying in their own school. They use a graphic organizer to write
their considered results in their group – what they think the consequences might be, what
evidence they have found and what it shows about the likelihood of the consequences, and
even how important the consequences would be and why.
The teacher then asks each group to write side by side on the white board their pro and con
list, with an indication of how likely they think the consequences would be and how
important they think the consequences are on the board side by side so that each students
in the class can each consider them, compare them, and decide which they think is the best
option. If they have questions about a pro and con list for the group that recorded it the
teacher gives them time to discuss this with the group openly in class. When they decide on
what they think the best option is, the teacher reminds them that they should be prepared to
explain why.
Will the students all agree on what should be done? In activities like this they usually don’t. So
the teacher sets up dialogue groups between groups of two students each in the class who
disagree and gives them the following instructions: “Explain to each other why you think your
option is best. But when you do this listen to your partner with respect and take what he or
she says seriously. And have an open mind. Maybe your partner has discovered something
that you missed. If that happens and you want to change your mind, it is ok to do so. Or you
may still not agree. In either case be prepared to explain to anyone who asks why. And “treat
each other with respect – you both have worked hard and have done some honest thinking,
so even if you disagree respect what your partner says as another point of view.”
This exemplifies one way that this teacher has tried to make her classroom not only a classroom where
thinking is going on, but a classroom in which the students all try to find out what the best thing to do
is and if we disagree, we have an open mind, dialogue with each other, listen to each other, and see
if we can reach agreement. If so, fine – but we should be able to explain why: what we have learned
that made a difference. If not, we respect each other and acknowledge that each represents a
different point of view, one of the key IB objectives. In this vignette a third focal point for researchers
on teaching thinking has been used: the explicit prompting of one of the important Habits of Mind
developed in the work of Costa and Kallick (Costa and Kallick, 2002; Swartz, Costa, Kallick, et al, 2008).
The specific “habit of mind” emphasized in this vignette is listening with understanding and empathy.
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The objective here is to give students a model of how to live in a world in which we all learn from each
other but respect differences that remain after such a social dialogue. We may want to call this a Level
2 Thinking Classroom, in contrast to thinking classrooms, like those represented in Vignette #1, that
have students interacting in various ways regarding what they are thinking, but stop short of engaging
them in dialogical thinking, with the goal of exploring as fully as they can what the most likely truth is
about what they are thinking about. This model of a thinking classroom, and its rationale, has
appeared in one important strand in the community of researchers about teaching thinking (e.g.,
Mercer & Littlejohn, 2007; Wegerif, 2011). This is also reflected in one of the basic attitudes that IB
promotes for the PYP: respecting other points of view. But note, in these examples students are not
being taught to respect any point of view, but only those that can be supported with reasons and
have resulted from careful thinking themselves.

5.9

Concluding Comments about Teaching Thinking

We have identified six different but complementary ways that different aspects of thinking can play a
role in enhancing learning in the PYP. We have also tried to give readers of this report ideas about
instructional techniques that teachers can use to help students develop proficiency and competence
in these, and how they complement each other. These are all essential in maximizing the power of
the route taken in the PYP to achieve the special PYP learning objectives.
While every ingredient in this picture is mentioned or alluded to in the IB guidance materials about
the PYP there is no comprehensive picture of how these ingredients either fit together conceptually
or can be played out in the classroom. Hence our sense is that IB coordinators and PYP teachers have
tried to fill in this picture with what they can find that they think speaks to some of these ideas. We
hope that, from the point of view of classroom instruction, we have succeeded in giving you a more
detailed, comprehensive, and coherent picture of what thinking instruction might look like that fills in
this extremely important aspect of the way the PYP provides an education of the highest quality to its
students.
Before we analyze the results of the interviews we wish to add a few clarifying details about some of
the materials that may be mentioned in these interviews. As we commented in our earlier work
(Swartz & McGuinness, 2014a, Report 1), there are a number of different approaches to teaching
thinking, each providing ways of structuring thinking processes to foster some aspect of good thinking.
To mention the major ones: Edward de Bono’s CORT Programme (de Bono, 1986) promotes many
short and specific strategies to use to organize specific episodes of thinking and is also associated with
the Six Hats (de Bono, 1985).
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The Visible Thinking Programme (Ritchhart et al, 2011) promotes the use of short “Thinking Routines”
to foster good thinking, used primarily to prompt making connections to prior knowledge and develop
questions to be answered about specific and important content issues. This program also endorses
and develops procedures for creating a culture of thinking in the classroom.
The “Philosophy for Children” programme (Lipman et al. 1980) promotes, among other things, raising
philosophical questions about our world, and uses informal logic to guide one’s thinking about these
philosophical issues, creating a community of inquiry.
The Thinking-Based Learning Programme (Swartz, Costa, et al, 2008; Swartz, 2008) promotes the
development and use of strategies for skillful uses of various forms of everyday thinking encompassing
analysis, creative thinking, critical thinking, and the broader processes of decision making and problem
solving, and promotes using these to think deeply about important curricular content.
The Habits of Mind programme (Costa & Kallick, 2014) in which 16 “habits” of thinking that good
thinkers use are identified and developed, promotes that everyone should use these to enhance their
thinking. Examples are listening to others with respect, thinking interactively, and making use of all
of the senses in observing things.
Each of these programmes uses their own language, and promotes different strategies as effective
thinking processes. And while they seem like competitors in the field, in fact, they all can provide
ideas and techniques that can be used to fill out some of the picture of the role of teaching thinking
that we have presented to you, or as models of similar activities designed by teachers for their own
classroom.
Once again we wish to emphasize that good thinking is not just one thing, it comes in different varieties
depending on what the thinking is about and what its objective is. For example, is the thinking directed
at identifying important questions about a topic that can guide an inquiry? Is it directed at helping
students develop better decision making skills than we ordinarily use? Is it directed at coming up with
a new and creative way of doing something? Is it directed at how we can learn to guide ourselves in
good thinking? We know that some of the traditional categories of thinking reflect the distinctions
between these questions: critical thinking, creative thinking, analysis, for example, as do the Bloom
categories.
So our first caution, which we will apply to some of our results, is that some of the differences from
school to school may not be based on competing suggestions about what makes for good thinking, it
may reflect these (and perhaps other) different and complementary objectives.
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Our second caution has to do with vocabulary. Hidden in vocabulary differences from one programme
to another may well be a commonality of objectives and thinking strategies.
In our analysis of the results of our interviews we will be especially sensitive to these two cautions.
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6

Findings from the Case Studies: Deep Learning, Research
Question 1

6.1

Introduction

Research Question 1
How do PYP schools define the terms and describe / define the relationship between thinking and
learning?
This section will report and interpret the views and practices of PYP case study schools addressing
Research Question 1, through the information gathered from the interviews/follow-up emails with
PYP coordinators and from interviews with teachers in the context of their video lessons. The
interview questions relevant to the research questions were:
What is your interpretation of the meaning of deep learning?
From your perspective, how does the use of thinking skills enhance/promote deep learning?
Themes from the interviewee responses to these questions were identified and will be interpreted in
the light of our earlier analysis from the research literature on key ingredients for effective learning
and the role of thinking in promoting it.

6.2

How do PYP coordinators and teachers interpret the meaning of deep
learning and its relationship to thinking?

The email responses from the PYP coordinators provided the most complete evidence on this
question, as the coordinators had some time to reflect on it and to gather their thoughts. In general,
the coordinators had rich, well-articulated and highly personalised understandings of what they
meant by deep learning, and their understandings were clearly influenced by their experience with
the different elements of the PYP transdisciplinary framework. Some of the most dominant themes
they mentioned were:
Beyond memorisation: Coordinator Oliver from Orchid School had this to say
“In my opinion, deep learning is learning beyond the facts…….More than just students
memorising and reciting information ……….conceptual understandings as opposed to just
knowledge retention”.
The idea of ‘going beyond’ was also evident in coordinator Dorothy from Daffodil School who
explained:
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“From my own perspective I would use the term ‘deep learning’ when referring to something
that we have dug into in order to understand the many facets of a topic. This would be in
contrast to 'superficial or surface learning' that happens when we skim over something in a
cursory fashion.”
During a more general discussion about the benefits of a PYP curriculum, another co-ordinator, Teresa
from Tulip School, drew a distinction between children who had experienced the PYP curriculum as
“making connections with everyday learning” compared to children from other schools who may
“think like a rote learner or are very robotic”.
Conceptual understanding and big ideas also emerged as associated with deep learning, for example,
in her interview, co-ordinator Carla from Carnation School used Bloom’s taxonomy as a way of
articulating her understanding of deep learning:
“I suppose we’d look at that as the depth of understanding and we’d probably even look at
Bloom’s framework …..So, you know, how well can they describe, can they explain, can they
analyse, can they evaluate. What level of understanding do the students have, that is
probably what I’d think about rather than having a superficial understanding just at a
knowledge level and being able to tell you.”
When discussing deep learning as a goal of the PYP curriculum, coordinator Laura from Lotus School
explained:
“Our real goal is to teach students to identify what is essential; we want them to
identify what are the big ideas”
She elaborated on how important it was for students to gain an understanding of “generalizations”
and “theories”.
The durability of deep learning was a distinctive feature for many of the respondents. Coordinator
Michelle from Magnolia Schools said:
“….it means learning that endures, rather than that which is forgotten. In order for
learning to endure and to lead to understanding, there needs to be connection to, and
building upon, what students already know. That is the basis of the constructivist
approach to learning which is the bedrock of the PYP.”
During her interview, Teacher Louise from Lotus School summed up the idea of deep learning as
always being with you in the following way:
“I think that deep learning is something that you're basically going to keep with you for the
rest of your life, whether you think about it every day or not, doesn't matter. Like deep
learning is something that you carry around with you in your baggage of content and
knowledge and when you need it, it's going to be there to help you…..”
The importance of transfer of learning was raised many times as a key characteristic of deep learning,
co-ordinator Teresa from Tulip School was very clear about this:
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“When we talk about deep learning, what we are actually referring to is the child’s ability
to transfer their conceptual knowledge from one subject focus, to another or real life
situation”
Several respondents began to articulate the role of thinking in the development of deep learning
and transfer. For example, coordinator Dorothy from Daffodil School, summarised it like this:
“I believe that if we select worthwhile content, take time to explore it deeply, and make our
process explicit (using thinking routines or other means), students can see, value and
internalise that learning process. Students can then independently use that approach in and
outside of the classroom. If the goal is transfer we need to teach students how to think
deeply so that they can experience deep learning about any topic in life.”
A similar view was expressed by co-ordinator Michelle from Magnolia School:

“Higher levels of thinking are needed both in developing understanding and for application

in new contexts than is needed for regurgitation of what has been learnt. Developing these
higher level thinking skills will enable students to understand and apply new areas of
learning much more easily.”
And by co-ordinator Oliver from Orchid School, who also introduced the importance of metacognitive
awareness in the process of deep learning:
“Thinking Skills I think provide the necessary scaffolds for deep learning to occur. I think
experience is engaging and critical, but to really cement learning we need to be aware of it.
Students need to understand the purpose, learning goals, the way something has been
learned etc. and thinking skills really do go hand in hand with this. “

Co-ordinator Oliver was also the only respondent to mention an emotional component to deep
learning, referring to it as creating a “deep emotional shift in the person”
The more transformative effects of deep learning were also captured in coordinator Teresa from Tulip
School’s elaboration of the meaning of deep learning:
“Through deep learning they (the students) also gain an indispensable sense of knowledge,
skills and attitudes such as self- directed learning, collaboration, effective communication etc.”

6.3

Summary of key characteristics of deep learning and thinking

The PYP promotes a style of constructivist learning, based on making certain “transdisciplinary
themes” and their exploration via a set of important “key concepts” using inquiry methods, as the
key learning goals. Everyone interviewed not only showed a clear understanding of this but a firm
commitment to its superiority over standard disciplinary learning, which tends to result in more
fragmented learning and memory-based rote learning.
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The interviewees clearly recognised that learning needed to have a degree of permanency if it was
considered to be worthwhile, but also a degree of flexibility to allow it to be useful across a range of
situations. In other words, if learning is to be called deep then it must be transferable. Several
respondents appreciated the crucial role that higher-level and effective thinking would have in
making learning deep and thus more transferable. Some interviewees also captured the more
metacognitive aspects of learning such as becoming aware of the process in order to make it deeper.
There was also a hint that there was more to deep learning than pure cognition – that deep learning
could also invoke the emotions, and could have wide ranging effects on how we presented and
managed ourselves to the world.
Although these features were not expressed by each respondent, collectively they bear a strong
resemblance to contemporary views on learning as captured in the idea of adaptive competence
that we discussed in Section 2 of this report – that deep learning is transferable, involves strong
conceptual understanding, needs thinking plans and devices to make it deep, is metacognitive, has
some non-cognitive as well as cognitive components, and requires some degree of selfmanagement. Their views on learning were certainly not minimalist.
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7

Findings from the Case Studies: Teaching Thinking, Research
Question 2a

Research Question 2a
How specific are PYP schools with articulating thinking objectives? What devices do PYP schools
use to articulate these objectives? What are the hooks they use to position them in the
transdisciplinary PYP framework?

7.1

Some preliminary comments on learning objectives in the PYP

The PYP curriculum differs from traditional primary curricula in that it is structured around a rich set
of important transdisciplinary key concepts and themes mandated to be the basis for the learning
objectives of the PYP. So it is not perhaps surprising that these elements are a high priority in the PYP
case study schools’ planning and practices.
What emerged in many interviews was that this focus on conceptual understanding is what is special
about the learning objectives of the PYP.
“PYP is very, is concept based.” (Co-ordinator Michelle from Magnolia School)
“The PYP is an inquiry-based approach to the understanding of big overarching concepts”
(Coordinator Dorothy from Daffodil School)
“That has been the one way that we have been able to collaborate and interact with every unit
planner, by doing the key concepts. So if kindergarten was working on causation, music can
easily also be also talking about causation in music or in physical education, or in any of the
English as second language classes. So that's really, that's been our central thread…….
“(Coordinator Sophie from Sunflower School)
“….and I can see that this is a great framework, great framework where the kids really get to
have a conceptual understanding about things. They really get to make these great
generalisations when they address the central idea. They can develop all these wonderful skills
as well….” (Coordinator Laura from Lotus School)
And even if this dominant view was not captured in a specific statement, it was evident across a wide
range of other documents, particularly in the unit planners. Having acknowledged that, we turn now
to the more specific research questions as to if/how PYP case study schools position thinking as a
curriculum objective and related questions.
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7.2

Thinking as a specific PYP objective - devices and hooks?

Information on these research questions was collected mainly in response to the following interview
questions:
What are your general views about how thinking develops in the PYP curriculum?
In your view, what are the main issues that emerge when linking thinking skills into the inquiries?
From the interviews it emerged that the case study schools differed in the degree to which they
prioritized thinking as an explicit curriculum objective, and whether it was given specific instructional
attention above and beyond the other PYP transdisciplinary skills. Perhaps not surprisingly, the two
case study schools that were selected into the study because of their known practices with regard to
teaching thinking (Daffodil and Lotus Schools) were different from the schools that were randomly
selected. But even those two schools were different from one another in their approaches.
While all of the coordinators agreed that thinking was key to deeper forms of learning (though not
alone – together with other skills and techniques, like having the students work collaboratively), when
it came to details, no common conception, device or ‘hook’ of how this was to be accomplished
emerged.
For example, some coordinators said that more sophisticated thinking was carried along with the
exploration of the PYP key concepts:
“as teachers we're thinking of it more from the conceptual basis rather than approaching it
from the thinking skills basis. I think we're probably not doing that so much.” (Coordinator
Michelle from Magnolia School)
And she went on to say:
“…we had quite a focus on concept based learning and I think it was only then that we began
to get to grips with the key concepts and how they are useful for driving the students’
thinking.” (Coordinator Michelle from Magnolia School)
Other coordinators explained how the key concepts provided the cross-curricular coherence:
“That has been the one way that we have been able to collaborate and interact with every
unit planner, by doing the key concepts. So if kindergarten was working on causation, music
can easily also be also talking about causation in music or in physical education, or in any of
the English as second language classes. So that's really, that's been our central thread…….
“(Coordinator Sophie from Sunflower School)
“And the concepts and, sometimes the central idea, sort of drive the planning.” (Coordinator
Oliver from Orchid School)
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When discussing how she introduces new teachers into the elements of the PYP framework, another
coordinator said:
“……building the conceptual knowledge, we’ve tried to come at that first, and then the next
step is how do we link thinking with that.” (Coordinator Carla from Carnation School)
For some schools, the pedagogical inquiry model was dominant in their approach to thinking, both
in a general way and specifically:
“in our school plan…………. to make sure that we don’t just view an inquiry as a unit of inquiry
that you do in a term, and that’s it…………. rather it’s a way that you teach…….. whether you’re
gaining facts or learning words or applying something or evaluating or thinking about your
own thinking……” (Coordinator Oliver from Orchid School)
And referring to stages in a specific model of inquiry (Kathy Murdock’s model) and how they can link
to the different types of Bloom-like thinking:
“those stages, they (the teachers) do try and match some of those thinking skills up to those
stages. For example, if the students are finding out, they are learning specific facts or
remembering something, you know, or if they’re going further or taking action, they might
be analysing or synthesising something. So that’s where the thinking skills start to become
important……” (Coordinator Oliver from Orchid School)
Another coordinator linked the inquiry methodology and interactive nature of the teaching that
followed, as the important vehicle for developing thinking skills:
“….we look to facilitate inquiry in the class and the thinking skills. Apart from that, I think it’s
more of the interaction that the students have in terms of the guiding questions that the way
teachers facilitate in the classroom. Also, the questions that the students come up with, there
is a lot of peer interaction and peer learning happening, so we have, for example, we have
students asking a question…. the other two will say okay, he has asked a question, let me have
a go at it.” (Coordinator Teresa from Tulip School)
Several schools referred to the use of well-known published resources and tools to support thinking,
“We have a general set of thinking tools and thinking routines and resources as …..the Y-charts
and the Lotus diagrams, the Affinity diagrams, Swat analysis, the Harvard Thinking Routines
as well……the 5 W’s, things like little traffic lights, so a lot structures that you know, some more
formal than others……. “(Coordinator Oliver from Orchid School)
“About five years ago one of our instructional coaches…….was a certified Thinking Maps
trainer. Thinking Maps is a whole series of thinking processes and organisers that help take
your thoughts and put them on paper. Teachers say………. let's use this in the classroom and
they describe it and they use that for (developing) thinking. Or we use the double bubble map
when we're comparing or we'll use a cause and effect map. So, the teachers have really bought
into this thinking and are helping the kids organise their thoughts before going on to writing
or research or whatever we're doing.” (Coordinator Sophie from Sunflower School)
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“This year we formalised it a little bit more in that every year level is to focus on embedding
Habits of Mind, and mind mapping into their classes. We’re trying to use the Habits of Mind to
link with the attitudes a little bit just in order to give the teachers another language to use and
examples that may, I suppose, embellish some of those things a little bit. (Coordinator Carla
from Carnation School)
And she continued:
“Then we came up with a simple framework just in terms of tools that would be expected to be
taught at a particular year level. So that, as they’re moving up the school, there is, I suppose,
a grab bag of tools that can be used that don’t have to be retaught every time.”
Two schools had embraced thinking skills within the PYP framework in a more comprehensive way.
Daffodil School had adopted a comprehensive approach developed at Harvard’s Project Zero,
including Teaching for Understanding, Cultures of Thinking, Visible Thinking and Thinking Routines, as
the main way of ensuring that thinking enhanced deep learning through the PYP concepts.

“…we have found both the Teaching for Understanding framework and the Culture of Thinking
projects, from Project Zero at Harvard Graduate School of Education, have provided us with
approaches to thinking and learning that have deepened the classroom experience for both
students and teachers.” (Coordinator Dorothy from Daffodil School)
“For us, we say that the Culture of Thinking approach and the PYP inquiry approach fit handin-glove. They both support each other. As students learn to follow the inquiry cycle – (look
carefully, wonder, ask questions, inquire, reflect, draw some conclusions but also ask more
questions and possibly begin the cycle again) they learn to inquire collaboratively, sometimes
using the thinking routines, sometimes not. Students learn how to ‘think together’ to reach a
common goal. In so doing they develop the thinking skills that the PYP value and the thinking
dispositions that we value within a Culture of Thinking.”(Coordinator Dorothy from Daffodil
School)
While Lotus School also adopted many of the features of the Harvard Zero Project, including Visible
Thinking and Thinking Routines, they had recently added the approach developed by Swartz called
Thinking-Based Learning (TBL). In TBL, organized and explicit patterns of questioning prompt various
kinds of thinking, like decision-making, comparing and contrasting, and problem-solving, so that
students can begin to exercise these types of thinking with skill. Thus thinking skillfully is used to
deepen students’ learning about inquiry themes or to further explore the learning opportunities in
the key concepts – where the thinking drives the understanding of the key concepts rather than the
other way. This is sometimes called the infusion approach to teaching thinking. Coordinator Laura
from Lotus School reports how they have integrated Thinking-Based Learning with Thinking
Routines,
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“….we work on curriculum mapping………….we put into that document everything that’s going
to happen in those four or five weeks; I mean all the contents that are going to be addressed
from the different curriculum areas and also what skills we’re going to develop, what is our
central idea, which are the concepts that are going to be developed in every course…………. we
have a big scope, even in there we also have, for example, what special things we’re going to
do about thinking, how we’re going to work in TBL or Thinking Routines – it’s in that mapping.”
And she goes on to say
“….and after writing that in the planner, in the PYP planner, we have another small document
that we call the Arc of Learning (referring to a document sent electronically to the research
team).”
“So here, we take this specific learning experience and we detail the curriculum objective and
the thinking objective.”
“So at the end of the class the teacher goes back and checks those objectives and then the
teacher returns to the central idea to see how the learning experience in the whole, both the
curriculum objective and the thinking skill objectives, have driven them to understand a little
bit more about the central idea.”
However, despite these differences, there is one principle that all but one of the coordinators stressed
explicitly, that thinking, in whatever way students were engaging in it in PYP learning, was not an
instructional objective in the PYP, but rather a “tool”, a “means”, or a “vehicle” for enhancing the
achievement of other PYP learning objectives, that is deep conceptual learning employing one or more
of the PYP transdisciplinary themes and key concepts. Basically, these coordinators were saying that
whatever students were taught and learned with regard to thinking, and how thinking was to be
employed, this was there only as means to achieve deep PYP concept learning, and not a PYP learning
objective in and of itself.
Lotus School stood out as different, having recently introduced the use of “Thinking-Based Learning”
in which learning how to do various kinds of thinking like decision-making and problem-solving
skillfully had been introduced and prioritized as an important transdisciplinary skill objective justified
in its own right for improving the thinking of students in the variety of contexts in which it serves as
an organized process leading to a conclusion or to an action, and not just as a means to deepen PYP
concept learning. This school also successfully integrates this approach with a variety of others
including Thinking Routines and Habits of Mind in what appears to be a seamless curriculum and
pedagogical approach.

8 Findings from the Case Studies: Teaching Thinking, Research
Question 2b
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Research Question 2b
What is the current practice in PYP schools in promoting thinking and deep learning?

8.1

Introduction

To answer this question we draw primarily from the interviews with the teachers about their video
lessons, rather than from the coordinators whose voices tended to be more prominent in the previous
sections. Ten video lesson interviews were available for analysis, from four different schools. Two of
those schools, Daffodil School (2 teachers) and Lotus School (4 teachers) had adopted specific
programmes for teaching thinking, while the other two schools, Magnolia School (2 teachers) and
Tulip School (2 teachers) were using a variety of different tools and techniques. In this section we will
overview the teachers’ classroom practices, with examples, and identify key common features, making
observations about the challenges that children might encounter when learning to think well.
These are the general interview questions that are most relevant to this research question. The
interview questions were customised for individual teachers, depending on the specifics of the video
lesson.
How do thinking skills get linked to planning an inquiry? How does that work?
Do you adopt any specific approach to the development of thinking?
What other teaching methods do you normally use to provoke your children’s thinking?
What kinds of thinking do your students find challenging?

8.2

A variety of approaches

Similar to the findings from the previous section, when we examined more closely how teaching was
planned and taught in specific classrooms, we also found a variety of approaches.
8.2.1 Inquiry-based: The first point is to remember that the PYP follows an inquiry based approach
and all of the approaches adopted by the teachers were within that inquiry context. In fact, several
teachers specifically mentioned the inquiry process itself as an important provocation for the
students’ thinking, referring to several authors whose work on inquiry they drew upon, John Dewey,
Kathy Short (USA) and Cath Murdoch (Australia). One of the teachers, Della from Daffodil School,
spoke strongly about how important it was to “go with the children” in any inquiry approach:
“…that’s a really, really big thing for me, that I plan a lot of inquiries with the children that
have really come from them”
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And that was illustrated in her maths lesson on fractions, where children worked independently in
groups to create a box of ingredients to match a specific food recipe, following an interest that the
children themselves expressed in creating ‘recipe boxes’, shown recently on a local TV series. Several
teachers raised the issue of how difficult it is for teachers to ‘let go’, especially if they had been trained
in more didactic teaching methods, or if that was the cultural norm in other local schools.
8.2.2 Priorities for Planning: All teachers referred to the PYP Unit Planner as the main tool for linking
thinking skills to the planning of their inquiries, and the teachers forwarded their planners to the
research team to help explain more clearly how they did that. How specific their focus was on any
particular thinking skill depended on the degree to which thinking had been identified as an explicit
objective in their school, as discussed in the previous section. For the most part, teachers included
a selection of thinking skills that were considered to be relevant in that unit, alongside the other
transdisciplinary skills, like social skills, research skills, communication skills. But these thinking skills
were more likely to be developed through immersion in the activities related to the lines of inquiry
rather than being explicitly taught.
However, the teachers from Lotus School – where thinking had been explicitly identified as an
objective - had created an additional document to help them elaborate on their thinking objectives as
the inquiry unfolded. This document, which they called the Arc of Learning, specified what thinking
skills (e.g., contrast, decision-making, classification) and what thinking routines (e.g., see-thinkwonder, circle of viewpoints, think-puzzle-explore) would be used to advance the understanding of
the transdisciplinary theme and/or key concept through the series of lessons and specific lines of
inquiry that made up the whole unit. For example, teacher Lucy from Lotus School explained about
her planner;
“… we have a thing that we call Arc of Learning, which is a kind of annex to the PYP planner,
we place all the thinking routines, and the skills that relate to TBL (Thinking-Based Learning),
we place them at the bottom of the planner. So, if we are doing a thinking routine, we will
be specific on the name of the routine, and what will be the nature of the thinking skill that
we are working on………………we have it at the end of the planner, like an attachment.”
This type of planning was practiced by all the teachers across the school and the results were clearly
present in the lesson videos from the teachers we observed. Teacher Lucy elaborated:
“We no longer focus only on the concept, or the content, we are making it a bit more
thinking-based – that is what we want them learn.”
Each lesson then was designed around a content objective and a thinking objective which they called
‘the target’ which is illustrated in each lesson through a graphic like a dartboard. These can be clearly
seen at the beginning of each lesson. In explaining the importance of the target, teacher Louise says:
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“… our target – we put our curriculum content along with the thinking that we are going to do
in that specific lesson. So that they are aware of what we are doing and how we are working
…..we can start… even throughout the lesson, we can do metacognition – asking, so what are
we doing here and how are we doing it, you know, what is the process?”
In contrast, Teacher Martine from Magnolia School, where the focus was primarily on driving the
thinking through key concepts, explains how she matched up the key concept with her goal for
thinking for her video lesson:
“…the unit lent itself really nicely to dialectical thought because we were looking at perspective
as our concept, and so that was perfect, so that was easy to fit in, and then, as well, we will
include some evaluation through reflection”
Her video lesson demonstrated how this planning worked out in practice and provoked her students
to think deeply about the topic under consideration.
Clearly, what is prioritized as a curriculum objective for the PYP determines how the units are planned,
what is taught and how it is taught.
8.2.3 Specific Approaches and Mixed Approaches: The teachers in Lotus School were following
several different approaches. They had begun their professional journey with Visible Thinking,
Thinking Routines and Cultures of Thinking. More recently, they had adopted Thinking-Based
Learning (TBL), but they also had a history of using Habits of Mind as well as some of the questioning
and discussion methods from Philosophy for Children. These latter approaches were specifically used
to develop the PYP attitudes rather than for thinking skills.

We were particularly interested in the

teachers’ views and practices on how these combinations, particularly Thinking Routines and ThinkingBased Learning, worked out in the classroom during a lesson.
From the teachers’ responses to direct questions about these combinations, they did not see a
problem and indeed, described the potential benefits of both approaches.
Teacher Louise from Lotus School described her experience:
“I think they support one another more than anything…..because the process of a
Thinking Routine is not so long…compared to a TBL lesson, so that you can actually
incorporate at least one or two thinking routines throughout the TBL lesson, which in the end
helps children develop the lesson in a better way. “
She went on to describe an example of how the routine Think-Pair-Share enhanced a TBL lesson on
parts-whole skillful thinking, through facilitating the children’s discussion in pairs.
Another Lotus School teacher, Lottie, explained how she used the Zoom-In Thinking Routine to prompt
her students to find evidence in relation to skillful prediction during a TBL lesson.
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Lynda, the early years teacher from Lotus, who was very experienced with Thinking Routines made an
additional comment:
“… you might be teaching a full TBL lesson, but in the moment you can use some other tools,
like introducing some thinking routines just to start the thinking – or you can combine - not
even the ones you already planned but (in response to ) what’s happening in the
classroom.”
Our observations from the video lessons confirmed that combining these approaches worked well in
the hands of teachers who were reasonably experienced in both approaches.
In Daffodil School, Visible Thinking, Thinking Routines and developing a Culture of Thinking were the
main theoretical influences on the thinking related classroom practices.

(This school had also

developed extensive processes for observing and documenting children’s thinking which will be
described in a later section, see Section 12.3). With regard to Thinking Routines, teacher Della said
“…this is a really big part of how I teach and the kind of language I use …… I don’t necessarily
have certain thinking routines that I always use, I try to use different ones and to make them
my own”
She went on to describe how the routine See-Think-Wonder could be adapted to Hear-Think- Wonder
or Listen-Think-Wonder or Feel-Think-Wonder, thus linking the development of thinking with learning
about the senses, and emotions.
In relation to developing Thinking Routines with very young children, Diana from Daffodil School, who
taught 3-4 year olds in a bilingual setting, said:
“… at the age of children that I am dealing with, even understanding that they are asking a
question is very hard for some of them. I’m trying to get them to see the difference
between when we look at something and when we talk about it – some of things that we say
are things that we see and some of the things we say are things that we think”
She saw her work as preparing her children for the Thinking Routines they will encounter when they
move to the next stage (pre-K in her school). She described using a modified version of the What’s
Inside Routine through peeling an onion, and moving then to ask the children what they see in pictures
and what is behind the picture (meanings and what the picture represents).
Thinking Routines were also a feature of classroom practice in Magnolia school, where teacher Mollie
taught a video lesson using the Thinking Routine, See-Think-Wonder. Their school had some on-line
training in this approach, though the practice was not widespread. She said she chose it for her video
lesson because it was a preparation for a lesson on observational drawings, and that it fitted well.
For their video lesson design, the teachers in Tulip School followed closely Bloom’s Taxonomy, using
it to guide their students’ thinking through different phases of a lesson, from acquiring knowledge,
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through checking understanding, to application, and later evaluation.

For example, teacher Trisha

said:
“specifically, for this lesson, what I have done is I have used the Bloom’s taxonomy”
Teacher Tracey from the same school explained that:
“at different parts of the lesson I have tried to incorporate different thinking skills……at the
very beginning my main idea was to focus on vocabulary, to focus on acquiring knowledge.
As the lesson went on, we went onto grasping the meaning or comprehending what was
happening, then application.”
Both teachers went on to describe that they also used a variety of other thinking tools to help their
students’ thinking. Teacher Trisha explained how she uses de Bono’s Six Hats to prompt children to
generate the pros and cons in relation to a situation (e.g., investment in technology), asking children
to put on the different coloured hats depending on which mode of thinking they are in - the yellow
hat for positives, the black hat for negatives and so on. She describes how she uses the Six Hats also
during Circle Time to help children express their feelings.
Teacher Trisha from Tulip School makes extensive use of Mind-Maps, explaining:
“at the very beginning when I make a mind map, it helps the children see how much they
know. As they go along and when we make conclusions towards the end of an inquiry, it
helps the children see how much they have learned. So, that’s why I think mind maps help. “
In the lesson video, she demonstrated how mind maps were used with smaller groups of students,
and then how the results of the smaller groups were combined to show a bigger understanding of the
topic for the whole class.

8.3

Key characteristics across approaches and tools

Despite the differences between the approaches that the schools adopted and the variety of thinking
‘tools’ that they used, there are some common features. Further questioning of the teachers about
the other methods that they used to provoke thinking enabled us to see a more complete picture of
what the teachers were doing in their classrooms to help their students to be better thinkers. Here
are some of the more common practices:
Questioning and Prompting Students to Think:

When teachers were asked additional questions

about what methods they used to stimulate thinking, a common response was, not surprisingly, the
importance of questions. Teachers responded about questions with many different phrases:
“questions are so key” (Mollie from Magnolia School),
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“I try very hard to turn things into questions….rather than giving an affirmative answer or a
negative answer, to turn it into a question, let the child figure it out for himself or herself.”
(Martine from Magnolia School)
“even understanding that they are asking a question is hard for them” (Diana from Daffodil
School with reference to 3-4 year olds)
Prompting thinking towards more skillful thinking is central to the TBL approach, for example, using
prompts for skillful parts-whole thinking such as: What are the names of the parts? What would
happen if that part was missing? Then what is the function of the part? How do the parts fit together
to work as a whole? Many of the Thinking Routines are phrased as questions: What makes you say
that? or have questions implied, Think (What do you think?)– Puzzle (What puzzles you about this?) –
Explore (How might you explore it?), See (What do you see?) – Think (What does it make you think
about?) – Wonder(What does it make you wonder about?). Teachers who had this repertoire of
thinking prompts at their fingertips appreciated their power for promoting children’s thinking.
Using Thinking Organizers: Many of the examples that the teachers gave in the interviews can be
classed as thinking organizers – methods to help students create more meaningful patterns to their
thinking. Some of these organizers organize the products of thinking, like mind-maps, while others
organize the processes of thinking like the TBL prompt questions, or graphic organizers, or the thinking
routines.
In the interviews, teachers described an array of visual organizers that they used in their classrooms.
For example, teachers from Lotus School had created a library of visual tools to support the children’s
thinking – cut-out keys of different colours for each of the thinking routines so they would be readily
recognised through repeated use and across grades; cut-out magnifying glasses for the key concepts
to remind students what the ‘bigger’ concept was behind a learning activity.
Teacher Lucy from Lotus School explains:
“we use them since they were in Pre-K. So they are aware of the thinking routines as well.
We use them, we have these keys, and we go and open their minds with the keys, and each
thinking routine has a colour, so the kids, even if they can’t read, they know that the red one
is giving wonder, or the blue one is CSI………when they get to first grade, they really know the
routine. It is a routine, it’s not something we do sporadically.”
Teacher Della from Daffodil explained her use of ‘giant post-it notes” to record children’s thinking,
and modified her approach depending on the size of the group:
“I’ve learnt over the years that it’s great to do things on big posters when you’re working in
groups, if you work on A3, you can copy it and then each child has a copy for
themselves………..So I use the big, kind of giant graphic organizer for maybe a mini lesson but
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try to do more on A3 sheets and have lots of children working together in partners or groups
so that they can get their thinking down.”
During Della’s video lesson, while the children were working in small groups on their investigation
about fractions, they were spontaneously creating a big class poster of Powerful Thinking Words, such
as “evidence”, “discovery”, “organise”, “curiosity”, “concentrate”, “persevere”. These were words
that came up in their inquiry discussions. They had developed an awareness of what an important
thinking word might be and rushed to add a new one to the class poster, pointing out to the rest of
the class that they had just put a new powerful thinking word on the poster (even if the bigger words
were not quite correctly spelt!)
Prompting Metacognitive Thinking: In the interviews the teachers recognised the importance of
metacognitive thinking, though it was sometime referred to a general way as ‘getting them to reflect’.
The teachers in Lotus School made extensive use of the ‘target’ (the graphic device they used to
illustrate the content/thinking objectives for the lesson) as tool to prompt metacognitive thinking,
Teacher Louise said:
“They can go back to the target and know what we are going to be talking about and what
we are going to be doing. Sometimes, they even have questions, even before we start –
which is good for me”
“when we do our lessons we always try to go back to our thinking moves, so that the kids
know exactly what it is and what kind of thinking it is that we are developing;”
Lottie from Lotus School
“We use making thinking visible, which is displaying all the learning processes on the wall, in
a way that the kids can tell their own story. Then they can go back, over time, to their own
thinking, to see how the process of thinking developed through the whole unit”
With regard to making the thinking processes more visible, several Lotus School teachers used the
phrase “the walls that talk” referring to their practice of making thinking and learning processes
accessible for metacognitive evaluation through visual displays and visual artefacts of various kinds.
Metacognition was raised several times as being challenging for some students, particularly younger
ones and second language learners. Some teachers were not daunted by this, saying that “we just
walk them through the steps” (early years’ teacher Lynda from Lotus School). Nevertheless, making
the thinking visible remained a challenge for some teachers, especially when it came to assessing the
thinking, rather than prompting metacognitive reflection. We shall return to this issue in Section 12,
on assessment and progression in thinking, where we will also describe how Daffodil School has
developed a strategy for documenting thinking.
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Group work and collaborative thinking: All the video lessons that we observed included some form
of groupwork, group discussion, or collaborative working on tasks. Teachers spoke enthusiastically
about the benefits of group work, and many reported thinking deeply about how they arranged their
groups – friendship groups, mixed ability groups, mixed language groups in terms of mother tongue,
and, indeed, how membership of groups changed over the course of the school year.
For example, Martine from Magnolia School who taught 10 and 11 year-olds operated a complex
system for creating groups, giving students some freedom of choice as well as prompting them to
become more aware of the need for different members in a group depending on the task, and about
group composition. She explained:
“From day one, I let them choose their seats, and arrange the classroom the way they want
to. About every two weeks we rearrange the classroom and the idea is that they sit there
thinking about how do I work with others? Who complements me? Who doesn’t? Maybe for
this certain unit I need these people and I didn’t need them in the last unit. So really looking
at how we collaborate. Then also I encourage them to try new people. So, if you haven’t
worked with this person before, why don’t you give it a go for two weeks? It’s only two
weeks”
For her younger children (3 and 4 year-olds), Diana from Daffodil school stressed the importance of
learning to participate in a group as a first step. She noted:
“…..develop it slowly, we start with very short circle times, it builds up, and more and more I
am inviting the children in to try and, you know, build themselves into the conversation. The
ones who used to be just the listeners will now be a bit more proactive in the group,
while others will need to sit and try to listen. It’s not easy for them, but I think it is
important that by the end of the year they do understand that that’s an expectation for
them.”
Even with older children, teachers reported strategies for managing their students’ participating and
contributions to class or group discussions. Again, Martine from Magnolia School explained her
strategy using a jar of popsicle sticks with the students’ names on them which she kept on her desk to
monitor individual students’ contributions to discussions:
“I have a jar of popsicle sticks that sits on my desk and I have each of their names written on
it. So I try to refer back to that because I do find myself falling into the trap of kids with their
hands up.”
And she continues:
“especially when we are doing debates – not like a class conversation – but when we are
actually debating like in Socratic type seminar circles, I find that my quieter students will take
a back seat and not talk, so we will use the talking stick and once you’ve had it three times
you’re done, so the onus is then on the others to contribute”

8.4

Summary
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We summarize these results described in Section 8 as pointing to the awareness of all the teachers
and coordinators of the need and importance of creating specific thinking activities for students to
enhance their special PYP learning objectives. But from the teacher interviews and video lessons,
what makes the biggest difference in the approaches to thinking adopted by teachers is whether their
school has identified thinking as a key priority or an explicit curriculum objective, or whether it is
considered important- but no more important- than any other of the transdisciplinary skills. This
difference feeds into how units are planned and how they are taught.
Where thinking is prioritized, the schools largely adopt a more programmatic approach to teaching
thinking, with one school adopting several different programmes for different purposes.

These

schools have expended considerable time, effort and resource into developing their teachers’
professional competence with regard to teaching thinking.
That said, all teachers report a mixture of effective approaches to teaching thinking, showing some
features in common with the key ingredients for deep learning and thinking as outlined in Section 5.
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9

Concluding Comments to Part 3

In Part 3 (Sections 5, 6, 7 and 8), we have tried to do two important things.
We have tried to present a coherent view of the different thinking-related ingredients that are needed
to realize the full potential in achieving the learning objectives of the PYP, and we have matched that
with the perceptions of both coordinators and teachers in a selection of PYP case study schools about
the role of thinking in their classrooms as they try to achieve these learning objectives.
In doing the first of these, we have drawn on the latest learning-related and thinking-related research
(Section 5) and connected this with the latest ideas about classroom practice that can realize these
objectives. And in the second we have drawn upon extensive interviews and supporting material
provided by both teachers and coordinators in a cluster PYP schools worldwide, selected to give a
wide variation in school background variables.
As we have documented in Sections 6, 7, and 8 of Part 3, there are a multiplicity of practices related
to how to bring thinking activities to bear on the fundamental content goals of the PYP. On the up
side, we have found that almost all of the coordinators and teachers recognize the importance of
introducing special thinking activities into the PYP learning process to supplement the broad inquiry
learning approach used in the PYP. But this has led to a wide variety of practices, some developed in
depth, some not. The degree to which thinking activities have been developed and used in a school
seemed to be a function of the degree to which a school treats teaching thinking as a learning
objective.
Nonetheless, we found that almost all the teachers and coordinators that we interviewed had
significant things that they could share with other PYP teachers. This all points to the opportunity for
some cross-fertilization from school to school and teacher to teacher, set in the broader context of
the kind of coordinated and integrated framework for teaching thinking in the PYP that we have
presented. We have developed a series of recommendations to the IB about all of this that we include
in the final section of this report.
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Part 4 Progression in Thinking
10

Progression in Thinking: Research Perspectives

10.1 The Context
We now shift to address Research Question 3:
How are students’ thinking progressions defined in the research literature? (Section 10)
How are thinking progressions represented in current national/school-based primary (elementary)
curricula in various contexts across the globe? (Section 11)
How are students’ thinking progressions defined in PYP school-based practice? (Section 12)
__________________________________________________________________________________
While the PYP guidance on the transdisciplinary curriculum articulates in some detail the different
kinds of curriculum elements (see Table 1), has clear views about the nature of learning
(constructivist), and about the nature of teaching through inquiry approaches, it is virtually silent on
what expectations PYP schools might have about how transdisciplinary skills learning progresses, or
might be progressed, within a unit of inquiry, across units of inquiry or across the primary school years.
In contrast, scope and sequence is outlined for the subject areas (e.g., language, mathematics, social
studies) and age-related expectations about learning outcomes are summarized for these learning
areas but not for the transdisciplinary skills.
In our previous reports we called for a greater alignment between thinking curriculum objectives,
pedagogical practices to promote thinking, and practices to assess thinking. Explicitly including
thinking as a learning outcome across any curriculum raises several questions about the nature of
thinking and its development: For example:
•

What does it mean to say that a learner’s thinking has developed – what does growth in
thinking look like?

•

Can we create developmental continua that would help teachers promote and advance a
learner’s quality of thinking – over a short time span (e.g., a unit of inquiry), or a full school
year, or over the primary school grades?
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•

What performance standards can be reasonably expected from students at any specific stage
in their educational history, for example, at different age/grade levels in a primary curriculum?
Is this a sensible question to ask?

In the previous report, these questions were not directly addressed. In this section we will examine
possible answers to these questions as they are currently being considered in the research and
policy/practice domains and then report the views, experiences and practices of the PYP case study
schools on related questions. Research Question 3 is thus the main focus for the next sections.

10.2 Progression: What Does It Look Like for Thinking?
In this section we distinguish between two different types of progression map. The focus for the first
type is formative assessment and we will call that a developmental continuum. The second type
describes expectations about thinking across the school years, and we will call this an age-related
thinking progression. The use of terminology in the literature is not consistent, with the terms
developmental continuum, thinking progressions, thinking continuum and progress maps being used
to describe both types of progressions. Nevertheless, it is recognised that progress maps differ in their
grain – some zooming in on specific developments over a short time space, and some zooming out to
cover a wider developmental span. To capture this distinction, and for the purposes of clarity in the
report, we will adopt the terminology as outlined at the beginning.
A dictionary meaning of the word ‘progression’ refers to the process of developing over time, with
some continuity or connection implied between what went before and what comes later. When we
talk about progress in thinking, teachers are likely to ask “What does that look like?” But that question
might be too general to answer in a helpful way for teachers. If we ask a more specific question like
“What does a specific type of thinking, for example, problem-solving, look like when it is performed
at different levels of competence”, then the question becomes more manageable. It implies that we
have some underlying model of competent problem-solving and can distinguish a less competent
performance from a more competent one. The answer then becomes more similar to developing
criterion-referenced rubrics that teachers may already be using for other learning domains such as
reading or writing.
Criterion-referenced assessment invites us to specify any performance (including thinking) at different
levels of competence from ‘beginner’ to ‘expert’, at different levels of proficiency or whatever it is
called. These rubrics are normally used summatively to assess current levels of performance on a
task. But if the same rubric is used formatively, in an assessment FOR learning context, then the
different levels of proficiency indicate a growth pattern for that type of thinking –a progress map –
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which can be used as the next steps or direction of development for that child’s learning. Then the
progress map becomes both an instructional goal and a set of success criteria for assessing
achievement. This type of progress map will be called a developmental continuum as its focus is
probably specific to a curriculum task or unit of inquiry and, if used formatively, the time frame for
development will be probably short – within a unit of inquiry or over several units of inquiry. Then a
follow-up question about progress is the degree to which the learner can achieve the expected level
of performance with some prompting (scaffolding in the Vygotsky sense) or whether they are fully
competent and can demonstrate the expected level of performance autonomously on a familiar task
and /or on a novel task. These are all relevant dimensions of progression related to self-regulation
and the ability to transfer their level of competence outside the context in which it was initially
developed and success demonstrated.
Table 10 shows an example of a possible developmental continuum for problem-solving, ranging
across four levels of performance from ‘novice’ to ‘exceeds expectations’. Note that this model of
problem-solving only goes as far as thinking about the problem, generating possible solutions and
their likely effectiveness. This example does not cover the phase of actually implementing a solution
– this would require another set of problem-solving skills, including planning, managing resources,
keeping on track towards the goal, as well as evaluating whether the chosen solution does actually
solve the problem.
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Table 10 Example of a developmental continuum for problem-solving
Standard

Novice

In progress

_______________

Meets
expectations

Exceeds
expectations

Criteria
Identifies,
clarifies and
begins to
represent the
problem

Needs
prompting to
recognize that
there is a
problem

Recognizes there
could be a problem
but vague about
the possible
reasons why

Understands the
reasons for the
problem and
builds a general
picture

Recognizes the nature
of the problem, the
underlying reasons,
and the extent of the
problem and builds an
accurate model
(representation) of
the problem

Asks questions,
collects

Takes given
information for
granted, needs
to be
prompted to
collect more
information

Asks relevant
questions, collects
information some
of which is
incomplete or
inaccurate, is
unsystematic in
approach, needs
some help

Asks relevant
questions, collects
accurate and
complete
information, spots
and eliminates
some irrelevant
information

Collects accurate,
complete and relevant
information, using a
systematic method,
checks the model

Suggests possible
solutions

Makes vague
suggestions
about any
methods to
solve the
problem

Suggests one
plausible method
to solve the
problem, but tends
to rush ahead to
apply that solution,
needs prompting
to hold back

Suggests two or
three appropriate
but fairly obvious
methods that
might solve the
problem

Suggests four or more
methods with some
evidence of creativity
to solve problem,
modifies and/or
combines different
methods

Predicts
consequences of
likely solutions
and evaluates
their likely
effectiveness

Shows little
evidence of
looking ahead
and using
reasoning skills
to evaluate
effectiveness
of solutions

Begins to look
ahead and to see
the likely
consequences of
one or two
methods, makes
some attempt to
evaluate their likely
effectiveness

Predicts likely
consequences and
evaluates the
effectiveness of all
of the solutions,
shows some
understanding of
the problemsolving process,
able to make some
adjustments

Predicts likely
consequences,
evaluates the
effectiveness of all the
solutions, reflects on
the implications,
demonstrates indepth understanding
of problem-solving
process, self-corrects
and looks towards
improvement

information and
checks out the
representation of
the problem

Then there is another focus for the question “What does progress in thinking look like?” in the context
of appropriate expectations for competent thinking across the primary school years (and beyond).
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What are the expectations about competent levels of thinking for early years children, lower primary
schools and upper primary school? The focus for this question invites us to have a more general model
of growing competence, drawing on knowledge of children’s growing cognitive capacities, their
learning and teaching contexts, as well as taking into account the demands of the to-be-learned
curriculum material. The answer to this question may seem, at first sight, to be more similar to the
age-related expectations for subject areas that are already described in the PYP guidance for the
subject areas.

But a word of caution. We will need to be clear what the underlying model of

competence is for progress in thinking across a wider time span, one that recognises both the growing
cognitive capacities of children as well as takes into account their learning and engagement with an
array of different knowledge and skills across any primary curriculum – their growing knowledge base.
Let’s label this type of progression in thinking, “age-related progression in thinking”, because of the
longer time span and cross-curriculum perspective involved, compared to the more specific and time
limited focus of developmental continuum described in the earlier paragraph. In the later sections we
will illustrate and critique ideas of progression that are captured in both types of progress maps. But
before that, we will turn to the theoretical and research literature to critically examine the ideas about
growth and progression in thinking that have been proposed.

10.3 Theoretical and Research Perspectives on Progression in Thinking
In this section we will identify broad perspectives on how cognitive growth can be conceptualized.
The perspectives are drawn from cognitive developmental psychology, from educational theory and
taxonomies of learning objectives, from research on how expertise develops in specific domains, as
well as drawing on more general discussions of learning progressions.

10.3.1 Progression in thinking: Linear models of ‘pure’ thinking
Perhaps the most dominant idea about progression in thinking involves the idea of a shift in the ‘type’
of thinking from a more simple or elementary type to a more advanced or complex type. The most
obvious theory that springs to mind from cognitive developmental psychology is probably Piaget’s
stage-like model of children’s thinking. Piaget formulated a continuum of logical operational thinking,
moving from sensory-motor thinking in infancy, to pre-operational thinking in early childhood, then
through concrete operational thinking in middle childhood, to formal operational thinking in
adolescence and adulthood. Several decades of empirical research have cautioned us about the
validity of this sequence as a basis for considering universal growth in children’s thinking, and even
Piaget himself acknowledged a range of variability over different domains. Nevertheless, there
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remains the view that it might still be of some value. However, Goswami, an eminent British
developmental psychologist, provides an alternative perspective. She summarized the state of current
knowledge on children’s learning and reasoning for the Cambridge Primary Review Trust which was a
major review of research to inform the primary curriculum in England, and concluded:
“Children think and reason largely in the same way as adults, but they lack experience, and are
still developing the ability to think about their own thinking and learning (meta-cognition) and
to regulate their own behavior and interactions. They need diverse experiences in the
classroom to help them develop these self-reflective and self-regulatory skills.” (Goswami,
2015, Cambridge Primary Review Trust, Research Briefing 3)
She goes on to explain that what distinguishes children’s performance from adults’ performance is
prior knowledge (the amount, and organisation of knowledge, available for retrieval from their longterm memories) as well as a their capacity to self-regulate – for example, their ability to hold items of
information in their working memories, to attend to information without distraction, and to inhibit
impulsive responses. She notes that:
“Learning in classrooms can be enhanced by developing metacognitive strategies, selfreflection and inhibitory control in children These skills can be taught”. (Goswami, 2015,
Cambridge Primary Review Trust, Research Briefing 3)
However, many of these research conclusions are not based on curriculum learning in classroom
settings. So there still remains the challenge of how to make what-is-to-be-learned-from-instruction
accessible to children so that they can build up their knowledge base on which to exercise their
powerful reasoning powers. Hence, it continues to be important to use learning materials and
contexts that are meaningful to children, that link to their prior knowledge, to limit the number of
items/dimensions of information presented to them so that their working memories are not
overloaded, and to devise methods to develop their metacognitive strategies helping them to plan
and to inhibit distracting responses. According to Goswami, these are the more likely constraints on
children’s ability to think rather than their powers of reasoning per se. (See Section 5, Vignette#4 for
an example of a teacher prompting the development of metacognitive awareness and metacognitive
strategies.)
The other dominant model about progression in the educational literature is Bloom’s original work
(1956) and subsequent revisions of his taxonomy. While the original purpose of Bloom’s taxonomy
was as a classification system for educational outcomes, it does imply a hierarchy and is often
interpreted as a continuum from lower-order thinking to higher-order thinking, as if a learner needs
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to be able to memorise before they are able to analyse, evaluate, or synthesise. There is no evidence
in the cognitive developmental literature that children’s memory strategies develop before their
reasoning powers, and indeed both seem to be dependent on the development of metacognitive
strategies (Goswami, 2008). In the case of Bloom, if the linear sequence from ‘remembering’ to
‘understanding’ to ‘analysing’….. is taken as developmental continuum, teachers may fail to see that
these cognitive processes are much more likely to interact with one another, for example, with
analysing helping to deepen understanding which in turn is likely to make the material more
memorable and thus more immediately retrievable to a learner for synthesis or making remote
connections.
In terms of planning for teaching and expectations, both of these highly influential models, Piaget and
Bloom, can lead to a serious underestimation of children’s intellectual capacities. This is particularly
true for younger children, when teachers may fail to challenge and stretch younger children’s thinking
because they think that remembering must be more important in the early years over so-called higherorder thinking which should be left for later primary grades or secondary school (or even for higher
education). This is not to forget the importance of developing children’s prior knowledge, but to
recognise that bodies of knowledge in long term memory can be created through a variety of different
cognitive processes.

10.3.2 Progression in thinking: Knowing and thinking
Another model for progression in thinking comes from research on the differences between expert
and novices in specific knowledge and performance domains, such as mathematics, science, history
and sports. The main insight from this research tradition points to the importance of developing ways
of thinking in a specific domain as well as knowledge and concepts: for example, knowing that seeking
evidence for a history project is likely to mean finding corroboration from another source, whereas
seeking evidence in science is more likely to mean testing an experimental hypothesis. While many
of the research examples come from students’ learning in secondary education, post-secondary and
even professional contexts rather than with primary school children, there are emerging patterns
showing general characteristics of growing competence and expertise that are useful in describing an
underlying model of competence that may have application in the primary grades and even for early
years children. Bransford et al., (1996, 2005), in their summary of the current state of knowledge
about how students learn, identified the following general characteristics of emerging expertise
(paraphrased from the executive summary):
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•

Expertise develops from an initial novice stage, through intermediate stages to a more
advanced stage across several dimensions simultaneously and progress can be variable across
those dimensions (e.g., in mathematics and language competence studied at the same time).
In other words, progress is messy. It takes effort, time and practice to stabilise into consistent
patterns of performance.

•

Expertise results from changes in learners’ knowledge structures, their problem-solving and
reasoning strategies as well as their capacity for metacognition and self-regulation.

•

Experts have more integrated knowledge structures whereas novices’ knowledge structures
are more fragmented, pointing to the importance for future learning of prior knowledge and
practice at constructing understandings by making connections between present experience
and prior knowledge.

•

Experts tend to recognise patterns and make connections compared to novices who focus
more on isolated facts.

•

Within their long-term memories, experts tend to have stored the links between concepts and
the conditions under which they might be applied (condition-action links), thus making it
easier for them to apply their knowledge. For novices, the links between the stored
knowledge and the conditions for applying it are more distant.

•

When confronted with a new problem experts tend to build up an understanding of what the
problem is about rather than immediately trying to suggest solutions, compared to novices
who rush for solutions and then have to backtrack to get a better understanding of the
problem.

•

Experts have a better capacity for self-regulation and self-monitoring than novices, for
planning ahead, apportioning time, explaining to themselves in order to improve their
understanding, noting failure to understand and activating background knowledge.

•

Nevertheless, experts have varying levels of flexibility in their approaches to new problems,
they can sometimes be blinded by their existing knowledge and not be able to transfer their
competence outside of their domain. The absence of flexibility in some forms of expert
thinking has led to a distinction being made between more routine forms of expertise and
what Hartanto (1990) called adaptive expertise. As we have pointed out earlier in Section 2,
the concept of adaptive expertise had fed into the Adaptive Competence Model that we
referenced in Sections 2 and 5.
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Compared to the pure thinking perspective on progression, the expertise viewpoint emphases the
interaction between growth in knowledge structures and their organisation (not just amount), and the
influence that has on reasoning and problem-solving, which echoes what we said in Section 5 about
the important role of thinking in developing deeper forms of learning.

Again the growth in

metacognition and self-regulation emerges as important.

10.3.3 Progression in thinking: Insights from research on learning progressions
The term progression in learning covers a much wider range of learnings than is the focus for this
report. Nevertheless, we will draw on that body of knowledge and current educational practice and
see how helpful it might be in grasping some of the fundamental requirements for a thinking
progression.
Research and educational interest in learning progression have been motivated by dissatisfactions
expressed about standards-based grade level descriptions of what students need to learn at each
grade. These have often been critiqued as no more than descriptions of collections of ‘bits of
knowledge and skills’ without much coherence about how they fit together, how their learning might
progress within a grade and how the learning builds up from grade to grade. In contrast, learning
progressions are seen as growth in a complex mix of learners’ knowledge, conceptual understanding
and ways of thinking (thinking skills) in a specific area of learning (the research has mostly been in
mathematics, science and reading). Learning progressions have been defined as “descriptions of the
successively more sophisticated ways of thinking about a topic that can follow one another as children
learn about and investigate a topic over a broad span of time……they are crucially dependent on
instructional practices if they are to occur” (Duschl, Schweingruber & Shouse, 2007).
Borrowing an analogy from a paper written to make research on learning progressions more accessible
to educational practitioners (Achieve, 2015), it is suggested that learning progressions can be
described as formations of stepping stones across a river. One side of the river is where the learner
is currently standing and represents the current level of the learner’s competence in the domain; the
other side is the desired learning goal and the level of competence that the learner wants to achieve.
The stepping stone analogy outlines an array of possible stones that can be used to move the learner
towards the learning goal. Individuals may have a unique travel path to reach the goal, but the
learning progression illuminates those pathways and helps the teacher to understand better how
students can find their way to their learning goal. Learning progressions help teachers identify
commonly travelled pathways. Thus learning progressions provide very important tools for teachers
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to give formative feedback to students and that is why they have assumed such significance in
“assessment for learning” approaches.
The following are some key points from the learning progression literature. They can certainly inform
any content curriculum structure but from our point of view right now they have relevance for likely
thinking progressions (extracted from Achieve, 2015; Duschl et al, 2007; Hermitage, no date; Metz,
2009).
•

Learning progressions provide an opportunity to create a curriculum model more coherent
than a collection of bits of knowledge and skills, showing continuity between earlier and later
stages.

•

Learning progressions need an anchor point and an exit point, as well as intermediate points
but, following the stepping stones analogy, the pathway between these points need not be
linear.

•

Learning progressions involve progress along multiple dimensions. Progress along these
dimensions may not be consistent or even. At the individual level, progression can seem quite
‘wobbly’.

•

Learning progressions may prompt us to rethink what is meant by developmentally
appropriate learning, pointing out that what children are able to achieve may be crucially
dependent on what they have been given the opportunity to learn.

•

Learning progressions are not the same as teaching sequences, though they should help
teachers design teaching sequences and assessment tasks.

•

Learning progressions should be empirically derived from research and observation on how
students acquire competence. Currently, the research gaps are very large and learning
progressions are a mix of research and professional judgement about what constitutes
progress.

•

Learning progressions come in different ‘grain’ sizes – some zooming in on specific
competences in a context over a short time span, and some zooming out on progression, for
example, across the grade levels. (This point has already been made at the beginning of
Section 9.)
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10.3.4 Key points from theoretical and research perspectives on progression in thinking
Section 10.3 has ranged widely across several different areas of research and educational practice.
These are the key points that we consider are likely to be relevant as we go forward.
•

Despite the dominance of linear models of cognitive development, the range of evidence
suggests that progress in school-related thinking may not be as linear as the traditional
cognitive models such as Piaget and Bloom may have suggested, or been interpreted as
suggesting.

•

Development in children’s thinking is likely to depend on changes in their broad cognitive
capacities such as metacognition and self-regulation as much as their precise reasoning
powers, and both of these types of cognition can be taught to young children, as illustrated in
Section 5, Vignette #4 and #5.

•

Often what distinguishes adult thinking from children’s thinking is the wealth of their prior
knowledge as well as their metacognitive and self-regulatory capacities.

•

Progress in children’s thinking can be conceived as the development of adaptive competence
– not dissimilar to the development of the type of adaptive expertise seen in experts who
become accomplished in specific knowledge or performance domains. In Section 5 we
illustrated how this adaptive competence can be prompted and enhanced through
instructional practices that focus on the role of thinking to deepen learning.

•

The educational usefulness of thinking progress maps are exactly the same as the benefits
attributed to learning progression more generally – they provide a thread whereby teachers
can build on what has gone before and prompt what is likely to come next; they help teachers
observe how learners are progressing and give appropriate feedback; as well as developing a
bigger picture with regard to the development of broader 2lst century skills – thinking,
working with others, learning to learn, clear communication, and so on. These broader
learning goals do not usually feature much in age-related expectations or grade descriptions.

11

Thinking Progress Maps: Examples
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The positioning of 21st century skills as important goals for education has led to renewed research
activity around the assessment of thinking skills, as one among several other skills such as
communication, collaboration, and digital literacy. For the purposes of this section, we have selected
two examples from the research/development literature that are relevant to answering the question
‘what does progression in thinking look like’. Both examples make suggestions about a developmental
continuum that might be useful for formative assessment purposes but none speak to the issue of
age-stage related progression across the school years. For that type of progress map, we turn to two
examples of curriculum authorities who have identified thinking as one of the broader learning goals
in their national/state curricula, and have developed progress maps or thinking continuum to help
schools and teachers ‘know what it looks like”, to plan appropriate teaching, and to devise assessment
strategies to evaluate students’ achievements in the light of these newer forms of curriculum learning
and so on.

11.1 Examples of Developmental Continua for Thinking from Research and
Development
The first point to make is there are many published teaching resources available that include examples
of developmental continuum, and are used by teachers and school systems. For example, Greenstein
(2012) includes a wealth of examples of rubrics that can be used as developmental continua for a
range of 2lst century skills, including thinking. While these are extremely useful, they have been
created based entirely on teachers’ professional judgements and it is not always clear what models of
competence underpin the developmental continuum and/or the consistency between different
versions. For this reason, the examples selected for illustration in this section are more researchinformed, deriving from different theories of thinking, although trialled and evaluated by teachers in
classrooms.

11.1.1 Example 1: A developmental continuum for collaborative problem-solving from
ATC21s (2009-2012)
A developmental continuum related to collaborative problem-solving has emerged from the
international research and development project called Assessment and Teaching of 21St Century Skills
(ATC21s). This project was an international research and classroom-based collaboration to devise and
trial assessments for a range of 2lst century skills http://www.atc21s.org/. The project focussed
particularly on collaborative problem-solving in the context of solving complex problems presented as
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interactive computer-based tasks. Collaborative problem-solving was defined as a complex skill
combining both cognitive skills and social skills, see Figure 2.

Figure 2 Model of Collaborative Problem Solving
An example of the developmental progression associated with this model is reproduced in Table 11
to give some indication of what criteria are being used and how they are conceptualised as developing
from a less competent performance to the most competent performance, Level A to Level F. Note that
the progression is quite complex as it is proceeding along two dimensions simultaneously, the
cognitive process of solving the problem and the collaboration nature of the task (distinguished by
italics in Table 11). It should be noted that the progressions from this strand of work are empirical
progressions derived from trialling online problem-solving tasks with students in classroom settings.
http://www.atc21s.org/uploads/3/7/0/0/37007163/collaborative_problem_solving_emprical_progr
essions_v1.1.pdf
This research has led to the creation of online modules for teachers at the Graduate School of
Education, University of Melbourne, to develop their understanding of collaborative problem-solving,
the notion of developmental continua and how they can be used in classrooms for formative
assessment

purposes,

available

from

http://www.atc21s.org/professional-development-

modules.html
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Table 11 A Developmental Continuum for Collaborative Problem-solving,
incorporating both cognitive skills and social skills,
(from Empirical Progressions link at http://www.atc21s.org/).
Level Level Title

Level Description (italics draw attention to the collaborative aspect)

F

Strategic
approach to
problem via
collaborative
process

The student works collaboratively through the problem-solving process
and assumes group responsibility for the success of the collaborative
problem-solving tasks. The student works through the problem
efficiently and systematically using only relevant resources. They tailor
communication, incorporate feedback from their partner and resolve
conflicts

E

Efficient
working
partnership

The student’s actions appear to be well thought out, planned and
purposeful. They identify consequences of their actions and use prior
knowledge to plan their strategies and set goals. Students can adapt
their original thought processes in light of new information. The student
initiates interactions and responds to their partner’s contributions but
may not resolve differences.

D

Cooperative
planning

At this level, the student perseveres in attempting to complete the task
and they appear committed to solving the problem together. They share
resources and the student recognises patterns across pieces of
information. They explore the task systematically, make plans and set
focused goals. Students have an awareness of their partner’s
performance on the tasks and can comment on their own performance.
Students at this level can complete simple tasks successfully.

C

Awareness
of partner
and directed
effort

The student recognises their partner’s role and the importance of
working together to solve the problem. They realise they do not have all
the necessary information and begin to share resources and information
with their partner. They report their own activities and help their partner
to understand the task.

B

Investigating
the problem

The student actively participates in familiar tasks but largely
independently. Interaction with their partner is limited only to when it is
necessary for completing a task. The student tests out theories to solve
the problem, using only available information and setting very broad
goals.

A

Independent
inefficient
exploration

The student explores the problem independently only communicating
with their partner at the beginning of a task. Their approach is
unsystematic and focussing only on isolated pieces of information
resulting in a lack of progress through the task.

Note how this speaks to some of the issues raised in Section 5 about how teachers can make
collaborative groups really collaborative.
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11.1.2 Example 2 A developmental continuum the Creative Dispositions for OECD project
(2013)
This developmental continuum was produced as a prototype to be trialled in schools for usefulness as
a formative assessment tool and for its usability and the clarity of the language being used (Lucas,
Claxton & Spencer, 2013). It was commissioned by the OECD’s Centre for Educational Research and
Innovation (CERI) in 2011. From an extensive review of the research literature, consultations with
practitioners and an expert panel, the authors constructed what they called the Five Creative
Dispositions Model, consisting of inquisitiveness, being persistent, being imaginative, working
collaboratively, and being disciplined. Each of the five creative dispositions has sub-domains (e.g.,
inquisitiveness was broken into: wondering and questioning; exploring and investigating; and
challenging assumptions) resulting in 15 sub-domains which was quite complex. However, the
pictorial representation of the model made it considerably easier for teachers to use. For the trial in
schools, the model was presented to the teachers as a wheel with each domain/subdomain being
represented as spokes in the wheel. Teacher were then invited to rate the children’s dispositions
along a four point scale ranging from Awakening (very little) through to Adept (a lot/is a role model),
see Figure 3. In order to arrive at a judgement on the four point scale, the teacher was asked to decide,
for each sub-domain or habit, if the child showed the disposition: strongly; in breadth (over a range of
contexts); and with depth (subsequently called confidence).
Figure 3 Developmental Continua for the Five Creative Dispositions Model
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From the initial trials in schools, teachers reported that they were able to use it and that it captured
important dimensions of children’s creative dispositions and creative behaviors. Without commenting
on the details of the model, we think that the pictorial representation offers possibilities for how the
PYP transdisciplinary skills, PYP attitudes or IB Learner Profile Attributes could be presented in a more
holistic way for teachers and students. Again it should be noted that this continuum does not claim
to be an age-related progression tool but should be used for formative assessment across a shorter
time span.

11.2

Examples of Age-Related Thinking Progression Maps from National/
State Curricula

As a response to 2lst century learning challenges, many nations/states/school systems are now
concerned to explicitly include broader learning goals related to critical and creative thinking,
problem-solving, and communication in their curriculum frameworks. The broader learning goals are
usually conceived in terms of cross-curricular or overarching goals that go beyond traditional subject
knowledge and skills. They are variously referred to as key competences or competencies, key skills,
personal capacities, personal capabilities, thinking skills, or some combination. They have been
classified as falling into three categories – cognitive, interpersonal, and intrapersonal, and some
frameworks tend also to include the new literacies such as digital literacies, as well as a wide range of
other important goals for education, such as ethical understanding, civic awareness and so on. While
some countries (e.g., New Zealand) have simply identified a range of such key competencies, other
nations/states have created age/grade-related progression maps outlining expected milestones.

11.2.1 Example 1: Northern Ireland Curriculum Thinking Skills and Personal Capabilities
Framework
The Northern Ireland curriculum includes a Thinking Skills and Personal Capabilities Framework,
which became a statutory requirement in 2007 for all school children from age 4 to 14 years of age
who attend schools in Northern Ireland. One of the research team (Carol McGuinness) was involved
in its development. The Framework consists of five strands: Managing Information; Thinking,
Problem-Solving and Decision-Making; Being Creative; Working with Others; and SelfManagement. These strands are very similar to those included in the PYP Transdisciplinary
Framework. Full details are available at
http://www.nicurriculum.org.uk/docs/skills_and_capabilities/training/TSPC-Guidance-KS12.pdf
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The pedagogical approach advised by the Curriculum Council was that the thinking skills were to be
explicitly taught using the infusion methodology as illustrated in Section 5 of this report, and
considerable resources were created and made available to Northern Ireland Schools through the
council’s website (see Gallagher et al., 2012 for a comparison of how these types of frameworks were
launched in Northern Ireland, compared to New Zealand and Israel). Guidance on metacognitive
thinking is included in these resources.
Progress maps were designed from Foundation Phase (early years); to Key Stage 1 (lower primary); to
Key Stage 2 (upper primary), to Key Stage 3 (lower secondary). Table 12 shows in some detail how
the progression is laid out for the Thinking, Problem-Solving and Decision-Making strand, which can
be broken into Analysis, Critical Thinking, Problem-Solving and Decision-Making. Creative Thinking
in the Framework belongs to the Being Creative Strand. Note how the same types of thinking are
repeated at each stage but with increasing depth/breath reflecting the changing curricular demands
and more extensive knowledge bases acquired as the learners move through the primary grades. Even
the younger children are expected to engage with all the different types of thinking in a skillful way.
The progression model assumes that, at each stage, children are expected to be supported/scaffolded
at the beginning of the stage but then achieve a level of self-regulation before shifting to the next
stage, where they are likely to encounter more complex curricular demands and may well require
additional scaffolding, before they achieve a new state of self-regulation and so on. The important
point is that self-regulation is a spiralling goal throughout the stages of primary schooling and not
something to be achieved only at the end of the primary grades, as might be expected in a more linear
developmental model. Note in the final column that there are suggestions about the likely thinking
skill lessons that would advance the students’ thinking in appropriate ways.
This is NOT an empirical progression but rather one that is informed by general principles to be found
in the research literature, rather than a progression which has been empirically validated.
Full details are available at
http://www.nicurriculum.org.uk/docs/skills_and_capabilities/training/TSPC-Guidance-KS12.pdf
Age-related progress maps for all fives strands of the NI Framework can also be found at this web
address.
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Table 12 Northern Ireland Curriculum: Thinking, Problem-solving and Decision Making Progress Map
The purpose of this strand is to engage pupils in active learning, so they can go beyond the mere recall of factual information and the routine application of
procedures. Pupils need to be explicitly prompted to engage with a range of different kinds of thinking in a range of contexts so that they can deepen their
understanding of curricular topics, be more critical of evidence, think more flexibly, be able to solve problems and make reasoned judgements and decisions
rather than jumping to immediate conclusions. As they progress, pupils will become more adept at managing their own learning, transferring their use of
thinking skills across the curriculum as well as into their everyday lives.

and Decision-Making

Type of
Thinking

From Foundation Stage
4-6 years (2 grades)

To Key Stage 1
6-8 years (2 grades)

To Key Stage 2
8-11 years (3 grades)

(Building
prior
knowledge )

Makes close
observations and
provides descriptions of
what they notice

Shows understanding by
organizing and
summarizing information

Uses memory strategies
to deepen understanding
and comprehension and
builds knowledge bases

ANALYSIS
Seeing
patterns and
relationships

Structures experiences
and stories
Identifies parts and
wholes

Identifies parts and
wholes

Sequences and orders
events and information

Sequences, orders and
ranks along different
dimensions

Begins to sort, group
and classify information,
objects and events,
noting similarities and
differences

Identifies similarities and
differences, makes
comparisons, and makes
connections

Identifies and orders
patterns through a range
of strategies - parts/whole
analysis, grouping,
classifying and
reclassifying

To Key Stage 3
11-14 years (3 grades)

Generates deep
interpretations
and new ideas through
comparing and contrasting
and using other strategies

Likely Thinking
Skills/Lesson Plans

Parts/whole
Sequencing
Ranking
Compare and contrast
Classification
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Pointers for Progression: From describing patterns/characteristics to explaining relationships, then interrelationships between a
number of variables/factors. Developing a desire to explore the parts and functions of things, to seek connections and
explanations with the purpose of deepening understanding of curricular topics.

CRITICAL
THINKING
Developing
lines of
reasoning

Examining
evidence

Makes simple
predictions and sees
possibilities

Gives reasons and
explains them

Begins to test
predictions and looks for
evidence

Explains methods,
reasons, choices

Makes and tests predictions,
examines evidence, makes
links between cause and effect

Develops an argument and
decides if conclusions
support an idea

Discriminates between fact
and opinion

Poses questions about
reliability of evidence and
reaching conclusions

Questions reliability of
evidence

Spots biases and errors in
arguments
Draws generalizations

Reasons and
Conclusions
Making predictions
Cause and effect
Reliability of evidence
Fact and opinion
Examining bias
Developing an
argument
Sampling and
generalization

Pointers for Progression: From giving reasons/opinions, to explaining reasons/opinions to addressing counter-arguments. From
making predictions and finding evidence, to identifying causes, to explaining them, weighing them up and offering valid conclusions.
Developing an ability to weigh and assess reasons, to build complex conceptualisations. Developing an alertness for the need for
evidence and to demand justification.

CRITICAL
THINKING
Seeing
multiple
perspectives

Explains own point of
view

Sees more than one point of
view

Understands and explores
more than one point of
view

Seeks out and critically
analyses a range of
viewpoints and
interpretations

Circle of viewpoints
Debates
Weighing up the pros
and cons of different
viewpoints
Examining common
ground
Reconciling points of
view
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Pointers for Progression: From showing awareness of another perspective, to empathising with different viewpoints, to weighing up
viewpoints and gaining insight as to why they are held, critically analysing them and drawing own conclusions. Developing the
tendency to explore, value and evaluate alternative views, being open-minded.

PROBLEMSOLVING
DECISIONMAKING
Solving
Problems

Making
Decisions

Is systematic and works
through the stages in a task
Sees possibilities/
options and follows up
the consequences

Suggests solutions to
problems and tries them out

Generates options and
makes decisions

Clarifies the nature of the
problem or the decision
Tries alternative problem
solutions and approaches

Clarifies and builds up a
representation of the
problem/decision context
Predicts consequences

Evaluates solutions and
sees what worked

Examines pros and cons,
and evaluates outcomes

Examines options and
weighs pros and cons

Uses a range of problemsolving methods and
evaluate solutions
Refines and modifies
methods and ideas
Evaluates and reflects on
outcomes

Problem-solving
Identifying the problem to
be solved
Generating possible
solutions
Making predictions about
likely consequences
different solutions
Weighing up the pros and
cons of alternatives
Recognizing real world
constraints
Planning and implementing
proposed solutions in real
time
Decision-Making
Identifying why the decision
needs to be made
Generating possible options
Making predictions about
the likely consequences of
different options
Weighing up pros and cos
Deciding on a course of
action
Reviewing short-term and
long term consequences of
decisions

Pointers for Progression: From accepting the problems as already defined towards clarifying what the problem is, and building a
better representation of the problem. Moving toward more systematic methods of decision-making/problem-solving to include a
wider range of options/possible solutions. Developing the ability to generate and evaluate multiple options and solutions, to create,
refine and modify solutions.
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11.2.2 Example 2 Victoria (Australia) Curriculum Thinking Framework
In 2013, Australia adopted a cross-curricular General Capabilities Framework, with seven capabilities,
including Critical and Creative Thinking. The other six are Literacy, Numeracy, ICT Competence, Ethical
Behaviour, Personal and Social Competence, and Intercultural Understanding. Learning continua have
been developed to map the essential skills and capabilities expected at particular points in school from
Foundation to Level 10 in the Australian school system. The implementation of this framework is at a
very early stage.
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/generalcapabilities/critical-and-creativethinking/introduction/introduction
Each Australian state is mandated to adopt the framework but it can be customized at the state level,
especially by those states that previously had a Thinking Framework, e.g., the State of Victoria. For
these reasons, we have chosen to use the new Victorian Curriculum Thinking Continuum as an
example, as it does have some distinctive features, see below.
Three strands have been identified as the basis for the continuum: Questions and Possibilities
(covering information-seeking and generative/creative thinking); Reasoning (critical thinking); and
Metacognition (defined largely as reflection and learning strategies). Thinking continua (age-related
progress maps) have been mapped for these strands from Foundation to Level 10, see Table 13 below.
Note that the progress maps contain both descriptions of types of thinking (inductive, deductive) as
well as tools for thinking (e.g., visualisation, note-taking) which could cause some confusion.
A distinctive feature of this framework is that ‘achievement standards’ for thinking have been
articulated for particular points across the all grades. Overall, it is not clear what the model of thinking
competence that underpins this thinking continuum is, or the research base that has informed its
development. It certainly is not an empirical progression, as far as we can find out, though that is not
surprising for age-related progression maps of this kind. Nevertheless, it does illustrate what a fully
developed age-related progression map with associated achievement standards might eventually look
like.

Table 13 Victorian Curriculum: Critical and Creative Thinking: Foundation-Level 10
http://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/critical-and-creative-thinking/introduction/rationale-andaims
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Foundation to Level 2

Levels 3 and 4

Levels 5 and 6

Levels 7 and 8

Levels 9 and 10

Questions and Possibilities
Identify, describe and use different
kinds of question stems to gather
information and ideas

Construct and use open and
closed questions for different
purposes

Examine how different kinds of
questions can be used to
identify and clarify information,
ideas and possibilities

Consider how to approach and use
questions that have different
elements, including factual,
temporal and conceptual elements

Investigate the characteristics of
effective questions in different
contexts to examine information
and test possibilities

Consider personal reactions to
situations or problems and how
these reactions may influence
thinking

Explore reactions to a given
situation or problem and
consider the effect of preestablished preferences

Experiment with alternative
ideas and actions by setting
preconceptions to one side

Suspend judgements temporarily
and consider how preconceptions
may limit ideas and alternatives

Suspend judgements to allow new
possibilities to emerge and
investigate how this can broaden
ideas and solutions

Make simple modifications to
known ideas and routine solutions
to generate some different ideas
and possibilities

Investigate different techniques
to sort facts and extend known
ideas to generate novel and
imaginative ideas

Identify and form links and
patterns from multiple
information sources to
generate non-routine ideas and
possibilities

Synthesise information from
multiple sources and use lateral
thinking techniques to draw
parallels between known and new
solutions and ideas when creating
original proposals and artefacts

Challenge previously held
assumptions and create new links,
proposals and artefacts by
investigating ideas that provoke
shifts in perspectives and cross
boundaries to generate ideas and
solutions

Examine and use the structure
of a basic argument, with an
aim, reasons and conclusion to
present a point of view

Investigate common reasoning
errors including contradiction
and inconsistency, and the
influence of context

Examine common reasoning errors
including circular arguments and
cause and effect fallacies

Examine a range of rhetorical
devices and reasoning errors,
including false dichotomies and
begging the question

Distinguish between main and
peripheral ideas in own and
others information and points
of view

Consider the importance of
giving reasons and evidence
and how the strength of these
can be evaluated

Investigate the difference between
a description, an explanation and a
correlation and scepticism about
cause and effect

Examine how to identify and
analyse suppressed premises and
assumptions

Reasoning
Examine words that show reasons
and words that show conclusions

Compare and contrast information
and ideas in own and others
reasoning
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Consider how reasons and
examples are used to support a
point of view and illustrate
meaning

Investigate why and when the
consequences of a point of
view should be considered

Consider when analogies might
be used in expressing a point of
view and how they should be
expressed and evaluated

Investigate when counter examples
might be used in expressing a point
of view

Investigate the nature and use of
counter examples structured as
arguments

Identify and use ‘If, then…’ and
‘what if…’ reasoning

Examine the difference
between valid and sound
arguments and between
inductive and deductive
reasoning, and their degrees of
certainty

Consider how to settle matters of
fact and matters of value and the
degree of confidence in the
conclusions

Consider ambiguity and
equivocation and how they affect
the strength of arguments

Explore distinctions when
organising and sorting
information and ideas from a
range of sources

Explore what a criterion is,
different kinds of criteria, and
how to select appropriate
criteria for the purposes of
filtering information and ideas

Examine how to select appropriate
criteria and how criteria are used in
clarifying and challenging
arguments and ideas

Investigate use of additional or
refined criteria when application of
original criteria does not produce a
clear conclusion

Meta-Cognition
Consider ways to express and
describe thinking activity, including
the expression of feelings about
learning, both to others and self

Consider concrete and pictorial
models to facilitate thinking,
including a range of
visualisation strategies

Investigate thinking processes
using visual models and
language strategies

Consider a range of strategies to
represent ideas and explain and
justify thinking processes to others

Critically examine their own and
others thinking processes and
discuss factors that influence
thinking, including cognitive biases

Explore some learning strategies,
including planning, repetition,
rewording, memorisation, and use
of mnemonics

Examine an increased range of
learning strategies, including
visualisation, note-taking, peer
instruction and incubation, and
reflect on how these can be
applied to different tasks to
reach a goal

Examine learning strategies,
including constructing
analogies, visualising ideas,
summarising and paraphrasing
information and reflect on the
application of these strategies
in different situations

Examine a range of learning
strategies and how to select
strategies that best meet the
requirements of a task

Investigate how the use of a range
of learning strategies can be
monitored, evaluated and redirected as necessary

Investigate ways to problem-solve,
using egocentric and experiential
language

Investigate a range of problemsolving strategies, including
brainstorming, identifying,
comparing and selecting

Investigate how ideas and
problems can be disaggregated
into smaller elements or ideas,
how criteria can be used to

Consider how problems can be
segmented into discrete stages,
new knowledge synthesised during
problem-solving and criteria used

Investigate the kind of criteria that
can be used to rationally evaluate
the quality of ideas and proposals,
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options, and developing and
testing hypotheses

identify gaps in existing
knowledge, and assess and test
ideas and proposals

to assess emerging ideas and
proposals

including the qualities of viability
and workability

By the end of Level 4, students
explain how to construct open
and closed questions and use
them for different purposes.
Students select and apply
techniques to generate a range
of ideas that extend how
problems are solved.

By the end of Level 6, students
apply questioning as a tool to
focus or expand thinking. They
use appropriate techniques to
copy, borrow and compare
aspects of existing solutions in
order to identify relationships
and apply these to new
situations.

By the end of Level 8, students
prioritise the elements of a
question and justify their selection.
Students demonstrate flexibility in
thinking by using a range of
techniques in order to repurpose
existing ideas or solutions to meet
needs in new contexts.

By the end of Level 10, students
construct and evaluate questions,
including their own, for their
effectiveness. They demonstrate a
willingness to shift their
perspective when generating ideas,
resulting in new ways of perceiving
solutions.

Students explain different ways to
settle matters of fact and matters
of value and issues concerned with
these. They explain and apply a
range of techniques to test the
strength of arguments.

Students structure complex valid
arguments. They explain and apply
a range of techniques to test
validity within and between
arguments.

Achievement Standard
By the end of Level 2, students use
and give examples of different
kinds of questions. Students
generate ideas that are new to
them and make choices after
considering personal preferences.
Students identify words that
indicate components of a point of
view. They use reasons and
examples for different purposes.
Students express and describe
thinking activity. They practice
some learning strategies. Students
demonstrate and articulate some
problem-solving approaches.

Students describe and structure
arguments with clearly
identified aims, premises and
conclusions. They use and
explain a range of strategies to
develop their arguments. They
identify the need to make
distinctions and apply
strategies to make these.
Students use concrete and
pictorial models to facilitate
thinking, including a range of
visualisation strategies. They
practice and apply an increased
range of learning strategies,
including visualisation, notetaking, peer instruction and
incubation. Students select and
apply a range of problemsolving strategies.

Students distinguish between
valid and sound arguments and
between deductive and
inductive reasoning. They
explain how reasons and
evidence can be evaluated.
They explain and apply basic
techniques to construct valid
arguments and test the
strength of arguments.
Students represent thinking
processes using visual models
and language. They practice
and apply learning strategies,
including constructing
analogies, visualising ideas,
summarising and paraphrasing
information. Students
disaggregate ideas and
problems into smaller elements
or ideas, develop criteria to
assess and test thinking, and

Students use a range of strategies
to represent ideas and explain and
justify thinking processes to others.
They evaluate the effectiveness of
a range of learning strategies and
select strategies that best meet the
requirements of a task. Students
independently segment problems
into discrete stages, synthesise
new knowledge at intermediate
stages during problem-solving and
develop and apply criteria to assess
ideas, proposals and emerging
thinking.
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identify and seek out new
relevant information as
required.
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11.3 Key Points about Examples of Progress Maps
Section 10 has ranged across a variety of sources to identify different kinds of progress maps which
have been created for different purposes, and with varying degrees of theoretical and research
underpinnings. Key points of relevance for the PYP review are:
•

Although there are many progress maps for different types of thinking available in the
educational literature, very few are based on explicit and/or research–informed models of
growing competence in thinking, or have been empirically validated. At best, they are first
approximations or a first step. As indicated earlier, this is also true for learning progressions
in other domains. This is not to deny their usefulness but only to admit that considerable
research and development work on thinking progressions remains to be completed.

•

We pointed to examples of research informed developmental continua on problem solving
and on creative thinking dispositions, which shows that the research/practice thinking
communities recognize that there is a big gap to be filled here.

•

There is certainly an opportunity for the PYP to be more proactive in articulating expected
progress in different modes of thinking related to even the current PYP Thinking Skills
Framework, to help PYP teachers have a clearer understanding of what progression in thinking
looks like, at least for formative assessment purposes.

•

As broader learning goals, such as thinking skills, gain prominence in national/state curricula,
curriculum authorities are beginning to create age/grade-related thinking progressions. For
the most part, these currently exist as guides for teachers to prompt them to design more
thinking-focused teaching activities and to create expectations and ‘pictures of progress’ for
schools and teachers as they go about designing relevant assessment activities, which is
probably the best description of the intentions behind the Northern Ireland Thinking Skills and
Personal Capabilities Framework.

But, in addition, the Victorian Curriculum Thinking

Curriculum has gone one step further and includes an explicit statement about expected
achievement standards at various grades at school.
•

The PYP, with its worldwide network of schools following a common curriculum framework,
may be in a unique position to begin to develop age/grade-related expectations about the
development of thinking which would put it at the frontiers of development in this domain.
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12

Findings from the Case Studies: Progression, Research
Question 3

12. 1 Introduction
This section will report and interpret the views and practices of PYP case study schools through the
information gleaned from the interviews with PYP coordinators and teachers as well as from the
documentary evidence about progress maps, continua or other assessment tools that were
electronically forwarded to the research team.
Essentially, two domains of questions in the interview schedule elicited information about progression
in thinking. The first was a direct question: “Does your school have expectations about how the
students’ thinking should develop over time? For example, in lower primary classes vs upper primary,
with younger children vs older children ………….. ?” Answers to this question will be interpreted in the
light of issues outlined earlier with regard to progression in thinking over the primary school years in
age-related progress maps. The second line of questioning that elicited information on progression
came from questions about the assessment of thinking skills, asking teachers what improvements they
expect in children’s thinking within a unit of inquiry or a school years, and what assessment strategies
or tools they might use to give feedback to students. Answers to this question were interpreted in
the light of issues outlined with regard to developmental continuum and their use in formative
assessment.

12.2 Age-related Progress Maps: Views and Practices
There were different understandings expressed about nature of these kinds of progress maps, as well
as some degree of caution about the implications of creating them. The main question from the case
study schools was: ‘What would progression of this kind look like”?

Only two schools reported

creating such documents, one was a public school where a thinking skills framework was about to
become mandatory, and a continuum related to various dimensions of thinking had been created at
the level of the state curriculum (Carnation School). The other school was a private school selected as
a case study school because of its ongoing development work related to thinking skills (Lotus School).
These progress maps will be described in more detail later. Whether documented or not, PYP
coordinators and teachers held implicit views about the likely nature of progression in thinking,
ranging from linear progression models not unlike a Bloom-type sequence to models that were more
spiral and multidimensional. While there may not have been documents outlining these expectations,
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these implicit views and expectations influenced the teachers’ planning, as well as their teaching and
assessment practices.
A Cautious Welcome: Schools who were not currently engaged in this kind of mapping welcomed
the possibility, even if they were not yet clear about what it would look like. For example, PYP
Coordinator Teresa from Tulip School, readily acknowledged that they do not have ‘thinking-by- itself’
expectations in any of their curriculum overviews, thought she would be interested in exploring this
further. This school did make extensive use of rubrics for self-assessment and the teachers were
clearly familiar with continua and could see their value in other domains, such as writing.
“We do have a curriculum overview for the subject areas and we look at how we can build
and facilitate thinking in these areas. But, as opposed to just thinking by itself, no, we
haven’t done that so far. But we would look at working on it because it’s interesting just to
see what are the expectations, keeping age groups in mind. “
And while Daffodil School had a very well developed philosophy about teaching thinking, and
comprehensive classroom practices related to thinking routines and cultures of thinking, they had not
worked up progress maps of this kind. Their PYP coordinator Dorothy said:
“And the answer to that (question) really is no, we don’t. What we have not developed, we
have not put into place, is any continuum of development of thinking skills. We have not
created that. And that isn’t to say that it wouldn’t be interesting to have that. But we just
haven’t gone that far. “
Magnolia School had been doing developmental work on key concepts and had put a lot of their recent
professional learning effort in that direction rather than focus directly on thinking skills. Their PYP
coordinator Michelle explained:
“…..we don't have any written document to track those thinking skills .……….what does
synthesis look like at different age groups. No, we definitely don't have anything like that. You
know, it's a bit hard to know what it would be like.”
By the end of the interview, when asked what additional guidance she would like from the IB on any
topic, and referring back to the earlier part of the interview about age-related expectations, she
concluded:
“I think it would be really helpful to have a framework, even if it were just a suggested one,
that we could then adapt………..that really is like a continuum of approaches to learning.”
PYP coordinator Oliver from Orchid School was the only one to articulate the possible disadvantages
of these kinds of maps, worried about the underlying model of progression that they might
encapsulate and that they might encourage a tick-box approach to children’s learning, in conflict with
the more holistic, inquiry-based approach.
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“my only comment is that, you know, thinking is really challenging and sometimes it doesn’t
fit into nice little boxes and a sequential sort of pattern ………..we’ve got to be careful what
we ask for because we may not like what we get. So, you know, I’d hate to get to (a situation
where), you have to do this and then this and this and then this type of thinking. “
What does it look like? When the coordinators and teachers began to elaborate on their views about
progression it became clear that their implicit idea was that growth in thinking did not follow a linear
path. It could be characterised “Not really linear – more like repeating- but ….”, coordinator Oliver
from Orchid School, who was worried about the implied linearity of progress maps, went on to say:
“…if you’re a grade 1 and you’re studying the community and people who help us, you may
use (a certain kind of) thinking. But if you’re in year 6 and you’re studying about sustainability
and pollution or whatever, you may need to do that kind of thinking again. So it’s not just a
done once – check – it’s constantly revisited………………”
Coordinator Michelle from Magnolia School also struggled with the same idea of whether a linear view
from lower to higher-order thinking implied in the Bloom-like PYP thinking skills framework was
appropriate.
“Sometimes I think - something like making inferences you know - and some people say, “Oh
that's a higher level thinking skill,” but I taught early childhood and I know they can make
inferences …………………………., because often they're doing that higher thinking, like they're
doing metacognition, they're thinking about their thinking but at an easy level. I don't know
how you would describe what that would look like.”
Coordinator Laura from Lotus School, who were already involved in some age/grade-related mapping
of thinking, was more confident she knew what is looked like, even if she would like to understand it
in more detail. She said:
“One of the things that we know is that everything can have a junior version, so we work on
this junior version……..we know what the thinking skills are but we relate them to the stage of
maturity of the classes that we have here, of the different ages. So that’s what we’re doing
right now but it would be a good idea to see exactly how it might work in more detail…………….”
But there were still concerns that some forms of thinking are more appropriate for the older children.
Teacher Martine who teaches 10-11 year olds in Magnolia School, explains how curriculum planning
contains implicit views about thinking progression. She says:
“We have a curriculum map for the year level and so that helps us look at what we’re planning
for the year. I guess, within there, we are thinking about, well, when they come to us they’re
really fourth graders and so we’re not going to start with metacognition and dialectical
thought. We’re going to start with just, you know, how do you find knowledge and how do you
comprehend it? I think that, in that sense, when we are planning we are thinking about that
progression of the students as well. So, you know, we’re going to meet them here, start here,
and by the end of the year we’re going to push them all the way to this.”
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A similar view is expressed by teacher Trisha from Tulip School when she describes her expectations
for younger children’s thinking compared to the older children that she teaches:
“…..so whatever we have taught them (referring to the younger children), they usually come
up with the same thing. But where I am teaching, at the age group of ten and eleven, is where
they’re moving from childhood to adulthood and this is when they have a major change in their
feelings, their emotions, the way of thinking or their perspectives. This phase is when we want
them to do the critical thinking and put up their own opinion and give reasons. So this is a little
different from what an age group of two or three year olds would do………”
More generally, coordinator Carla from Carnation School explains how having a progression map for
thinking – a thinking continuum as she calls it – in their state curriculum has helped her teachers
understand in a more developmental way about what thinking looks like across the primary school
years, with the potential to shape their planning and classroom practice. She explains:
“I think because they look at thinking processes on a continuum through the (name of state)
curriculum, it’s now helping teachers have a better understanding of what it may look like at
a particular age level, which then informs their planning, and goes ok, if it’s got to look like
this, then I need to be looking at teaching this, or providing these resources, or having this kind
of discussion. So I think, in some ways, it has actually helped our teachers a lot.”
The language to talk about thinking needs to be age-appropriate: One issue that was raised by
several co-ordinators and teachers related to progression, was how important it was to get the
language for talking about thinking right, in the sense of making the opportunities for thinking in more
sophisticated ways (however defined) more accessible to children of different ages.

Although,

Daffodil school did not have a document outlining age-related expectations about thinking, it had
many ideas of age-related progression implied in the school’s practices. For example, coordinator
Dorothy from Daffodil School said:
“We certainly use some of the PYP language when talking about thinking skills in the classroom
– certainly by Grade 4 and 5 we want students to understand these terms. But we modify it in
the lower grades especially in Early Years. “
Dorothy forwarded this grid electronically to show how they modified the PYP thinking skills language
for younger children (Table 14).

Table 14 Modification of PYP language for younger children in Daffodil School
Acquisition of

Learning new knowledge
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Comprehension

developing an understanding (so that students understand the on-going and
ever changing nature of our understanding)

Application

taking action to apply our learning

Analysis

looking at the parts and wholes of a situation/object

Synthesis

making connections and bringing ideas together

Evaluation

drawing conclusions and making decisions

Dialectical thought

being open-minded to different perspectives and points of view

Metacognition

thinking about how one thinks and learns

Referring specifically to the issue of language and thinking routines with younger children, Dorothy
went on to say:
“…that’s very important of course for all of the early years’ classes. The routines, some of them
(the teachers) use the routines but they have to modify the language and the steps that they
take, of course.”
The word ‘metacognition’, as well as the process of ‘thinking about thinking’, was raised several times
as presenting a likely challenge for teachers and students. Teacher Lottie, in Lotus school, who teaches
9 and 10 year-olds, makes this comment about metacognition and how she makes the language for
talking about thinking more accessible so that children know more directly what it is they need to
think about. For clarity when reading the quotation – in this class, a type of thinking is identified as
part of the objective of the lesson and is called the target. She says:
“Metacognition itself is a big word ……………not that they're not able to understand it, but I
don't like to overcomplicate things for my kids…..I know I'm doing a little bit of metacognition
there with them (referring to the video) but I'm using language they're already familiar with,
I'm using language that was in the objective. I'm going back to the objective and this is the
reason why the target is so useful and so important.”
She also made reference to children who are not being taught in their mother tongue.
“But if I start using big words, that they might not be able to understand in their language, let
alone in English, it's just not going to happen, you know. So I think that's the main reason why
metacognition is sometimes so hard for them, because we have this big question with big
words and it’s like, okay, say it again but in a way I can understand. You can see it in their
faces, you know, they got like a question mark face, like what? No, I don't like to see that on
my kids.”
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So even if the growth model is one of revisiting different types of thinking in new, and presumably
more demanding, contexts across the primary years, there is still a challenge in making the language
of thinking accessible to children of different ages and linguistic backgrounds.
Self-regulation as a key feature of what progression looks like: Two case study schools had worked
on creating age/grade-related progress maps. They were very different from one another in their
content. One was more specifically about thinking skills or thinking moves (Appendix E) while the
focus for the other was the development of a disposition for thinking independently (Appendix F). The
key common feature was that the underlying model of growing competency was from a performance
that was highly supported or scaffolded, towards increasing autonomy in the performance, from
other-regulation to self-regulation.
Example 1: Lotus School has worked with Thinking Routines and Thinking Moves from Project Zero’s
Visible Thinking programme. In their book, Making Thinking Visible, Ritchhart et al. (2011) have
grouped Thinking Routines/Thinking Moves into pairs showing the type of thinking (the Thinking
Move) that might be best prompted by a specific Thinking Routine. For example, See-Think-Wonder
is paired with Description-Inference-Wonder; I-Used-to-Think is paired with Reflection and
Metacognition; and Circle of Viewpoints is paired with Perspective-Taking.
Then these Routine/Move pairs are grouped into a bigger organizational sequence for promoting
understanding and thinking, from Routines for Introducing and Exploring Ideas, to Routines for
Synthesising and Organising Ideas to Routines for Digging Deeper into Ideas. Lotus School has used
this organizational sequence to phase the introduction of thinking routines and the expected thinking
moves across the age grades. In the very early years, the expected thinking moves are in the category
of Introducing and Exploring Ideas, and additional routines/moves are added as the children progress
throughout the grades. While this appears as a very linear sequence, the suggested progression is
more complex. For example, there are also expectations that routines/ moves that were introduced
earlier should continue to be practiced but with greater independence (moving from introducing to
supporting to automatic). The important point is that, at the end of the primary grades, the children
are expected to be able to have achieved at some level of proficiency across all the different types of
thinking moves. Technically, this is more like a planning for teaching document (it is called scope and
sequence), rather than a progress map about children’s thinking. Nevertheless, it has some features
of progress maps, such as an underlying model of competency which is multidimensional, as well as a
strong perspective on self-regulation.
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This scope and sequence document is very alive in the practices of the teachers at Lotus School. When
asking teacher Lucy from Lotus School how she approaches the assessment of thinking, she explained
how it is used for both formative and summative assessment.
“We have a scope and sequence of the thinking skills that we require for students starting
pre-K up to grade 5. What we do is write comments, formatively of course, whenever they are
doing an exercise or something, we would write how their thinking is going on, based on the
scope that we have. So it’s like, are they achieving it or in the process of doing it? And
then, whenever it’s a summative assessment, we try to do one of these things as part of the
summative assessment.”
See also Appendix I for an example of a scope and sequence document for thinking skills from the
Thinking-based Learning perspective.
Example 2: The second example comes from Carnation School where the teachers had been working
on the question “What does progress in thinking look like?” Their ideas of progression had been
influenced by the thinking continuum of their state curriculum, and they extended that model to some
of the attitudes/learner attributes of the PYP programme. They began to work on a developmental
continuum for Thinking and Acting Independently. PYP coordinator Carla explains:
“We’ve definitely started to look at doing a similar thing with the attitudes, from the Primary
Programme. So, because again, teachers are asking, “What does independence look like for a
Prep child, or for a year two child, or for a year four child?” This year the staff worked on
putting a document together that was just very, very simple in terms of the kinds of things that
they would be looking for (at each stage), with the idea that they’ll review it next year.”
And she goes on to describe the likely benefits of having this kind of progress map and how it could
be used by the teachers.
“If these are our expectations at this year level……….then we can see that this child is actually
working beyond that – at this point – because they are showing these behaviors. Not that we
want to assess the students on their attitudes or even the learner profile in some ways because
it can be very subjective. But it gave them something to think about in terms of, you know,
looking at the work habits and the social capabilities of particular children in comparison to
others.
Appendix F shows the full details of the progress map created by the teachers. Not surprisingly
because of the disposition being described – independence – the model of progression is from being
other regulated, and from being prompted by the teacher, to becoming more proactive in asking
questions, seeking help and feedback, setting goals and so on. Note also that progress is envisaged
as happening across multiple dispositional and behavioral dimensions, such as being curious and
seeking information, asking questions and building up the knowledge base, participating in roles and
taking on responsibilities, seeking and using feedback, and setting goals. (A cautionary note – because
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the time line for developing independence is stretched across the full primary school years, the
expectations for younger children might result in over dependency rather than creating agency).

12.3 Developmental Continua for Formative Assessment: Views and Practices
In the earlier section, we drew a distinction between age-related progression and the idea of using a
developmental continuum as a guide for formative assessment with a shorter time focus. The key
characteristic of this kind of map is that it captures an underlying model of growing competency of
the thinking in question, and articulates different levels of competency, from least to most competent.
Different terms are used to describe this growth – becoming more competent, increased proficiency,
becoming more skillful.
Checklists and Rating Scales – not Progress Maps: If schools had not identified thinking as a
curriculum objective and were not very explicit about thinking in their instructional practices, then it
is not likely that they would have developed progress maps of this kind. And, for the most part, that
was true for the case study schools, with one exception. Lotus School had begun development work
on these kinds of maps, and we include some examples of their work below. Rather, schools tended
to have developed checklists or ratings scales for indicators of good thinking or related dispositions,
that teachers used to assess children’s learning, or that the children used for self-assessment. These
checklists and ratings often contributed to feedback conversations with the children or were included
for reflection in portfolios. In that sense they were part of the school’s assessment for learning
philosophy.
For example, in Daffodil School, teachers rated the children annually across the transdisciplinary skills
using a frequency scale – rarely, sometimes, usually, consistently – on behavior indicators that
showed positive dispositions for good thinking, such as “Plans for and carries out activities effectively”,
“Shares own ideas considerately”, “ Works cooperatively with others”.
Lotus School had developed a checklist for children’s self-assessment: “I am thinking and
understanding when I: Look closely and describe details; Explain ideas by putting thoughts into words
and giving details; Give reasons for my explanations; Make connections; Listen to and think about the
ideas of others; Know the main idea; Wonder and ask questions; Think beyond my first idea or answer.”
Tulip School had a teacher assessment set of criteria for summative assessment that included three
skills headings – research and presentation skills, thinking skills, and communication skills. The criteria
under thinking skills were: “The child exhibits a thorough understanding of the central idea/lines of
inquiry on the task assigned. The child is able to apply the knowledge to independently answer the
question. The child is able to organize thoughts and make connections to the central idea/lines of
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inquiry.” Feedback to the children on these criteria was shown through three smiley faces – happy,
neutral and sad. In addition, evidence for assessment criteria related to thinking progression were
often evident in writing continua which were normally well developed in schools.
The challenge of making thinking more visible: Several coordinators acknowledged the challenges
they faced when assessing thinking.

They concluded that teachers need to have a clearer

understanding so that they know what to look for as evidence of better quality thinking. For example,
Carla from Carnation School said how important teachers’ understanding was, she explained:
“………..just teachers’ understanding what it means. So, how do you assess something that
you’re not quite sure exactly what it should look like, or what your own understanding of it is?”
When considering the other pressures on teachers’ time, coordinator Oliver from Orchid School said:
“…the thinking stuff, you know, you’ve got to work a bit harder to see that, ……..it’s often more
about having a conversation with a child ……….So, yeah, one of the challenges is the actual
visibility of it, and the time within the week to get through it .”
Teacher Della from Daffodil School who taught 6 and 7 year-olds, explained that, through observation
and questioning the children about what strategies they had use, she had created records of children’s
responses as evidence of their thinking. She said:
“I would really talk to the children as they’re working and, maybe, make notes on a grid where
I have all the children’s’ names, (asking them) are you showing evidence, what proof is there,
what strategies did you use to do this piece of writing. So I definitely ask the children to make
their thinking explicit and they know, for example, with say mathematics that it’s not just the
answer that’s important…… “
Teacher Diana, also from Daffodil School, who teaches 3 and 4 year-olds, explained how she designed
tasks that were increasing complex so that she could clearly observe how her young children were
responding and developing. In the context of her lesson, she explained:
“..as part of a series of activities that I have been doing with the children as the year has gone
on, where we’ve done this data handling activity, in a circle. I’ve been trying to develop the
activities so that the children’s thinking and the children’s choice-making is becoming
increasingly complex and the demands that I am making of them are increasingly more
demanding.
So I’m looking at their ability to function as part of a group and that is a progression. I’m
looking at their ability to understand the activity and to accurately engage with it. I’m
looking at their ability to listen to what the other children are doing and their ability to
communicate effectively within the whole class. As I said before, these activities are planned
so that they demand an increasing level of complexity with regards to the children’s
understanding of whatever the activity might be.”
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And Teacher Mollie from Magnolia School, explained her strategy of using something like a mind-map
for pre- and post-assessments to see how the children’s understanding and thinking had developed –
a strategy that was used by several other teachers as well. Mollie explained:
“I am looking for a change, I'm looking for a comparison of, I suppose, before and after, so, for
example, this particular unit, at the beginning of the unit, we do just a very simple graphic
organiser …..(goes on to explain in more detail) ……and they can, you know, write and it's just
all boxes with places for a picture and little bit of text. But it's really interesting doing the same
assessment at the end of the unit of inquiry and to see how much more, you know they're have
lot broader and a lot deeper understanding about how plants are important, as a result of the
Unit of Inquiry.”
Since becoming involved with the Thinking-based Learning approach, coordinator Laura from Lotus
School explained how they now make the criteria for more skillful thinking visible through coconstructing a thinking map in a familiar and simple context so that the criteria for doing good thinking
are clear to the students before they embark on their curriculum topic or inquiry.
“We always tell our students the criteria that makes good thinking beforehand…………….
“I mean, you introduce the skills and you just try to develop them through the different
questions from the thinking map (in a familiar context). But once they do that, we tell them
‘Okay, this is what we are looking for……….’”
Laura explained how they are helping teachers to become more skilled at looking at students’ work
and finding evidence of thinking, using a protocol called Looking at Students’ Work (LASW) from the
Cultures of Thinking Approach. She says:
“…..when assessing skills precisely, what we do most of the time is – we look, we have these
protocols, we get together and we just use the protocol call LASW, Looking At Students
Work”
The LASW protocol involves an agreed set of steps at a professional learning meeting between a group
of teachers to help the ‘presenting teacher’ gain a deeper understanding about the qualities of a
student’s work so that the teacher is more equipped to give feedback to the student.
“…..she will go back to the student and she would have more tools and be more empowered
to talk to the students and just see how can she move her students forward – so that’s what
we do.”
Clearly, teachers have devised a variety of strategies for responding to the challenge of making
thinking more visible, which is a prior condition for collecting evidence about the current state of the
child’s performance before even considering the creation of progress maps for formative assessment.
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The role of documentation: Another theme to emerge as important for making the thinking more
visible and thus available for assessment was the role of documentation. The term ‘documentation’
is used by the Harvard’s Making Thinking Visible approach in a very specific way as having a role in
formative assessment. For example, it is noted on their website: “Through documentation of students'
thinking and learning, we develop our own understanding of how thinking processes develop and how
we can best support them. In this sense, documentation is not just a reflective examination but also a
prospective

one

as

it

shapes

the

design

of

future

learning

situations.”

http://www.visiblethinkingpz.org/VisibleThinking_html_files/02_GettingStarted/02d_StartingDoc.ht
ml
In particular, Daffodil School is very committed to this approach and have formally adopted it as part
of their assessment policy to document progress within a unit of inquiry. Coordinator Dorothy
described some examples of what is documented: for example, reflective commentaries on learning
activities in student portfolios:
“We ask students to reflect on and explain their thinking about different learning activities
within each unit of inquiry. These reflections are saved as part of each student’s portfolio of
work. In March we expect students to be able to lead their student-led conferences
with their parents and teacher, either in English or their mother tongue.”
Dorothy goes on to explain how teachers use blogs for documenting what has been happening in a
unit of inquiry:
“…we all have a blog, and every teacher will write down or document what’s been going in
that week with pictures, and the children might write something as well. But what we’re
trying to encourage teachers to do is to document the pedagogical side of it. Why are we
doing what we’re doing?”
Diana, the early years’ teacher from the same school says how she keeps track of the children’s
progress and how she communicates this to the children’s parents on an ongoing basis, using an eportfolio called Storypark.
“I have an observational record, which I keep for each child, which is like my book that I keep
beside me and I jot things down there. We use a learning story format for feedback to
parents, using photographs and text, and that’s pretty much a complete record.
“What happens is we take the photographs and put them into a story format, which we share
immediately with the parents, we publish it and share it immediately with the parents. So we
have a dialogue going all the time and the bank of photographs and stories that we have of
each child is a very good record of where they are and how they’re progressing.”
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Coordinator Laura from Lotus School who adopts a very explicit approach to teaching thinking
mentions that they make reference to children’s progress in thinking skills in the report cards that are
sent to parents, albeit not in a very detailed way.
“…within our report card, the one that we show to our parents, there is always a record, we
just say how the child is developing their skills but not in a very specific way. Really it’s
something that we would like just to go further in really recording thinking skills.”
More generally, there were several comments about the increased use of digital portfolios and how
they were likely to facilitate the development of transdisciplinary skills, in terms of reflections on
learning, recording of progress and reporting.
Examples of Progress Maps: As mentioned earlier, we were only able to uncover examples of
developmental continua in one of our case study schools. Lotus School, who were working with
several different thinking approaches including both Thinking Routines and Thinking-Based Learning,
has worked on developmental continua for several Thinking Routines, and were working on a similar
approach with the thinking skills from Thinking-Based Learning. (For illustrative purposes, Appendix G
shows examples of developmental continua from schools which are not in this study.)
They began with a continuum for the Thinking Routines that had been developed by the Harvard
Cultures of Thinking/Making Thinking Visible group, see below for the example of the Thinking
Routines, Considering Viewpoints. Note that this example identifies two levels of performance – the
lowest level and the highest level but with no intermediate steps. Very useful as a first attempt but
not very specific with regards to helping a student know how to move on – the jump is too big.

Lotus School had elaborated on this continuum to articulate more explicitly FOUR levels of
performance from least competent (one-sided) to most competent (multi-dimensional or multiple
perspectives), see Table 15 below. See also a similar articulation for the thinking moves associated
with two other Thinking Routines.
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Table 15 Examples of more detailed Developmental Continua for Thinking Routines
from Lotus School
Thinking Move
or Routine

4

3

2

1

Considering

Presents
arguments from
more than one
side. Recognises
how Point of View
changes how one
views a situation

Identifies
alternative and
competing points
of view, opinions,
solutions and
ideas

Doesn’t pursue
alternatives and
may stick to initial
observations or
stance even when
new ideas and
points of view are
presented

Focuses only on
one’s own or
single perspective

Describing what’s Attends to details,
sees hidden,
there
obscure and
missing aspect,
identifies pattern

Generates
possible
interpretations
without having to
definitively name
them

Fails to look
deeply, confuses
interpretation and
observation

Recognises only
the most salient
aspects, qualities
or objects

Building
Explanations

May stick to
refuted ideas
because they are
one’s own

Accepts simple
explanations
quickly without
probing

Doesn’t look for
evidence, support
or alternatives

Viewpoints

Proposes
tentative theories
and explanations
that are refined
and modified as
new evidence
presents itself,
remains open

12.4 Concluding Comments on Thinking Progression Practices in the Case
Study Schools
As we noted earlier, the state of the science of characterizing progression in thinking and related
assessment is not yet fully developed, so it is not surprising that individual schools, school systems
and curriculum authorities have often struggled to create theoretically sound and/or empirically
robust progression maps for use in schools.
While we found many good attempts by the teachers in the case study schools to create a variety of
strategies for assessing thinking (checklists, rating scales, portfolios), for the most part , these
attempts were not underpinned by any well-articulated model of what progression in thinking might
look like. The PYP schools that were making some progress on this track were drawing from specific
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thinking approaches, or from external curriculum authorities, rather than directly from PYP guidance
materials. From our interviews with coordinators and teachers, they could do with some more
explicit guidance from IB about this.
Our own view is that any such developments with regard to characterizing progressions and/or
creating progress maps should be preceded by the creation of a specific PYP framework for teaching
thinking. The final section elaborates on this point and makes recommendations.
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Part 5 Recommendations
13

Recommendations

Preliminary Comments
The track that the IB guidance material takes teachers and schools on, to facilitate the important type
of learning the PYP promotes, is consistent with the dominant themes, both in spirit and in detail, in
the contemporary research literature about learning and thinking. But it is not yet specific enough to
guide coordinators and teachers to the dominant ways that this research translates in successful
classroom teaching today.
We applaud the fact that the IB has undertaken to have the initial review of their approach to thinking
set in the context of the way teaching thinking is being treated today, and then to engage in this
second review which focuses on the way that teaching thinking is being interpreted by IB schools. As
of now, teachers and school IB coordinators in our case study schools show that they value the
importance of bringing more specific thinking activities into their schools and classrooms. But many
of them are not sure how to do this. So they have tended to search the field of teaching thinking and
bring back a variety of different practices, some more firmly adopted by all the teachers in the PYP
programme, some more fragmentary in both school and classroom. Hence our sense is that often
classroom teaching in the PYP does not yet realize its full potential as a powerful context for early
years/primary grade students to engage in the most effective learning. We are happy to say, though,
that in our judgment this is remediable, and we make a series of suggestions below about how the
PYP may realize this potential more fully, without compromising any of its basic principles or require
more time in the school year.
The key findings from this report have confirmed many of the conclusions that we reached from our
previous audit of the IB guidance documents for PYP schools (Swartz & McGuinness, 2014b).
Moreover, the findings from the Case Study Schools have significantly deepened our understanding
and provided us with detailed examples of how PYP schools approach teaching thinking, how they
relate thinking to deep learning, and what expectations they hold about how thinking progresses and
how they might assess that. This is the basis for our recommendations, mindful that our case study
methodology is designed to illuminate important issues and cannot represent all PYP schools. There
will certainly be PYP schools who adopt other approaches that we have not captured in our sample.
Nevertheless, the consistency of the appearance of certain patterns, we feel, is sufficient for our study
to raise some important key issues which, when addressed, will be helpful to all PYP schools achieving
the basic objectives that IB has for the PYP.
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Recommendation #1
One main issue we would like to raise with IB is the extent to which it wants to prioritize effective
thinking as a curriculum objective. This would mean giving it the same status as the mastery and use
of the key concepts in the PYP curriculum. This would change the way thinking is handled in PYP lesson
and unit planning, and give the message that good thinking is not just about the issues dealt within a
specific unit of inquiry - important though that is. Rather, elevating thinking as an explicit curriculum
objective, in a manner similar to key concepts, would show that, in the value system of the IB,
becoming a good thinker is sufficiently important to articulate a set of thinking-related objectives and
ask that they be addressed in all PYP planning.
There are three main reasons for this. The first is that we have demonstrated the intimate connection
between doing certain kinds of thinking well in bringing about truly effective learning, based on the
latest, and most widely accepted research-based, conceptualization of effective learning (Section 2,
Section 5). To maximize this we have shown that, at almost every important step along the way,
certain types of activities involving specific thinking processes are what bring about the desired results.
The second reason is that this is evident in the specific learning framework, the concept-based
curriculum that the IB has established to define the route to effective learning in the PYP. Consider
the role of key concepts like “cause”, “function”, etc. in this process. Yes, understanding the cause of
a social revolution enriches and deepens our understanding of the revolution, as does the function of
social media in making the revolution succeed. But, to really get at the cause, and not just guess, and
to really grasp the function of social media, and not just say that they were important, good careful
thinking is required. And, we anticipate that the IB does not want such thinking used just in the
relation to a specific topic in a specific PYP inquiry, but wants students to learn to ask this question
about cause, and be able to figure out what the real cause was, of anything they encounter like this
for the rest of their lives.
The third reason is independent of the value of good thinking in the learning activities of the PYP. It
has to do with the value of good thinking in the lives of our students outside school, both when they
are going to school and after. Where the questions they learn to raise and the processes they use to
answer these questions perhaps has most effect in their lives outside of school is in their decision
making and problem solving. The importance of students learning how to think through decisions and
solve problems, and developing the disposition to do these when they are needed, in translating good
ideas into good action is obvious. This, in itself, is an argument that should justify any school to make
teaching skillful thinking a key objective in the school.
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For all of these reasons we urge the IB to take this recommendation and elevate good thinking, in all
its forms, to become a key objective of the PYP. We have found that a school that does this and starts
with 3 and 4 year-olds, and reinforces this with varied practice regularly, will have a group of students
who will have internalized these processes by the time they get to age 8 or 9. Good thinking then
becomes as natural as speaking their language well. To us this means that good thinking has the same
status as good reading and writing and all should be considered gateways to deep learning and good
living.
We make the following recommendations on the assumption that the IB does elevate good thinking
as a key objective in the PYP.

Recommendation #2
The different elements of the PYP Transdisciplinary Framework are presented in a fragmented way –
themes, concepts, skills, attitudes, learner attributes. These elements are all presented as lists, leaving
implicit how they are likely to interact, or which ones might be more important than others. If the
different elements of good thinking are added to these lists teachers may, also, not be sure how they
fit in. Some of the coordinators commented that their teachers were having a hard time trying to fit
the pieces together already without the addition of thinking skills as a priority, for example. We will
not speak to this issue but will address ways that we think the IB can avoid its recurrence if thinking is
brought up front as an important curricular objective.
We recognize that ways to put these ingredients together may quite legitimately vary depending on
the learning objective(s), and certainly from grade level to grade level. But when thinking is added, it
will be important to give classroom teachers some guidance in the kinds of connections that can be
made with the various ingredients in the thinking programme. For example, suppose that students
are not only exploring the French Revolution, but have been guided by the teachers to probe one of
the key concepts with regard to the revolution – to ask what caused it to happen the way it did? The
inquiry models used by many schools can set a context for students trying to answer this question.
But are there any thinking strategies that can be used to help students reach defensible conclusions
about this?
Well, one of the important types of critical thinking has to do with finding out what caused something,
as we mentioned in Recommendation 1. To do this with skill involves a strategy that focuses the
students to develop a range of possible causes, and then guides them to search for evidence that will
lead them to what the most likely cause is. This kind of exploration, and the understanding that
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results, is one of the goals of the IB and, when students achieve this goal, their understanding of the
French revolution will become enriched and will deepen. But, if teachers are unfamiliar with the way
they can create a thinking activity like this for their students in this context, this opportunity may be
lost.
We recommend, therefore, that the IB either creates or utilizes what we include in this report -- a
diagrammatic framework showing how the ingredients in a thinking curriculum fit together, as we
have described it, and then relate it to the ingredients in the present PYP instructional framework:
basically, to create a framework for teaching thinking in the PYP. We also recommend that the IB
make available to all PYP schools the conceptual material that fleshes out such a framework: a set of
published resources that can inform teachers of the details of this new thinking-oriented framework.
We suggest that our two reports be included.

Recommendation # 3
We are all aware of the research that shows that reading about new approaches to classroom
instruction alone has minimal effects on classroom change. But there is now research that shows that
a well-structured teacher-training programme can dramatically increase the implementation of new
ideas in school classrooms. We note from our interviewing that some of the schools we spoke to, in
fact, have identified specific thinking-related programmes, and have worked out ways of either
bringing such teacher-training programmes to their schools, or bringing their teachers to sites where
such programmes were taking place, or doing some online training. And we noted that in some of
these schools, teachers were implementing what they were learning with frequency and in
coordination with their colleagues.
On the other hand, we also noted that while all of the teachers we interviewed took the idea of
bringing thinking activities into their classrooms, many were left on their own to find activities that
they thought might work. In some of these classrooms we noted that the teachers were satisfied that
they had found thinking activities that “worked”, others were not so confident about what they were
doing. In a few cases where the teachers described problems that they had, we could see immediately
what could have been done vis a vis the thinking activity to ensure that it achieved the thinking
objective more successfully, and we remarked that if these teachers had attended a workshop on
teaching skillful thinking they would have found this out for themselves.
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Hence we recommend that IB provide a series of robust teacher-development workshops on teaching
thinking in the PYP as we have conceptualized it in this report. By “robust” we mean that this
programme should, at the least, contain a coaching component in which coaching on classroom
implementation is provided to individual teachers, or to groups. This is the kind of teacher-training
programme that the major research on teacher-development has shown is maximally effective.
A word of caution. We have noted that some programmes designed to bring thinking into classrooms
specialize in only one or two aspects of the whole that we have outlined in Section 5. What we would
emphasize is that, however the IB puts together these workshop opportunities, they be constructed
to address all SIX of the key ingredients (Section 2, Section 5) that we identified as a coherent
programme specifically tailored to the objectives of the PYP in which the different ingredients
complement each other. For example, teaching students to use thinking routines should not be
presented as a competing alternative to teaching them how to engage in skillful thinking, but rather
as two components in a larger enterprise that complement each other.

Recommendation # 4
Some IB coordinators and teachers, recognizing that there may be more to teaching thinking than they
currently practice, have said that they would like to find out what other PYP schools are doing to meet
the challenge of bringing an emphasis on thinking into their schools. And, indeed, it is our perception
that there are some fine examples already in these schools of ways of emphasizing one or more of the
six focal points we identified in Section 5. We recommend that the IB establish a special network of
IB schools in which teachers can contribute videos on line of thinking-based lessons or classroom
activities with an explanation of the lesson objectives and any special features, perhaps slotted into
one of the 6 categories we have identified.
We also suggest that the IB set up regional conferences on thinking in a PYP context in which teachers
could demonstrate some of these lessons and activities and discuss together, how they work, and how
they might be either adapted to other contexts, or enriched. For example, some teachers have
adapted a technique for translating good thinking into good writing not developed in an IB context,
for use in a specific PYP instructional context revolving around one of the important transdisciplinary
themes, and have tried it in some middle and upper primary students. Something special like this,
with a distinctly PYP cast to it, that does not appear in the literature on teaching thinking, but can be
made available to other teachers in this way, can spread from school to school and enrich many more
students than if this teacher wrote an article about it.
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Recommendation # 5
Without explicit models or even schematic expectations of how specific types of thinking might
develop in school classrooms, it is difficult for schools to create developmental thinking continua or
progress maps for either specific tasks or for age-related expectations. Among other things this can
have an impact on the way teachers sequence their instruction and how they emphasize the thinking
processes that students are learning to engage in. However doing this successfully presupposes that
a framework for teaching thinking of the sort that we have previously discussed has been adopted, is
in play in some PYP schools, and teachers have mastered instructional techniques that they judge
make their work with thinking skills effective. But more than that, the way that such a framework
plays itself out in a PYP school needs to be monitored and the results recorded. Any realistic
expectation that students will progress in their thinking according to certain patterns, or in specific
ways, with and without support, needs to be based on the reality of the classroom and not just on
our ideas of what we think students can do.
Hence we recommend that IB make this an active and ongoing research project in all PYP schools, with
an on-site manager organizing this in each school, and a central coordinator with a research team
collecting the data, evaluating it, and making recommendations of expected progressions in thinking
by grade level. We suggest that at least two years be devoted to this project.
As was indicated in Sections 10 and 11, there is no firmly accepted set of expectations that can serve
as the basis of a viable and reliable guidance and assessment programme with regard to growth in skill
at thinking. If the changes we recommend are made in the instructional framework of the PYP with
regard to the various aspects of thinking we have identified, we see the potential for the IB setting
realistic standards for the development of thinking abilities not only in PYP schools, but in the broader
community of schools that have committed themselves to teaching students to be good thinkers. That
would certainly be viewed as a contribution by the community of teaching thinking scholars and
practitioners.
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Appendices
Appendix A Integrated Framework from Previous IB Reports
An Integrated Research and Practice Informed Framework for Developing and Assessing
Thinking Skills and Related Constructs
Thinking
Objectives

Teaching
Principles

Practices

Principles

Practices

Make thinking
organisers explicit

Teach explicit thinking
organisers/strategies in the
classroom, graphic organisers,
thinking routines

Align teaching and
assessment practices
with thinking objectives
in the classroom.

Give students something
challenging to think about, more
than routine tasks

Be specific about the
performance criteria
and standards expected
for the use of same

Prompt student
performances that
display the use of
thinking skills,
habits of mind, and
the efficacy of
thinking
dispositions.

Thinking Skills
Advance deep
thinking challenges

Metacognitive

Assessment

Engage students in
collaborative
thinking to ensure
joint meaning
making, interaction,
and dialogue

Thinking
Prompt students to
adopt a strong
metacognitive
perspective

Teach for transfer of
the skillful thinking
being learned

Thinking
Dispositions

Prompt the students to make the
thinking that results from their
use visible and public

Specific criteria
Use collaborative groups, arrange
the classroom to facilitate
interaction, develop a thinking
language, support sustained
dialogue about thinking

Generalise the
approach from
thinking classrooms
across all grades in
the school

Metacognition

Thinking Dispositions
Teach students explicit strategies
to plan, monitor and evaluate
their thinking skills and thinking
dispositions. Give time to do this

Explicitly teaching to facilitate
the transfer of learned thinking
procedures to other curricular
and non-curricular contexts
Cultivate thinking
dispositions and
habit and minds

Thinking Skills

Design assessment
rubrics and ratings
that incorporate

Create classroom norms and
expectations about
thoughtfulness and the habitual
use of thinking strategies

Prioritise teachers’ professional
development and teachers’
planning time

Appropriate
standards

Next steps

Growth patterns

Adopt assessment for
learning principles

Share the criteria
and standards with
students

Give feedback and
identify next steps
Use self and peer
assessment to
communicate and
share standards,
promote
assessment literacy
re thinking
objectives
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Appendix B Ethics documents for schools and consent forms

c/o School of Psychology
Queens University Belfast
Belfast
BT9 5BN
Northern Ireland
October 13, 2016
Contact email: l.sproule@qub.ac.uk

Dear Principal
Case Studies of PYP classroom practices to develop children’s thinking
We are a research team who has been commissioned by the International Baccalaureate (IB) to
explore how their Primary Years Programme (PYP) schools use the transdisciplinary framework and
the PYP inquiries to help the students develop their skills in thinking and learning. The research will
consist of nine case studies of PYP schools from around the world. We are inviting your school to
participate as one of those case studies. The findings from the project are intended to contribute to
the on-going IB review of the PYP.
Case studies are being drawn from PYP schools that teach through the medium of English, that are
located in different parts of the world, that are funded differently (public schools vs privately funded
schools) and whose teachers have had various length of experience teaching the PYP. Within those
categories, your school has been randomly selected to be invited to take part.
The study will conform to the highest ethical standards with regard to anonymity, informed consent
and data protection, as explained in the attached document (ethics and ethical oversight). You are
free to refuse the invitation, or to withdraw if you begin and then change your mind, without suffering
any adverse consequences.
What is the project about?
Essentially we want to find out about the different ways that PYP schools approach the development
of children’s thinking skills, how they use the transdisciplinary framework to plan the PYP enquires,
how teachers organise their classroom practices, and how they assess the learning outcomes related
to thinking. Each case study will be based on interviews with two or three teachers discussing these
themes online with a member of the research team (using Skype, or similar software), as well as
reflecting on a video of a lesson they have taught related to an inquiry. More details may be found
in the Next Steps document attached.
Members of the research team have considerable experience both as educational researchers and as
teacher developers on pedagogy and thinking skills and we have conducted previous research for the
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IB on these topics 2. Based on our previous experience, we expect that the school and the teachers will
benefit from engaging in professional dialogue with the research team about their teaching, even
though it is confined to on-line discussions. Unfortunately, time constraints and the level of funding
for the project do not permit us to visit each of the case study schools in person.
Feedback and reporting
You will receive a summary of the research findings and we will be glad to answer any further questions
you may have.
Signaling your interest in participation
If you and your staff are interested in participating, please return the expression-of-interest form
below to Dr Liz Sproule, who will be the main contact person for the project. If you have any questions
to ask or want further clarifications before deciding, please do not hesitate to contact Liz at the email
address.
We very much hope that your school will participate and look forward to working with you on this
project.
Yours sincerely

Dr Robert Swartz

Professor Carol McGuinness

Dr Liz Sproule

Director: Centre for
Teaching Thinking, USA

School of Education
Queen’s University Belfast

Visiting Research Fellow,
School of Psychology,
Queen’s University Belfast
(Project coordinator and
First point of contact)

Expression-of-interest form
I AM interested in _______________________________________ school participating in the IB
Thinking Skills Study.
I am NOT interested in _______________________________________ school participating in the IB
Thinking Skills Study.

Signed __________________________________________ (principal)
Please forward to l.sproule@qub.ac.uk
2

http://www.ibo.org/globalassets/publications/ib-research/continuum/student-thinking-skills-report-part1.pdf
http://www.ibo.org/globalassets/publications/ib-research/continuum/student-thinking-skills-report-part-2.pdf
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Next steps in the PYP Thinking Skills Project: Procedure for the case study
If you decide that your school is interested in participating, then the next step is to give your formal
written permission by completing and returning the consent form we will send on receipt of your
expression of interest in the project. It is important that you read the ethics document carefully before
you do so.
Then we will ask you for the contact details for the person who has the main responsibility for
curriculum coordination, the PYP coordinator, and 2/3 teachers who have expressed interest — one
who teaches a lower primary class, one who teaches an upper primary class, and, if your school enrolls
early years children (3-5 year olds), then we would like to contact one of those teachers as well. These
members of staff must consent freely with no expectation of adverse consequences if they do not
wish to take part. Once you have their verbal agreement, and we have their contact details, we will
send them written information and a consent form.
All our interactions with members of your staff will be completed on-line, either through Skype (or
some other web-conferencing software) or by email.
For the teachers, we will be asking them about their general approach to developing children’s
learning and thinking and to send us at least one example of their inquiry plans. We will also be asking
them to video one of their lessons related to an ongoing PYP inquiry (about 30-40 minutes video will
be sufficient) and send it to us. After we and the teacher have had a few days to become familiar with
the video, a member of the research team will jointly view it on- line with the teacher as the basis for
discussion of how the teacher planned the lesson, why it was planned that way, whether it worked in
the way she intended and so on. This interview will then be transcribed so that we may further analyze
the teacher’s responses.
In order to complete the video, each teacher will need to obtain written consent from the children’s
parents or guardians and, in the case of the children 7 years of age and over, the written assent of the
children themselves. Children under seven years can give verbal consent after the teacher explains
what is going to happen.
When we receive the each teacher’s own consent form, we will then forward to him/her the
information letters with consent forms for parents, guardians, and children. If the parents’ or
guardians’ first language is not English, teachers may be able to interpret the study for them. Also,
we will provide a ‘script’ for the teachers to explain to children what the purpose of the video is and
to put them at their ease. Anonymity, data protection and ethical oversight are explained in the
attached ethics document.
We recognise that asking teachers to video their own classes can be stressful but we want to
emphasise that the purpose of the video is to provide a concrete situation to stimulate discussion with
the research team about teaching practices, classroom organisation and teacher/student interactions.
From a research point of view it is much more productive to have a specific example of a lesson as a
basis for a discussion about pedagogy, rather than just to talk about it in general terms. The teachers’
professional insights will make an important contribution to the study.
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It should be emphasised again that the video will be viewed only by the teacher and members of the
research team. It will not be available to anyone else, not even to yourself as school principal, unless
the teacher wishes to share it. It will be destroyed at the end of the research project.
In order to provide some information about the assessment aspect of the project, we will ask teachers
to give us some anonymised examples of their students’ work and a short commentary explaining how
they assess it (only for those children who complete written work).
Overall, we estimate that we are asking for 4-5 hours of each teacher’s time — making the video, plus
preparation for interview (1.5 - 2 hours); online interview (1 hour), general preparation, plus consent
forms (1 hour).
We will need only 1 hour interview with the PYP curriculum coordinator.
Finally, we will need to collect information about your school, numbers enrolled, background of
students (including language background), number of teachers, their qualifications and length of
experience, staff-student ratio and so on. We will do this via survey questionnaire and we hope that
this kind of information will be readily available within the school and therefore will not require too
much time to complete.
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PYP Thinking Skills Project Case Studies: School Principal consent form
I have read the attached Next Steps (procedure) and ethics documents which explain the research
about International Baccalaureate PYP case studies.
I understand that the letter is asking me to give my consent to (please print name of school)
_______________________________________________________ school taking part in the study.
I understand that the school’s PYP coordinator will be interviewed by the research team online
about their role and their work.
I understand that two or three teachers will be asked to record one of their lessons and discuss it
with the research team online and that they will be asked to comment on assessment of two
students’ work.
I understand that the information collected for the case studies will be kept securely by the research
team during the course of the project and then destroyed at the end of the project.
I understand that teachers are being asked to destroy their copies of the video lesson so that they
are not used for purposes other than for this research project.
I understand that participation is voluntary and that I, as principal, am free to withdraw my consent
to the school taking part at any time.
I understand that this research will be published in a report but that no names of people or schools
will appear in it.
I undertake to facilitate the procedures detailed in the procedure document for gaining consent
from parents, guardians, and children and to ensure that the videos are destroyed at the end of the
study.
Please tick one of the following boxes to indicate whether or not you give permission for the
research.
☐

I AGREE to give permission for the above research

☐

I DO NOT AGREE to give permission for the above research

Signature: ______________________________________

Date:_____________________

Please print surname_________________________________________
PYP coordinator and teacher email contact details
PYP Coordinator (who may also be one of the teachers) ____________________________________
Teacher 1 __________________________________________________________
Teacher 2 __________________________________________________________
Teacher 3 (early years teacher if applicable) ______________________________________________
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IB Thinking Skills Project PYP case studies: PYP coordinator consent form
I have read the attached Next Steps (procedure) and ethics documents which explain the research
about International Baccalaureate PYP case studies.
I understand that the letter is asking me to participate in an online interview.
I understand that the information collected for the case studies will be kept securely by the research
team during the course of the project and then destroyed at the end of the project.
I understand that participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw my consent.
I understand that this research will be published in a report but that no names of people or schools
will appear in it.
I undertake to facilitate the procedures detailed in the procedure document for gaining consent
from parents and children.
Please tick one of the following boxes to indicate whether or not you agree to taking part.
☐

I AGREE to take part in the above research

☐

I DO NOT AGREE to take part in the above research

Signature: ______________________________________

Date:_____________________

Please print surname_________________________________________

We need to know the following information for practical reasons related to our discussions
What time of day is convenient for you to take part in the discussion? (It need not be during the
school day)?____________________________________________________________
Do you know how many hours you are behind or in front of Greenwich Mean Time? ____ hours in
front/behind.
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IB Thinking Skills Project PYP case studies: Teacher consent form
I have read the attached Next Steps (procedure) and ethics documents which explain the research
about International Baccalaureate PYP case studies.
I understand that the letter is asking me to participate in an online interview.
I understand that the letter is asking me to video record one of my lessons and discuss it with the
research team online.
I understand that I will be asked to comment on assessment of two students’ work.
I understand that the information collected for the case studies will be kept securely by the research
team during the course of the project and then destroyed by them at the end of the project.
I understand that participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw my consent.
I understand that this research will be published in a report but that no names of people or schools
will appear in it.
I undertake to follow the procedures detailed in the ethics and procedure documents for gaining
consent from parents and children and to destroy the videos at the conclusion of the study.
Please tick one of the following boxes to indicate whether or not you agree to taking part.
☐

I AGREE to take part in the above research

☐

I DO NOT AGREE to take part in the above research

Signature: ______________________________________

Date:_____________________

Please print surname_________________________________________
We need to know the following information for practical reasons related to our discussions
Do you have good IT support or alternatively, do you feel confident using IT? (If not, we will help)
__________________________________________________________________________________
What time of day is convenient for you to take part in the discussion? (It need not be during the
school day)?____________________________________________________________
Do you know how many hours you are behind or in front of Greenwich Mean Time? ______ hours
in front/behind.
What is the nature of the inquiry you will be video recording?
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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Information Leaflet for Parents: IB Thinking Skills Project case studies
We are approaching you to ask permission for your child to participate in an educational research study as
described below. Before you decide, we would like you to understand why this research is being done and
how it will involve your child.
Please read this sheet carefully. If you have any questions, there are contact details at the end of this sheet.
Talk to other parents, the teachers in the school or the school principal about the study if you wish.
What is the purpose of the study?
The purpose of the study is to see how PYP schools and teachers across the world help their students to
develop skills in learning and thinking, which are important elements of the Primary Years Programme in the
school which your child attends.
Why was my child’s school selected?
Nine case study schools from those who follow the IB’s Primary Years Programme were selected. Schools had
to meet certain criteria – to be from different geographical areas (as defined by the IB), to teach through the
medium of English, to be either privately or publicly funded, and to have different years of experience running
the PYP in their schools. When those criteria were filled, then schools were randomly selected.
What is involved in the research?
Each case study will be based on interviews with up to four teachers from the school, discussing themes
related to planning, teaching, and assessing how students develop learning and thinking skills. The interviews
will be conducted online via Skype with a member of the research team. For those interviews, the teachers
will be asked to video one of their lessons and to send it to the research team as the basis for discussion. They
will also be asked about their assessment practices, by commenting on a few anonymized examples of their
students’ work.
General information about the background of students in the schools, the qualifications and experience of the
teachers will also be collected.
Why have I been approached?
You have been approached because your child is in one of the classes that will be videoed. The video will
consist of a normal lesson as part of one of the PYP inquiries or projects. No additional or new teaching
activity will be introduced. The purpose of the video is to get an overall impression of the class as the basis for
the interview with the teacher. It will not focus on any individual child.
Does my child have to take part?
Your child’s participation and your agreement is completely voluntary, with no adverse consequences for
either of you if you refuse to participate. Also, even if you agree, each child will be asked individually if they
wish participate. If, at any point, your child wishes to withdraw from the video element of the study, then
they can do so without giving a reason.
What about data protection?
Videos will be encrypted and securely forwarded to the research team. They will be destroyed at the end of the
study. They will not be used for reasons other than as the basis for discussion during the teacher interviews.
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What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?
The research does not involve any new or additional teaching activity beyond what the children will be
experiencing regularly in their classrooms. There is a slight risk of children being uncomfortable with being
videoed. They will be reassured that they can withdraw from this at any time without giving a reason.
Teachers will be particularly alert to this possibility and will accommodate any child who does not wish to
continue.
What are the possible benefits?
The main benefit is that findings from the research will contribute to the ongoing development and
improvement of the PYP in all IB schools. Specifically, the teachers in your child’s school will have an
opportunity to engage and benefit from professional dialogue about teaching and learning in the PYP context.
Will taking part be confidential?
Case study schools will be anonymized in any subsequent reports and publications, and all efforts will be made
to disguise any characteristics that might make the schools recognizable. In particular, although the research
is funded by IB, the research team works independently and the IB will receive only the anonymized reports
and will not know the identity of the case study schools.
Specifically, only the research team and the relevant teacher in the school will view the video lesson. It will not
be viewed by other members of the school.
Who is organising and funding the research?
The research is commissioned and funded be the International Baccalaureate Organisation. The research team
consists of a group of experienced educational researchers and professional developers: Emeritus Professor
Robert Swartz, Director, Centre for Teaching Thinking, Boston, USA; Professor Carol McGuinness and Dr Liz
Sproule from Queen’s University Belfast, Northern Ireland. This team have completed previous work on
development and assessing thinking skills for the IB.
Who has reviewed the research?
The research proposal has been ethically reviewed and approved by an organization, Chesapeake IRB, who
provides such services for multi-center United States projects, and thus it conforms to the highest ethical
standards. If you wish to reassure yourself, you may examine Chesapeake IRB 3 at the link in the footnote.
How do I signal whether I agree or disagree?
Please fill in the attached consent form and return it to your child’s class teacher as soon as possible. If you do
not wish your child to take part, you are free to refuse.

Further Information and Contact details: If the teacher cannot answer any questions you might have, you may
email Dr Liz Sproule at L.Sproule@qub.ac.uk.

3

Chesapeake IRB website link:
https://www.cirbi.net/CIRBI/Rooms/DisplayPages/LayoutInitial?Container=com.webridge.entity.Entity%5BOID
%5BAC482809EC03C442A46F2C8EEC4D75D3%5D%5D
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IB Thinking Skills Project PYP case studies: Parent consent form
I have read the Information Leaflet which explains the research about International Baccalaureate
PYP case studies.
I understand that I am being asked to allow my child to be video-recorded during one of his or her
normal lessons.
I understand that I am being asked to allow that video to be shared with the research team for the
purposes of an online discussion with the teacher about teaching and learning.
I understand that the letter is asking me to allow a copy of my child’s school work, with the child’s
name removed, to be shared with the research team as an example of teacher assessment, if my
child’s work is selected by the teacher for that purpose.
I understand that the information collected for the case studies will be kept securely by the research
team during the course of the project and then destroyed at the end of the project.
I understand that this research will be published in a report but that no names of people or schools
will appear in that report.
I understand that participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw my consent at any time.
I understand that my child must also give consent and is free to refuse even if I have consented.
Please tick one of the following boxes to indicate whether or not you agree to your child taking part.

☐

I AGREE to take part in the above research

☐

I DO NOT AGREE to take part in the above research

Signature: ______________________________________

Date:_____________________

Please print your surname_________________________________________
Please print the name of your child ___________________________________
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Information and consent form for the children
Teaching students how to learn and think well
Would you like to be part of this project?
Hi there,
Bob, Carol and I are a research team who have been asked by the International Baccalaureate Organisation
(that’s the organisation that approves what you learn in your school) to find out what happens in your classes
when you are learning to improve your skills, to think and to be better at learning. We are writing to you to
invite you to be part of the project.
What is the project about?
Your teacher has agreed to talk to us about how she plans your lessons and teaches you in your classes. To help
us discuss these things in more detail, she has agreed to video one of your lessons and to send it to us, so that
we can talk about what she does in more detail. Our team will look at the video with your teacher so that she
can explain to us how your class works. She has also agreed to show us some of the class work that you do in
your class. In order to this, you need to agree to allow us to video you in your class, and to look at your work.
We are also asking your parents or guardians for their agreement. So you cannot take part unless your parents
or guardians agree as well. However, you do have a say and this is what this letter is asking you about.
Why was your school selected?
We have chosen NINE schools across the world who are part of the IB family of schools. In order to give every
school a fair chance to be included, we put the names into a hat and picked them out at random. Well, before
that we decided that we could only work with schools who taught through English. Then we had to make sure
that sufficient numbers of schools from different parts of the world were included, and that schools with
students from different backgrounds were also included. Your school came up as one that met all these
different requirements. That is why we have asked your school to work with us in the research project.
Do you have to agree to take part?
You are completely free to choose whether you agree to take part or not. If you decide not to take part, nothing
nasty will happen to you. Also, even if you do decide to be take part in the video now, if you are not too keen
on the day of the video, you can also say that you don’t want to do it.
What will happen if you do agree to take part?
Your teacher will video one or two lessons in your classroom. These lessons are just part of your ordinary
school work. You will not be asked to do any kind of new work for the project. The teacher will show you the
camera and answer any questions you have. He or she will check if it is alright to video you, as part of
thewhole class. The teacher is not allowed to video you if you have not agreed and, even if you did previously
agree, you can say that now you don’t really want to.
As we cannot visit all the schools around the world, your teacher will send us the video and we will look at it
online with your teacher to discuss the details. For example, we will ask your teacher what she/he wanted you
to learn and how the lesson worked.
We will also ask your teacher to send us some examples of the classroom work the students write for the
teacher. We only want to see the work of a small number of students, not for all the students in the class. When
we look at these, your name will have been removed so we won’t know whose work it is. Nobody else in the
class will know either because the teacher will not show it to them.
Who else will see the video?
Only your teacher and the research team (that’s Bob, Carol and Liz) will see the video. No other teachers in your
school will see it. We will discuss it only with your teacher when we talk to her/him online. At the end of the
project, the video will be destroyed.
Who else will see my classwork?
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Only the research team will see the examples of your work from the class. Even then, we will not know whose
work we are looking at, as your name will have been removed.
Will other people know what schools were involved?
Nobody outside of the research team will know the names of the schools who have helped us with this project,
nor the names of any of teachers who have helped us with the video lessons. Even the International
Baccalaureate, who has given us the money to do this project, will not know which the schools who have helped
us. When doing research it is very important that the research team keep these names private.
Who will hear about what the project finds out?
Bob, Carol and Liz will write a report for the IB and a summary will be sent to your teachers and your school.
The findings will help to improve the way all PYP schools and teachers help students with their learning. Our
report will be put on the IB website so that all schools can see what we have said.
Who has given us permission to do this research?
As a research team, Bob, Carol and I cannot just ask schools to take part in a project without first checking that
all our procedures follow the rules. Before starting this project, we had to present our plans to a group of
experts so that they can approve that what we are asking schools, teachers and students in the school to do
does not harm them in any way and that their privacy is protected. We are very happy to say that our study
has been approved and that it follows the rules.
How can I let you know where I agree or not?
Your principal and your teacher have already agreed that we can do this work with your class. We would not be
allowed to write this letter to you if they had not agreed.
Your parents are also being asked if they will allow it. You cannot take part if they don’t allow it.
If you are older than seven, you have to write and tell us if you allow us to video you or not. You will also be
asked whether or not we can see an example of your schools work. To do this, you must fill in the form below.
You can say no and nobody will be annoyed if you refuse. If you are younger than seven, you must tell your
teacher whether it is OK to video you or that it’s not OK but you do not have to put it in writing.
To tell us you do or don’t consent
Please fill in the form below by
•

ticking the first box if you agree with each sentence, and

•

ticking the second box if you don’t agree with one or more of the sentences.

Remember, you are free to refuse, even if your parents have agreed.
If you want to know more about the study or you need help to understand the letter, please ask your teacher
first. If the teacher does not know the answer, he or she will email me to find out what you want to know.
Thank you for taking the time to read this letter. Bob, Carol and I will be pleased to work with your class if you
agree.
Best wishes
Liz
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Student consent form
I have read the student letter above which explains what the research study is about.

I understand that the letter above is asking me to take part in a lesson that will be video recorded.

I understand that the letter above is asking for examples of my classwork to be shown to the research team .

I understand that the video lessons and the examples of my classwork will be seen only by the research team
(Bob, Carol and Liz) and by my teacher.

I understand that I do not have to take part if I don’t want to and that I can change my mind.

I understand that the lesson videos will be destroyed at the end of the project to protect my privacy

I understand that this research will be published in a report but that no names of people or schools will appear
in it.

Please tick the following box to indicate whether or not you agree to taking part.

☐

I AGREE to take part in the above research

☐

I DO NOT AGREE to take part in the above research

Signature: ____________________________________

Date:_____________________

(Print Name)
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Appendix C Survey Questionnaires
IB Thinking Skills Project PYP case studies: School Principal questionnaire
School name: __________________________________________________
School country: ________________________________________________
Size of school
1.

Number and gender of students enrolled in your school: _________male _______female

2. Number and gender of teachers employed in your school: _________male _______female
3. Number of staff other than teachers employed in your school?_______ teaching support and
__________other staff
Curriculum arrangements in the school
4. What IB curriculum programmes does the school follow? Please circle as appropriate.
PYP

MYP

IB Diploma

5. For the PYP, does the school follow a national or local country curriculum for the disciplinebased parts of the curriculum?
or
6. Does the school follow the IB recommended scope and sequence for the discipline-based parts
of the curriculum?

7. For how many years has the School taught the PYP?______

8. Does your school teach early years children, aged 3-5 years? _Yes

9. Does your School follow the PYP early years programme? __ Yes

No

No

(circle as appropriate)

(circle as appropriate)

10. Any other information about the curriculum arrangements that is important for the school?
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General background characteristics of the students who attend your School
11. What are the nationalities or cultural background of the students in the school?
_________________________________________________________________________________
12. What is main social and economic background of the students in the school?
_________________________________________________________________________________
13. What are the main mother tongues of the students in the school?
_________________________________________________________________________________
14. Any other information about the characteristics of your students that you consider to be
relevant to this project?
_________________________________________________________________________________

Current Curriculum Priorities
15. Within the context of the PYP, is the school pursuing any specific curriculum and/or assessment
priorities right now? If so, please explain

16. To what extent has the school got a specific interest in teaching thinking skills as part of the PYP
transdisciplinary framework? Please explain.

17. Does the school follow a particular approach to teaching thinking (e.g., Visible Routines,
Thinking-based learning, Philosophy for Children, Multiple Intelligences, or any other approach).
If so, please explain
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IB Thinking Skills Project PYP case studies: PYP coordinator questionnaire
This short questionnaire is to give us some contextual information about you and your students.
1. Gender_____ Male/ Female (delete as appropriate)
2. What are your teaching qualifications?___________________________
3. How many years have you been teaching?________________________
4. How many years have you been teaching the PYP?_________________
5. How many years have you been coordinator for the PYP?____________
6. How many years have you worked in this school?___________________
7. What is the extent of your professional development related to the PYP
a. Within the School (e.g. in-house training, mentoring)?

b. Outside school? (e.g. local workshops, online learning, conferences)

8. Do you have a specific interest in teaching thinking skills? If yes, please tell us as much as you
can about it.

9. Any other information about your professional development that you think is important for your
role as PYP coordinator?

10. For the PYP, does the school follow a national or local country curriculum for the disciplinebased parts of the curriculum?

11. How does that national curriculum mesh with the transdisciplinary framework? Are there any
specific issues that arise in this context?

12. Does the school follow the IB recommended scope and sequence for the discipline-based parts
of the curriculum?

13. Does your School follow the PYP early years programme for under sixes? ___Yes
as appropriate

No

(circle

14. How does the PYP early years programme mesh with any national guidelines for this age group?

15. Any other information about the curriculum arrangements that is important for the school?
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IB Thinking Skills Project PYP case studies: Classroom teacher questionnaire
This short questionnaire is to give us some contextual information about you and your students. We
are looking at a range of experience, so don’t worry if you are relatively inexperienced.
About you
1. Gender: _____

Male Female

(delete as appropriate)

2. What are your teaching qualifications?_____________________________
3. How many years have you been teaching?__________________________
4. How many years have you been teaching the PYP?____________________
5. How many years have you worked in this school?_____________________
6. What is the extent of professional development related to the PYP
a. Within the School (e.g. in-house training, mentoring)?________________________________

b. Outside school (e.g. local workshops, online learning, conferences)______________________

7. Do you have a specific interest in teaching thinking skills? Please tell us as much as you can
about it.

8. Any other information about your professional development that you think is important for your
teaching?

About the students in the class you will video
9. Number of children in your class_____________________
10. Ages_____________
11. Gender__________male____________female
12. Main national or cultural background________________________________________________
13. Main social and economic background_______________________________________________
14. Mother tongue__________________________________________________________________
15. Are there any children with special needs?____________________________________________
16. Is there any other information you think might be relevant?
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Appendix D Interview Protocols
Research Question
Focus

Domain of the Question

Indicative Questions for PYP Co-ordinators Indicative Questions for Classroom Teachers

General

What is involved in being a PYP co-ordinator?

Relationship between
thinking and learning

What are your main tasks throughout the year?
What are your general views about how
thinking develops in the PYP curriculum?

Articulating thinking
as an objective

Planning

How does the transdisciplinary skills framework
get linked into planning the inquiries?
More specifically, how do thinking skills get
linked in?
How is it organised with the classroom
teachers?

Hooks and devices for
linking positioning
thinking in the PYP
transdisciplinary
framework

In your view, what are the main issues that
emerge when linking thinking skills into the
inquiries?
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How do you go about planning a specific inquiry
What about links to the thinking skills framework?
How does that work?
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Promoting thinking
and deep learning in
the classroom

Teaching and classroom
practices

In your role as PYP co-ordinator, to what extent,
if any, do you have input into the instructional
techniques that individual teachers adopt in
their classrooms?
Does the school follow any specific approaches
for teaching thinking….?
In your view what are the main challenges
involved when developing children’s thinking?

Do you adopt any specific approach to the
development of thinking?
What other teaching methods do you normally use
to provoke your children’s thinking?
What kind of responses are you looking for from the
children?
What kinds of thinking do your students find
challenging?
(These questions were customised to the specifics of
the teacher’s video lesson)

Thinking progression
and assessment

Progression

Does your school have expectations about how
the students’ thinking should develop over
time?
For example, in lower primary classes vs upper
primary classes? Explain…………
Or across different inquiries in the same year?
Explain…………
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What kinds of responses do you expect from the
children in your classroom that would reassure you
that they thinking well – or at least beginning to
improve ………..?
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In your view, what are the main issues related
to identifying progression in learning and
thinking skills?
Assessment

Does the school have an approach to the
assessment of the PYP transdisciplinary skills?
Specifically, how do you approach the
assessment of the thinking skills elements?
Additional questions about feedback and use of
rubrics.

When it comes to any written work that they do,
would you include any indicators of their thinking in
your assessment or in your feedback to them?
Any examples of rubrics that you would use?

In your view, what are the main issues related
to the assessment of thinking skills?
Thinking and deep
learning

Concluding the interview

(and followed up
through additional
emails )

The term ‘deep learning’ has been used several
times across the interviews.
What is your interpretation of the meaning of
deep learning?

(For the interviewer, ask the
interviewee to forward any
examples of written
guidance or materials that
were referred to during the
interview, and that might
be significant)

From your perspective, how does the use of
thinking skills enhance or promote deep
learning?
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How do you know that what you are doing helps
deepen to children’s learning?
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Additional open
questions

What additional guidance or support in relation
to PYP thinking skills would you find useful in
your role as PYP co-ordinator?
Is there anything else you would like to say
about the development of children’s thinking
and the PYP, or any additional comment you
would like to make on the topics we have
discussed so far?
Thank you for your help.
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Finally, is there anything else you would like to say
about how children’s thinking develops within the
PYP inquiry framework?
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Appendix E Example of an Age-Related Progress Map from Lotus School

VISIBLE THINKING – SCOPE AND SEQUENCE 2016

Introduce
Support
Automatic

PRE KINDER

SeeThink Wonder

-Observations
-thoughtful
interpretations

KINDER

See- Think
Wonder

Observations
-thoughtful
interpretations

1st grade

See- Think
Wonder

2nd grade

3rd grade

4th grade

5th grade

Observation
s
-thoughtful
interpretatio

See- Think
Wonder

Observations
-thoughtful

See- Think
Wonder

-Observations
-thoughtful

See- Think
Wonder

Observations
-thoughtful

See- Think
Wonder

-Observations
-thoughtful

-Build
explanation
s.
-promotes
evidential
reasoning
understandi
ng through
active
reasoning
and
explanation

What
makes you
say that

-Build
explanations.
-promotes
evidential
reasoning

What
makes
you say
that

-Build
explanations.
-promotes
evidential
reasoning

What
makes you
say that

-Build
explanations.
-promotes
evidential
reasoning

What
makes
you say
that

-Build
explanations.
-promotes
evidential
reasoning

Think-pairshare

Understanding
through active
reasoning and
explanation

Think/Hear
Pair- Share

Understanding
through acti
ve reasoning
and
explanation

Think/
Hear
Pair- Share

Understanding
through active
reasoning and
explanation

Think/
Hear
Pair- Share

Understanding
through active
reasoning and
explanation

interpretations

interpretations

interpretations

interpretations

ns

What
makes
you say
that

-Build
explanations.
-promotes
evidential
reasoning

What
makes
you say
that

-Build
explanations.
-promotes
evidential
reasoning

What
makes
you say
that

Think
Pair
Share

Understanding
through active
reasoning and
explanation

Think
Pair
Share

Understanding
through active
reasoning and
explanation

Thinkpairshare

PRE KINDER
Headline

Summarizing and
consolidating

KINDER

Headlines

Summarizing and
consolidating

1st grade

Headlines

Summarizing
and
consolidating

2nd grade

Headlines

Summarizing
and con
solidating

3rd grade

Headlines
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Summarizing
and
consolidating

4th grade

Headlines

Summarizing
and
consolidating

5th grade

Headlines

Summarizing
and
consolidating
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ideas, events, and
experiences.

Zoom in

Thinking
Keys

Beginning
Middle
End

-Describe
Uncovering
and making
connections
-infer
-Interpret
Looking at things
from different
perspectives

Observing and
Imagining

PRE KINDER

ideas, events, and
experiences.

Zoom in

ideas, events,
and
experiences.

-Describe

Zoom in

Thinking
Keys

Looking at things
from different
perspectives

Thinking
Keys

Step
Inside

Explore
different
perspectives
and
viewpoints

Step
Inside

-Uncovering and
making
connections
-infer
Interpret

Beginning
MiddleEn
d

Observing and
Imagining

KINDER

Colour,
Symbol,
Image
CSI

-Identify the
essence of ideas

ideas, events,
and
experiences.

-Describe

Zoom in

Looking at
things from
different
perspectives

Thinking Keys

-Uncovering
and making
connections
-infer
Interpret

Beginning
Middle
End

Explore
different
perspectiv
es and
viewpoints

Observing
and Imagining

1st grade

Colour,
Symbol,
Image
CSI

-Identify the
essence of
ideas

-Describe

ideas, events,
and
experiences.

Zoom in

-Uncovering
and making
connections
-infer
Interpret

Step Inside

Beginning
Middle
End

Looking at
things from
different
perspectives

Explore
different
perspective
s and
viewpoints
Observing and
Imagining

2nd grade

Colour,
Symbol,
Image
CSI

-Identify the
essence of
ideas

ideas, events,
and
experiences.

-Describe

Zoom in

Explore
different
perspectives
and
viewpoints

Step
Inside

-Uncovering
and making
connections
-infer
Interpret

Step
Inside

I use to
think…but
now I
think

-Reflect on

their thinking
-explore how
and why that
thinking has
changed.
-reasoning
abilities and
recognizing
cause and
effect
relationships.

3rd grade

Colour,
Symbol,
Image
CSI
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-Identify the
essence of
ideas

ideas, events,
and
experiences.

-Describe

Zoom in

Explore
different
perspectives
and
viewpoints

Step
Inside

I use to
think…but
now I
think

-Reflect on

their thinking
-explore how
and why that
thinking has
changed.
-reasoning
abilities and
recognizing
cause and
effect
relationships.

4th grade

Colour,
Symbol,
Image
CSI

-Identify the
essence of
ideas

-Describe

Uncovering and
making
connections
-infer
-Interpret

-Uncovering
and making
connections
-infer
Interpret

I use to
think…but
now I
think

Explore
different
perspectives
and
viewpoints

-Reflect on

their thinking
-explore how
and why that
thinking has
changed.
-reasoning
abilities and
recognizing
cause and
effect
relationships.

5th grade

Colour,
Symbol,
Image
CSI

-Identify the
essence of
ideas
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Generate
SortConnectElaborate:
Concept
maps

Uncovering and
organizing prior
knowledge to
identify
connections

Generate
SortConnectElaborate:
Concept
maps

Uncovering
and
organizing
prior
knowledge to
identify
connections

GenerateSort
Connect
Elaborate:
Concept maps

Uncovering
and
organizing
prior
knowledge to
identify
connections

Generate
SortConnectElaborate:
Concept
maps

Uncovering and
organizing
prior
knowledge to
identify
connections

Generate
SortConnectElaborate:
Concept
maps

Uncovering and
organizing
prior
knowledge to
identify
connections

Generate
SortConnectElaborate:
Concept
maps

Uncovering and
organizing prior
knowledge to
identify
connections

Connect
Extend

Connections
between
new ideas
and prior
knowledge.
- ongoing
questions,
puzzles and
difficulties
as they
reflect on
what they
are learning
Uncovers
prior
knowledge
and ideas,
questioning

Connect
Extend
Challenge

Connections
between new
ideas and
prior
knowledge.
- ongoing
questions,
puzzles and
difficulties as
they reflect
on what they
are learning

Connect
Extend

Connections
between new
ideas and
prior
knowledge.
- ongoing
questions,
puzzles and
difficulties as
they reflect
on what they
are learning

Connect
Extend

Connections
between new
ideas and
prior
knowledge.
- ongoing
questions,
puzzles and
difficulties as
they reflect
on what they
are learning

Chalk Talk

Uncovers
prior
knowledge
and ideas,
questioning

Chalk Talk

Uncovers
prior
knowledge
and ideas,
questioning

Chalk Talk

Uncovers
prior
knowledge
and ideas,
questioning

Compass
Points

Metacognition evaluate
their
learning.

Compass
Points

Metacognition evaluate
their learning.

-Reflect on

I use to
think…
but now I
think

Challenge

Chalk Talk

PRE KINDER

KINDER

Uncovers
prior
knowledge
and ideas,
questioning

1st grade

Chalk Talk

2nd grade

I use to
think…
but now I
think

-Reflect on
their
thinking
-explore
how and

3rd grade

I use to
think…
but now I
think
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-Reflect on

their thinking
-explore how
and why that

Challenge

4th grade

I use to
think…
but now I
think

their thinking
-explore how
and why that

Challenge

5th grade

-Reflect on

their thinking
-explore how
and why that
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Think –
Puzzle Explore

-Connections to
prior knowledge
- stimulate
curiosity
- lay the
groundwork for

Circle of
View
Points

Consider
different
and diverse

Circle of View
Points

Think –
Puzzle Explore

Connections
to prior
knowledge
- stimulate
curiosity
- lay the
groundwork
for

Think – Puzzle
-Explore

independent

inquiry.

perspectives

Question
Starts.

PRE KINDER

Activating
curiosity and
generating
questions for
exploration.

KINDER

Question
Starts.

1st grade

perspectives

Connections
to prior
knowledge
- stimulate
curiosity
- lay the
groundwork
for

thinking has
changed.
-reasoning
abilities and
recognizing
cause and
effect
relationships.

Activating
curiosity and
generating
questions
for
exploration.

2nd grade

I use to
think..but
now I think

-Reflect on
their
thinking
-explore
how and
why that

thinking has
changed.
-reasoning
abilities and
recognizing
cause and
effect
relationships.

Consider
different and
diverse

Circle of
View
Points

Consider
different and
diverse

Circle of
View
Points

Consider
different and
diverse

Think –
Puzzle Explore

-Connections
to prior
knowledge
- stimulate
curiosity
- lay the
groundwork
for

Think –
Puzzle Explore

-Connections
to prior
knowledge
- stimulate
curiosity
- lay the
groundwork
for

Think –
Puzzle Explore

-Connections
to prior
knowledge
- stimulate
curiosity
- lay the
groundwork
for

perspectives

independent

inquiry.
Question
Starts.

thinking has
changed.
-reasoning
abilities and
recognizing
cause and
effect
relationships.

Circle of
View
Points

independent

independent

inquiry.
Activating
curiosity
and
generating
questions
for
exploration.

why that
thinking has
changed.
-reasoning
abilities and
recognizing
cause and
effect
relationships
Consider
different
and diverse

independent

inquiry.
Question
Starts.

Activating
curiosity and
generating
questions for
exploration.

3rd grade

I use to
think..but
now I
think
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-Reflect on

their thinking
-explore how
and why that
thinking has
changed.

perspectives

independent

inquiry.
Question
Starts.

Activating
curiosity and
generating
questions for
exploration.

4th grade

I use to
think..but
now I
think

-Reflect on

their thinking
-explore how
and why that
thinking has
changed.

perspectives

inquiry.
Question
Starts.

Activating
curiosity and
generating
questions for
exploration.

5th grade

I use to
think..but
now I
think

-Reflect on

their thinking
-explore how
and why that
thinking has
changed.
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Thinking
Hats

Analyze from
different
perspectives

Thinking Hats

Sentence –
phrase-word

thinking has
changed.
-reasoning
abilities and
recognizing
cause and
effect
relationships
Analyze from
different
perspectives

-Reason with
evidence
-Build
explanations
-Discover the
complexity

-reasoning
abilities and
recognizing
cause and
effect
relationships.

-reasoning
abilities and
recognizing
cause and
effect
relationships.

-reasoning
abilities and
recognizing
cause and
effect
relationships.

Thinking
Hats

Analyze from
different
perspectives

Thinking
Hats

Analyze from
different
perspectives

Thinking
Hats

Analyze from
different
perspectives

3-2-1bridge

-Uncover
their initial
thoughts
about a topic
- connect
these to new
thinking
about the
topic after
they have
received
some
instruction

3-2-1bridge

-Uncover
their initial
thoughts
about a topic
- connect
these to new
thinking
about the
topic after
they have
received
some
instruction.

3-2-1bridge

-Uncover their
initial
thoughts
about a topic
- connect
these to new
thinking
about the
topic after
they have
received
some
instruction

Sentence
phraseword

Reason with
evidence
-Build
explanations
-Discover the
complexity

Sentence
–phraseword

Reason with
evidence
-Build
explanations
-Discover the
complexity

Sentence
–phraseword

Reason with
evidence
-Build
explanations
-Discover the
complexity
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Appendix F Example of Age-Related Progression Map from Carnation School

Independence – thinking and acting independently, making their own judgements based
on reasoned argument, and being able to defend their judgements.
Kinder/Prep
Children
(working with the
teacher)

Year 1/2
Children
(developing
independence)

Year 3/4
Children
(working with certain
levels of independence)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrates enthusiasm and excitement when engaging independently in the world
Shows growing confidence in becoming independent within the classroom setting
Can inquire, question and experience in order to gain more independence
Shows curiosity to expand their world view
Uses prior knowledge to promote participation and greater willingness in tasks
Refers to teacher and personal goals independently to support their learning
Follows daily routines and with less prompting

•
•
•
•
•

Uses their growing knowledge base to participate confidently in independent tasks and take further risks
Asks questions to balance the connection between sought reassurance and the pursuit of a reward
Actively engages in classroom roles and responsibilities
Uses success criteria to reach learning expectations
Demonstrates they are beginning to create personal goals

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seeks and applies feedback on their own personal performance
Shows they are beginning to provide accurate feedback
Monitors their own actions to improve their progress towards key learning outcomes
Generates their own questions in relation to a topic
Shows an understanding of their roles and responsibilities within the community
Demonstrates they are beginning to undertake self and peer assessment more frequently
Shows they can monitor own behavior and how to manage it
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Year 5/6
Children
(depth)

•
•
•
•
•

Can actively seeking feedback on their own performance
Demonstrates a willingness to provide constructive detailed feedback to peers
Shows the motivation to take action and willing to follow through with desired outcomes
Demonstrates an increased level of self-governance to pursue and persist with interests
Demonstrates the self-motivation to build upon strengths and weaknesses
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Appendix G Examples of Developmental Continua for Decision-Making in
Persuasive Writing, for Causal Reasoning and for Judging the Reliability of
Information (below)
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Appendix H Thinking Based Learning Model Important Types of Thinking

IV Complex Thinking
Processes
1.Decision Making
2.Problem Solving
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Appendix I THINKING SKILLS SCOPE AND SEQUENCE based Swartz TBL, adapted from Lotus School
PRE KINDER

KINDER

GRADE 1

GRADE 2

GRADE 3

GRADE 4

GRADE 5

Parts-Whole

Parts- Whole

Parts- Whole

Parts-Whole

Parts- Whole

Parts- Whole

Parts- Whole

Compare/Contrast

Compare/Contrast

Compare/Contrast

Compare/Contrast

Compare/Contrast

Compare/Contrast

Compare/Contrast

Decision Making

Decision Making

Decision Making

Decision Making

Decision Making

Decision Making

Decision Making

Problem Solving

Problem Solving

Problem Solving

Problem Solving

Problem Solving

Developing creative
ideas

Developing creative
ideas

Developing creative
ideas

Developing creative
ideas

Developing creative
ideas

Establishing
sequences/ranking

Establishing
sequences/ranking

Establishing
sequences/ranking

Establishing
sequences/ranking

Establishing
sequences/ranking

Classifying (TD)

Classifying (TD&BU)

Classifying (TD&BU)

Classifying (TD&BU)

Classifying (TD&BU)

Analyzing and
Assessing
Arguments

Analyzing and
Assessing
Arguments

Analyzing and
Assessing
Arguments

Analyzing and
Assessing Arguments

composing
metaphors based on
analogies

composing
metaphors based on
analogies

composing
metaphors based on
analogies

composing
metaphors based on
analogies

Evaluating
Predictions

Evaluating
Predictions

Evaluating
Predictions

Evaluating Predictions

Best Causal
explanation

Best Causal
explanation

Best Causal
explanation

Best Causal
explanation

Determining
reliable Sources

Determining
reliable Sources

Determining
reliable Sources

Determining reliable
Sources

Developing Creative
Ideas

Developing Creative
Ideas

Composing
metaphors based on
analogies
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Principles of Curricular Implementation of thinking skills
1.

Teachers can introduce these skills at any grade prior to these, but they must be introduced by the grade indicated.

2.

Red indicates where these skills are introduced. After they are introduced they need to be followed by many practice lessons on the
same skill by the same and different teachers at the same and higher grade levels. During this process students can be asked to do
activities on these skills on their own.

3.

TBL lessons that are taught on the same thinking skill vary in content and subject area. They should be planned that way.
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